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ABSTRACT
Searches are presented for heavy resonances decaying into a Z boson and another
boson (a W boson, a Z boson, or a heavy Higgs boson H) using data from proton-
proton collisions at a center-of-mass energy of
p
s = 13TeV. The data were collected
with the ATLAS detector in 2015 and 2016 at the Large Hadron Collider and cor-
respond to a total integrated luminosity of 36:1 fb 1. The searches are performed in
the ``qq nal state wherein the Z boson decays into a pair of electrons or muons
(` = e; ), and the other boson decays into two quarks (q). The decay product of
the hadronically decaying boson is reconstructed as either two jets with small radii
or a single large-radius jet, depending on the transverse momentum of the boson. No
evidence for resonant production of ZH, ZW , or ZZ pairs is observed. Upper limits
are derived at 95% condence level on the product of the production cross section of a
resonance and its decay branching ratio(s) for the selected benchmark signal models.
The results are interpreted in the context of extensions of the Standard Model with
additional Higgs bosons (e.g. a two-Higgs-doublet model), heavy vector triplets (a
model independent framework for the interpretation of spin-1 resonances), and the




The period of nearly 50 years, from the late 1960s to 2012, represented a giant leap
forward in the understanding of the elementary constituents of the Universe at the
most fundamental level. The Standard Model (SM) of particle physics [1{3], which
classies all known particles and provides a unied picture of the forces of relevance to
particle physics, is undoubtedly one of the greatest triumphs of modern physics. With
most of its theoretical concepts developed by the end of 1960s, the SM gained strong
support with the discovery of the W and Z bosons at European Organization for
Nuclear Research (CERN) in the mid 1980s. Finally, the Higgs boson [4, 5] discovered
by the ATLAS (A Toroidal LHC Apparatus) [6] and CMS (Compact Muon Solenoid)
[7] experiments in 2012 at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [8] completes the full
spectrum of the Standard Model particles.
Despite its tremendous success in describing the current experimental data, the
Standard Model cannot be the ultimate theory of particle physics, and many impor-
tant questions remain unanswered. The origin of the numerical values of the free
parameters in the SM is not known and those values simply have to be put in to t
the experimental observations. Additionally, more parameters need to be introduced
to account for neutrino masses and mixing. The SM is not able to explain what
might have happened that tipped the balance between matter and antimatter in the
early universe. There is also no strong reason as to why there should exist only three
generations of matter particles. Furthermore, the model does not incorporate the last
known force of gravity, not to mention how gravity should be quantized. The SM
only explains a fraction of the energy present in the universe and the nature of the
astrophysical dark matter cannot be explained within the context of the SM.
Many theories, either extensions of the SM or entirely novel theoretical frame-
works, have been proposed to address the deciencies of the SM. This dissertation
focuses on several of these theories. Common to all the models considered is the
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postulation of new resonances that can decay into a pair of bosons. Using data col-
lected by the ATLAS detector in proton-proton collisions at a center-of-mass energy
of 13TeV at the LHC, this dissertation presents searches for resonant production of
a Z boson and another boson (a W boson, a Z boson, or a heavy Higgs boson) in
the ``qq nal state, where ` is either an electron or a muon and q denotes a quark.
A brief description of the underlying theoretical motivations is presented in Chap-
ter 2. An overview of the LHC and the ATLAS detector is found in Chapter 3.
Chapter 4 describes the techniques for reconstructing the physics objects used in this
dissertation by combining information from dierent parts of the detector. Chapter
5 features the analysis searching for ZW and ZZ resonances in the ``qq nal state,
which encompasses various aspects of a physics analysis and serves as a reference
work for the analysis that follows. The second analysis, presented in Chapter 6, looks
for a heavy Higgs boson decaying into a Z boson and another heavy Higgs boson in




Looking Beyond the Standard Model
2.1 The Standard Model of Particle Physics
The SM of particle physics was developed in stages during the course of the 20th
century. The theory attempts to describe and classify the elementary particles as well
as to formulate the interactions between them. Three of the four known fundamental
forces that govern the universe|electromagnetic, weak, and strong interactions|are
described by the SM.
2.1.1 Brief Overview
To put the formulation of the SM in a nutshell, all matter in nature is composed
of fermions, and the forces or interactions between particles are mediated by force
carrying gauge bosons. The Brout-Englert-Higgs mechanism [9{14] gives rise to the
masses of the gauge bosons, and the fermions acquire mass from Yukawa-type inter-
actions with the Higgs eld. The detailed content of the particles of the SM is shown
in Figure 2.1. Leptons and quarks constitute the fundamental building blocks of
matter. They are divided into three generations with increasing masses, although the
mass hierarchy of the neutrinos has not been established experimentally. Fermions
are spin-1/2 particles. Each fermion has a corresponding anti-particle which shares
the same mass and spin but has the rest of the quantum numbers reversed. In each
generation, there are two types of quarks, an up-type with an electric charge of 2/3
and a down-type with a charge of -1/3. Similarly, two types of leptons exist in each
generation: charged leptons and neutral ones (neutrinos). Each quark comes with
three colors (red, green or blue) and also possesses a quantum number called baryon
number. A lepton number is assigned to each generation of the leptons and is found
to be a conserved property by experiments. The particles interact with each other
3
Figure 2.1: A schematic drawing of the particle content of the Standard Model
Physics. The particles are classied into three broad categories: the three gener-
ations of matter particles (fermions), gauge bosons, and the Higgs boson.
through the exchange of force carrier particles. These force carriers, which are listed
below, are vector gauge bosons which possess a spin quantum number of 1:
 W+, W , and Z0 bosons: massive, are force carriers of the weak nuclear force;
 Photon (): massless, are force carriers of the electromagnetic force;
 Eight gluons (g): massless, are force carriers of the strong force.
The dynamics of the SM is described by a Lagrangian based on the formalism of
quantum eld theory (QFT), with the action integrated over all space-time of the
Lagrangian density LSM(x). Symmetries play important roles in the SM because of
the implications of Noether's theorem [15]. As the theorem states, if an action is
invariant under some group of transformations (symmetry), then there exists one or
more conserved quantities associated with these transformations. Developed as a rel-
ativistic QFT from the onset, the SM works fully in accordance with special relativity.
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Therefore, Poincare symmetry, which includes translations, rotations and boosts, is
a global continuous symmetry of the theory. Associated with this global symmetry
are three conserved quantities: energy, momentum, and angular momentum.
The complete local gauge symmetry of the SM Lagrangian is dened by the group
SU(3)CSU(2)LU(1)Y , which governs the strong and electroweak interactions. The
transformations under this group are gauge transformations, and additional gauge
elds are introduced in order to preserve the symmetry under given transformations.
Only then is the Lagrangian gauge invariant under these symmetry transformations.
Specically, SU(2)L  U(1)Y group symmetry dictates the unied electroweak inter-
actions of the SM. The electroweak gauge group is associated with one eld from
U(1)Y and three elds from SU(2)L. These elds together give rise to W
, Z and 
through electroweak symmetry breaking. On the other hand, the strong interactions
are detailed in quantum cchromodynamics (QCD) which is a non-Abelian gauge the-
ory transforming under the symmetry group SU(3)C . SU(3)C is associated with eight
gluon elds carrying three color charges and mediating interactions between colored
objects (i.e. quarks and gluons).
The nal component of the SM is the Higgs Mechanism without which the un-
derlying gauge symmetry of the electroweak interaction is broken by the masses of
the associated gauge bosons. A scalar eld (the Higgs eld) is introduced and it ac-
quires a non-zero vacuum expectation value through spontaneous symmetry breaking
in vacuum. The spontaneous breaking of the symmetry results in massless Goldstone
bosons, which are absorbed by the W and Z bosons as their longitudinal polarizations
as they become massive, and the remaining degree of freedom results in a massive
scalar boson, the Higgs boson. Fermions acquire mass via interactions with the Higgs
eld which are scaled by Yukawa couplings. The SM is then complete after the
addition of all the terms introduced by the Higgs eld and its Lagrangian can be
summarized as:
LSM = Lgauge + Lfermions + L + LYukawa: (2.1)















   @Ga   g3fabcGbGc (a = 1; 2; :::; 8) (2.3)
W a = @W
a
   @W a   gabcW bW c (a = 1; 2; 3) (2.4)
B = @B   @B (2.5)
are the SU(3)C , SU(2)L and U(1)Y eld strengths. The structure constants for
SU(3)C are f
abc and the totally antisymmetric abc (with 123 = +1) are the structure






























And the right-handed fermions
eR; R; R; uR; cR; tR; dR; sR; bR; (2.7)
are all singlets under SU(2)L. The fermion terms in the Lagrangian are then written





















In the above equation, Lf and QfL denote the left-handed doublets for each family of
the leptons and quarks, respectively; efR represents the singlets for the charged leptons;
qfR represents the singlets for the up-type and down-type quarks. The covariant



















































The U(1)Y weak hypercharge of any eld f is given in terms of the electric charge and
the eigenvalue of the third component of the weak isospin matrix: Yf = 2(Qf   I3f ).
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I3f is +1=2 for the upper component of a doublet,  1=2 for the lower component of a
doublet, and 0 for an SU(2)L singlet. The SU(2)L representation matrix generators
acting on these elds are proportional to the Pauli matrices: T a = a=2 (a = 1; 2; 3).
The eight generators of the SU(3)C symmetry group are given by: T
0a = a=2 (a =
1; :::; 8) where the a are known as the Gell-Mann matrices. g0, g and g3 are the
coupling constants of the U(1)Y , SU(2)L and SU(3)C groups, respectively.




(W 1  iW 2): (2.13)
The gauge eigenstate elds B and W
3
 are both electrically neutral, and they mix
as a result of spontaneous symmetry breaking. The mass eigenstate elds, which are
observed as the photon eld (A) and the massive Z boson vector eld (Z), are
related to the gauge eigenstate elds through a rotation in eld space by an angle
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The Lagrangian density for the scalar eld is:
L = (D)yD  V (;y)













In the case of spontaneous symmetry breaking with 2 < 0, the vacuum expecta-
tion value (VEV) of  is chosen to be real, and entirely in the second component










In the unitary gauge, the neutral scalar eld can be expressed in terms of its deviation
from its VEV: 0 = (v + h(x))=
p
2. The eld h(x) here creates and destroys the

















There is no mass term in Equation (2.19) for the photon eld A; therefore, the photon
remains massless and U(1)EM gauge invariance remains unbroken. The masses for the







with mW=mZ = cos W ; (2.20)
which agrees with the experimental values provided that the VEV is approximately
v =
p
2h0i = 246GeV: (2.21)
The Higgs potential V (;y) gives rise to a mass and self-interactions for h. In the
unitary gauge:
V (h) = v2h2 + vh3 +

4
h4 with mh =
p
2v: (2.22)
Finally, the gauge-invariant fermion mass terms are accounted for by adding in-





  y` LeR   yd QLdR   yu QL(i2)uR + h:c:
i
; (2.23)
where y`, yd and yu are the corresponding Yukawa coupling constants for the fermions.






(v + h) ff; (2.24)
where the fermion mass and the h-fermion coupling are both proportional to yf .
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2.2 Looking Beyond
Despite having been tested to great precision through a great range of physics
processes in various experiments, the Standard Model is not entirely satisfactory
theoretically. The SM is associated with the hierarchy problem in which the bare
Higgs mass must be unnaturally ne-tuned to cancel the large loop corrections. The
model does not explain the quantum numbers of the particles, and it contains at
least 19 arbitrary parameters. The neutrinos, which are known to have mass from
various neutrino oscillation experiments, are described as massless particles in the
SM. Furthermore, it is not certain whether the mass of the neutrinos would arise in
the same way as the masses of the other fundamental particles in the SM. The SM,
which predicts that the amount of matter and antimatter should have been the same
if the initial conditions of the universe did not involve an imbalance, is not able to
explain the baryon asymmetry in the observable universe. Furthermore, astronomical
evidence strongly suggests that there exist dark matter and dark energy, which to-
gether account for about 95% of the total energy present in the universe, whereas the
SM only explains roughly 5% of it. There is also a chase for a grand unied theory
which provides a group framework for unifying all the particle interactions. A few
theories beyond the Standard Model (BSM) are introduced in the remainder of this
section, along with the benchmark models that are explored in the searches in this
dissertation.
2.2.1 Two-Higgs-Doublet Model
A two-Higgs-doublet model (2HDM) [16{18], which introduces a second SU(2)L
doublet 2 with weak hypercharge Y = +1, is among the simplest possible extensions
of the SM. 2HDMs are attractive because they are very well motivated theoretically
and can lead to very rich phenomenology. Supersymmetric theories, e.g. the Minimal
Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM), contain two Higgs doublets. The eec-
tive low-energy theory for some axion models still requires two Higgs doublets and
some 2HDMs provide dark matter candidates. 2HDMs can also generate the observed
baryon asymmetry, due to the exibility of their scalar mass spectra and additional
sources of Charge-Parity (CP) violation. The general scalar potential for a 2HDM con-
tains 14 parameters and can have CP-conserving, CP-violating, and charge-violating
minima. However, most phenomenological studies of the 2HDMs make simplifying
assumptions. For instance, the requirement of CP conservation is often imposed in
the scalar sector, in which case scalars are distinguishable from pseudo-scalars. The
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most general scalar Higgs potential is then given by:





































where all the parameters are taken to be real. The minimum of the potential corre-
















The corresponding vacuum expectation values of the neutral scalar elds are
h0i i = vi=
p
2 (i = 1; 2), with v  (v21 + v22)1=2 = 246GeV. There are eight de-
grees of freedom associated with the complex scalar SU(2) doublets; three of them
become the longitudinal components of W and Z
0
 to give masses to the W
 and Z
gauge bosons. The remaining contents manifests themselves as ve scalar particles:
two neutral scalars (h and H), a pseudo-scalar (A) and two charged scalars (H).
One of the most important parameters in studies of 2HDMs is dened as:
tan   v2
v1
: (2.27)
By meeting the potential minimum conditions, six free parameters are left: m212
and the ve real Higgs self-couplings (1; 2; :::; 5). From these six parameters,
one can compute the four physical Higgs masses (mh; mH ; mA; and mH) and the
neutral CP-even Higgs mixing angle . At the SM alignment limit, cos(   ) ' 0,
the couplings of the h coincide with the tree-level couplings of the SM Higgs boson.
In addition to aforementioned parameters, there are several ways of choosing the
Yukawa couplings. If tree-level FCNCs are to be avoided, four arrangements are
dened: Type-I, Type-II, lepton-specic, and ipped 2HDMs. In the Type-I model,
the fermions only couple to the second doublet 2, whereas the vector bosons only
couple to 1. Leptons couple to 1 in the Type-II model, and up- and down-type
quarks couple to separate doublets: the up-type couples to 2 and the down-type to
1. In the lepton-specic model, one has the quarks coupling to 2 and the leptons
to 1. In the ipped model, the up- and down-type quarks have the same couplings
as those in Type-II, and the leptons couple to 2.
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2.2.2 Heavy Vector Triplets
The heavy vector triplet (HVT) [19, 20] model adopts a simplied phenomenolog-
ical Lagrangian to provide a framework for a large variety of explicit BSM models.
The motivation of this simplied approach is to circumvent the complexity brought
by the many free parameters in most of the explicit models and to make the exper-
imental results based on the simplied Lagrangian translatable into explicit models
where the parameter relations between the simplied model and an explicit model
can be obtained. A real vector V a (a = 1; 2; 3) is considered in the adjoint represen-
tation of SU(2)L as a weak-isospin triplet with vanishing hypercharge. It describes
two charged and one neutral heavy spin-1 particles with the charge eigenstate elds
dened by the following relations [20]:
V  =
V 1  iV 2p
2
; V 0 = V
3
 : (2.28)











































In the above equation, gV represents the typical strength of the new boson inter-
actions, cH and cF are dimensionless factors parameterizing the deviation of the V
coupling to SM gauge bosons and fermions from the typical value, respectively. The





  DV a ; DV a = @V a + gabcW bV c ; (2.30)






The rst term on the second line of Equation (2.29), which is proportional to gV cH ,


















Figure 2.2: Feynman diagrams forW 0 produced via Drell-Yan (left) and vector-boson
fusion (right) processes.
term on the same line, proportional to
g2
gV
cF , contains the coupling between the new
boson V and SM fermions. The relevant decay modes of this resonance are di-lepton,
di-quark and di-boson. The decay widths of di-lepton and di-quark channels are given
by:








where Nc[f ] is the number of colors and is equal to 3 for the di-quark and to 1 for
the di-lepton decays. The partial decay widths of the other two channels mentioned
can be computed as follows:












where & = gV v=(2mV ). &  1 is the most common situation, &  1 only occurs in
strongly coupled scenarios at very large gV .
The predicted resonances are produced via two relevant channels as illustrated
in Figure 2.2, Drell-Yell (DY) and vector-boson fusion (VBF). VBF production is
sub-leading in most of the motivated part of parameter space. Searches at the LHC
generally interpret two explicit benchmark models: model A and model B. Model A of
the HVT is a weakly coupled model which corresponds to heavy vectors emerging from
an underlying extended gauge symmetry. In model A, gV  g  1, cH   g2=g2V
and cF  1. On the other hand, the strongly interacting model B describes the
triplet in the context of the Minimal Composite Higgs Model where cH  cF  1
and gV = 3. Consequently, it can be seen from Equation (2.32) - (2.34) and from
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Figure 2.3: Branching Ratios for the two body decays of the neutral vector V 0 for
the benchmarks AgV = 1 (left) and BgV = 3 (right) [20]. Note that the left plot is in
linear scale, whereas the plot on the right-hand side uses a semi-logarithmic scale on
the y-axis.
Figure 2.3 that in model A|which predicts gV cH ' g2cF=gV ' g2=gV|the branching
ratios of the vector triplets decaying into into fermions and bosons are comparable.
On the contrary, decays into fermions are extremely suppressed in model B and di-
boson decays become the dominant decay channels.
2.2.3 Bulk Randall-Sundrum Graviton
The Randall-Sundrum (RS) framework [21{23] attempts to explain the Planck-
weak hierarchy problem by introducing a warped extra dimension as illustrated in
Figure 2.4. In the RS scenarios, the universe consists of two parallel (3 + 1)-branes,
called the \Planck brane" and the \weak brane" (or \TeV brane"). The observable
universe is constrained to live on the weak brane, and the forces are unied on the
Planck brane. The large dierence between the mass scales of the two branes is gener-
ated through the deformation of the spacetime between the branes. This deformation
is called \warping" and it aects the strength of gravity as it is measured at dierent
points in space. The following non-factorizable spacetime metric comes as a solu-
tion to Einstein's equations in a simple set-up with the two branes and appropriate
cosmological terms [21]:
ds2 = e 2krcdxdx + r2cd
2: (2.35)
Equation (2.35) has two free parameters, k and rc. k represents a common energy










Figure 4: The generation of an exponential hierarchy.
This term corresponds to the 4D action, so that we can read o↵ the value
of the e↵ective 4D Planck mass:
M2Pl = (1  e 2kL)M3/k.
We see that it weakly depends on the size of the extra dimension L, provided
kL is moderately large.
Putting our two last results together, we see that the weak scale is ex-
ponentially suppressed along the extra dimension, while the gravity scale is
mostly independent of it (see fig.4).
In conclusion, in a theory where the values of all the bare parameters
(M,⇤, 1, v) are determined by the Planck scale, an exponential hierarchy
can be naturally generated between the weak and the gravity scales. Thus
the Randall-Sundrum model provides an original solution to the Hierarchy
Problem.
Remarkably, the e↵ective Planck mass remains finite even if we take the
decompactification limit L!1. This case where there is only one brane is
known as the Randall-Sundrum II model (RS2). The fact that there could
be an infinite extra dimension and still a 4D gravity as we experience it
results from the localization of gravity around the brane at y = 0, which we
now turn our attention to.
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Figure 2.4: In the bulk RS model, the Planck brane is separated from the weak brane
by a warped extra dimension. The generation of an exponential hierarchy is shown.
the curvature of th warped extra dimension. This warped extra dimension leads to
a bulk separation between two 3 + 1 dimensional branes, on which dynamics occur
at the ultraviolet scale and the infrared scale, respectively. In the setup, the Higgs
eld is constrained on the weak brane. The large hierarchy of scales can then be
generated with a modest-sized radius of the fth dimension owing to the exponential
warp factor: e 2krc. In the RS model considered in this dissertation, the SM matter
elds are allowed to propagate in the extra dimension and this scenario is referred
to as bulk scenario hereinaf er. In the bulk scenario, contributions to the avor
changing eutra current (FCNC) processes are highly suppressed and th fermion
avor hierarchy puzzle can be solved [22].
The warped nature of the extra dimension leads to the massless graviton acquiring
a tower of excited states|Kaluza{Klein (KK) modes. The KK excitations of the
gravitational eld appear as well separated TeV-scale spin-2 Gravitons (GKK), which
are accessible at the LHC. The bulk RS graviton is the rst of such excitation states
localized near the TeV brane. The gluon-gluon fusion (ggF) (Figure 2.5) serves as the
dominant production mechanism due to the fact that the light fermions reside far from
the TeV brane; the KK grav ton has a small overlap with them. The decays of the KK
graviton into longitudinal gauge bosons W/Z (WL/ZL) can be signicant as a result








Figure 2.5: A Feynman diagram showing the gluon-gluon fusion production mode
for GKK.
The factor k=Mpl dictates the width of the bulk RS graviton, where k represents the
curvature scale and Mpl is the reduced Planck mass. In this dissertation, k=Mpl = 1
and k=Mpl = 0:5 are studied since the theory will become non-perturbative (k=Mpl 
3) if large values of k=Mpl are assumed.
2.3 Benchmark Models
This section describes the benchmark models and the corresponding experimental
signatures considered in the searches.
2.3.1 Models Considered in the ZW=ZZ Resonance Searches
In the context of a general 2HDM, an additional neutral CP-even scalar in the mass
range from 300 GeV to 3000 GeV is considered for the H ! ZZ resonance search.
The width of this generic spin-0 resonance is assumed to be narrow ( H = 4MeV)
and negligible when compared to the intrinsic detector resolution. Both ggF and VBF
productions are taken into account and the interference between the new resonance
and the SM diboson processes is neglected. A spin-1 W 0 boson in the context of the
HVT framework with the decay W 0 ! ZW , and a spin-2 RS graviton from the bulk
RS model decaying to a pair of Z bosons (GKK ! ZZ) are also considered. Both
model A and model B are considered for the DY production of the W 0 with gV = 1
and gV = 3, respectively. A VBF production of the spin-1 resonance is also included
in the interpretation. For the spin-2 resonance, only the dominant ggF production is
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Figure 2.6: Heat-maps for the physical region (left) and region with a strongly rst-
order EWPT (right). Top: (mH ;    )-plane. Bottom: (mH ;mA)-plane. The
dotted-black line corresponds to mA = mH +mZ . Note that the     diers from
the one dened in Section 2.2.1 by =2 [18].
2.3.2 Models Considered in the ZH Resonance Search
The mechanism (baryogenesis) that could produce baryon asymmetry is long
sought-after. In order for baryogenesis to happen at the electroweak phase transi-
tion, several requirements have to be met [24]. Firstly, the temperature evolution
of the Higgs potential must be such that the electroweak phase transition is a rst-
order transition. This means that there exist two degenerate vacua at some critical
temperature (Tc) and the phase transition proceeds through the formation of bub-
bles of the new vacuum that gradually increase and ll the whole space. Secondly,
new sources of CP violation are needed in order to create the matter{antimatter
asymmetry close to the bubble walls. Finally, in order for the asymmetry to survive
the electroweak sphaleron interactions that violate baryon numbers, Tc must be low
enough compared to the Higgs vacuum expectation value which implies a \strong"
1st order phase transition.
The A! ZH search is motivated by a cosmological rst-order electroweak phase
transition (EWPT) induced by the existence of a second Higgs doublet. CP symmetry
is assumed to be conserved in the 2HDMs for simplication. Although extra sources of
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Figure 2.7: Left : main Branching Ratios of the CP-odd scalar A as a function of mH
for mA = mH = 400 GeV, tan = 2,  = 100 GeV,     = 0:001 (solid lines) and
  = 0:1 (dotted lines). Right : main Branching Ratios of H as a function of mH (same
benchmark parameters as in left). These branching ratios are for the Type-I 2HDM. Note
that the    diers from the one dened in Section 2.2.1 by =2 [18].
CP violation are crucial to the electroweak baryogenesis, it is argued in Ref. [25] that
the CP-violating phase does not substantially inuence the phase transition, which
is of interest here. Although the type of 2HDM is irrelevant to the EWPT (since all
the types couple in the same way to the top quark), it does have an impact on the
Higgs properties and constraints from the LHC. The Type-I 2HDM is chosen for the
study; a Monte Carlo scan (Figure 2.6) over the possible values of mH , mA, mH ,
tan , and (   ) is performed to select points in the parameter space that satisfy
unitarity, perturbativity, electroweak precision and bounds [18]. In Figure 2.6, the
heat-maps for the physical region is displayed in the left column and the right column
corresponds to the region with a strongly rst-order EWPT in planes (mH ;  ) and
(mH ,mA). The results suggest that a strong EWPT prefers a SM-like h; therefore, the
lightest CP-even Higgs boson h is assumed to be SM-like in the benchmark models,
i.e. cos(   ) ' 0.
Current 2HDM searches at the LHC are primarily motivated by the MSSM, in
which the scalar mass splittings are dictated by the gauge couplings and do not
exceed mZ. In these searches, A ! bb, A !  and A ! tt are of relevance.
However, a strongly rst-order EWPT in 2HDM as shown in Figure 2.6 tends to
prefer a relatively large mass splitting between A and H (mA   mH & v) at the
alignment limit. Consequently, the decay A ! ZH is favored because the amount
of parameter space available is large and that gAZH  sin(   ) is unsuppressed.
On the contrary, gAZh is proportional to cos(   ) and vanishes at the alignment
limit. In Figure 2.7 (left) branching ratios of the main decay modes of A are shown
as a function of mH for two benchmark scenarios A and B. In both cases, the decay
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A! ZH dominates largely in the regime mA  mH & v and is more pronounced for
scenario A which is closer to the alignment limit. It can also be observed in Figure 2.7
(right) that as one approaches the alignment limit, the subsequent decay of H ! bb
becomes the most important decay mode in the same regime where mH . 300 GeV.
Therefore, for searches for 2HDMs with a strongly rst-order EWPT at the LHC,
A! ZH ! ``bb is one of the most practical search channels.
2.4 Proton-Proton Collisions
Protons are composite particles comprised of quarks and gluons (partons). The
inelastic scattering of protons are modeled in terms of interacting partons. Cross
sections of various processes depend on the parton distribution functions (PDFs),
which are dened as the probability to nd a parton of a particular avor with
x fraction of the proton's momentum at some energy scale Q. Figure 2.8 shows
example PDFs at two energy scales. The valence quarks, up and down, carry most of
the momentum; the fraction carried by the up-quark is roughly twice that carried by
the down-quark because there are two up-quarks and one down-quark in a proton. At
higher energy scales, the sea quarks and gluons carry more of the proton's momentum;
thus, for higher energy collisions, processes initiated with gluons or sea quarks become
more prominent.
Figure 2.8: Fraction of energy x carried by the parton times the parton distribution
function f(x; 2) for protons at scales 2(Q2) = 10GeV2 and 104GeV2 [26].
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CHAPTER 3
The LHC and the ATLAS Detector
3.1 The Large Hadron Collider
The LHC [8, 27{29], situated beneath the France-Switzerland border, is a super-
conducting circular particle accelerator designed to probe the energy frontier at TeV
scale. The LHC allows scientists to reproduce the conditions that existed within a
billionth of a second after the Big Bang and potentially access extremely rare phe-
nomena by colliding beams of high-energy protons or heavy-ions close to the speed
of light. Currently the world's largest and highest-energy particle accelerator, the
collider is contained in a circular tunnel, with a circumference of 26.7 km, at a depth
ranging from 50 to 175m underground. The Run-I (2010-2012) operation of the LHC
operated at a center-of-mass energy of
p
s = 7{8TeV. Following two years of sched-
uled upgrades and repairs, the LHC began the current phase, Run-II (2015-2018),
and now operates at a center-of-mass energy of
p
s = 13TeV.
The LHC can operate in proton-proton (pp), lead-lead (Pb-Pb) and proton-lead
(p-Pb) collision modes. Before beams of particles are injected into the collider, the
particles are prepared by a series of systems comprised of previous accelerators which
successively increase their energy. The full accelerator complex is shown in Figure 3.1.
As the rst stage of the injection chain, protons are produced from diatomic hydrogen
gas using a metal cylinder, called a Duoplasmatron, in an electric eld. The plasma
beam of bare protons of 100 keV is accelerated up to 750 keV in the Radio-Frequency
Quadrupole after exiting the Duoplasmatron. In the next phase photons are ac-
celerated by a linear accelerator, LINAC2. The 200 MHz radio-frequency cavities
accelerate the protons to an energy of 50 MeV over 30m. The protons are trans-
ported through 80m of connecting pipe, with 20 focusing quadrupole magnets, to
the Proton Synchrotron Booster (PSB). In the 25m radius PSB, four superimposed
rings accelerate the protons further to 1.4 GeV. The protons are then transported
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into the Proton Synchrotron (PS) and are further accelerated to reach 25 GeV. In the
PS, the proton bunches form trains where each bunch of approximately 1:15  1011
protons is separated by 25 ns. Three or four bunch trains of protons are then injected
into the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) which accelerates them up to 450 GeV and
then injects them into the LHC ring. After being injected into the main LHC ring,
they are accelerated by 16 radio-frequency cavities up to the maximum velocity. In
Run-II, beams are ramped up to 6:5TeV and two beams travel in opposite directions
before collisions. These collisions occur at four interaction points (IPs) around the
LHC ring as shown in Figure 3.1. Each IP is instrumented with a detector. There are
two general-purpose experiments designed to probe a broad spectrum of physics with
the high luminosity proton-proton collisions: ATLAS [6] and CMS [7]. A third ex-
periment, The Large Hadron Collider Beauty Experiment (LHCb) [30], accumulates
luminosities at a reduced rate to allow for precision studies of B physics. A fourth
experiment, A Large Ion Collider Experiment (ALICE) [31], is a heavy-ion detector
designed specically to study the phenomenology of strongly interacting matter in
heavy ion collisions.
Luminosity
The likelihood of an interaction event between two particles can be quantied by
cross section. Given a cross section  of a specic physics process, the total interaction
rate dN=dt and the number of collisions N are given by:
dN
dt
=   L N =  
Z
Ldt =   L (3.1)
where L is the instantaneous luminosity, which is a measure of the pp ux at each
bunch crossing and an important characterization of the performance of the LHC,
and L is the integrated luminosity over time. Given a Gaussian beam distribution,






where Nb is the number of particles per bunch, nb represents the number of bunches
per beam, frev is the revolution frequency, r denotes the relativistic gamma factor,
n is the normalized transverse beam emittance, 
 represents the beta function at
the interaction point which characterizes the horizontal and vertical beam size, and
F is the geometric luminosity reduction factor due to the crossing angle at the IP.
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Figure 3.1: The schematic layout of the accelerator complex at CERN. The protons
are accelerated through Linac 2, PSB, PS and SPS before being injected into the
LHC. Several other experiments not associated with the LHC are also depicted.
The integrated luminosity is a measure of the total amount data collected expressed
in terms of an inverse cross section (typically in fb 1). Another important quantity
related to the instantaneous luminosity during collisions is the average number of
pp inelastic interactions per bunch crossing, and is often referred to as the pile-up
parameter (). A high instantaneous luminosity leads to additional proton-proton
interactions at each bunch crossing, known as in-time pile-up. Additionally, the high
frequency of collisions (up to 40MHz), and the inherent latency of the hardware
used in the detectors causes further out-of-time pile-up situations. These collision
events are uncorrelated with the hard-scattering process, and can be approximated
as contributing a background of soft energy depositions that have particularly adverse
and complex eects on the jet reconstruction.
The data used in this dissertation was collected during the rst two years of the
Run-II operation of the LHC (Figure 3.2).
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Figure 3.2: (a) The luminosity-weighted distribution of the average number of in-
teractions per crossing for the combined 2015 and 2016 pp collision data at 13TeV
center-of-mass energy; (b) cumulative luminosity versus time delivered to (green) and
recorded by ATLAS (yellow) during stable beams for pp collisions at 13TeV center-
of-mass energy in 2015. (c) same as (b) but for 2016.
3.2 The ATLAS Detector
The ATLAS detector is a multi-purpose symmetric cylindrical detector that probes
both proton-proton and heavy ion collisions. It is designed to operate in a high
luminosity environment and accurately reconstruct pp collisions. The detector is also
designed and congured to be sensitive to a wide range of physics processes, from
precision tests of the SM to numerous searches for new phenomena.
Measuring 44 m in length and 25 m in diameter, the multi-layered instrument
sits in a cavern 100 m below the surface, weighs 7000 tonnes, and covers nearly 4
steradians around the IP. The detector has a layout typical for a particle detector at
a collider, and it consists of six dierent detecting subsystems wrapped concentrically
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in layers around the collision point. These six subsystems can be broadly grouped
into two general types of detector components { tracking detectors (trackers) and
calorimeters. A schematic view of the ATLAS detector can be seen in Figure 3.3.
From the interaction point outwards, the entire ATLAS detector comprises the inner
detector (tracking detectors) housed inside a solenoid of magnet, calorimeters (divided
into electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters) surrounded by the toroidal magnets
arranged in an eight-fold azimuthal symmetry, and the outermost muon spectrome-
ter (tracking detectors again). The Trigger and Data Acquisition (TDAQ) system,
responsible for selecting events of interesting from the collisions at a high rate, are
also discussed.
Figure 3.3: Cut-away view of the ATLAS detector. The dimensions of the detector are
25 m in height and 44 m in length. The overall weight of the detector is approximately
7000 tonnes [6].
The ATLAS experiment utilizes a right-handed Cartesian coordinate system with
the interaction point designated as the origin. The z-axis lies along the beam direc-
tion. The x-y plane is transverse to the beam direction. The positive x-axis points
from the IP to the center of the LHC ring, while the positive y-axis perpendicular to
the x-axis points upwards in the transverse plane. The azimuthal angle, , is mea-
sured around the beam pipe and the polar angle, , is measured from the positive
z-axis. In hadron collider physics, it is more convenient to use rapidity (y) or pseudo-
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rapidity () if the particles involved are massless, to describe the angle relative to the
beam axis because dierences in rapidity/pseudo-rapidity are Lorentz invariant under
boosts along the longitudinal axis. The ATLAS detector is split into a barrel part
(small jj), where detector layers are positioned on the cylindrical surfaces around the
beam axis, and two end-caps bookending the barrel region, where detector layers are
placed in planes of large jzj perpendicular to the beam axis. Finally, R is introduced
to describe the angular distances in the - space. The mathematical formulae of y,




















()2 + ()2: (3.5)
3.2.1 Inner Detector
Immersed in a strong magnetic eld of 2 tesla parallel to the beam pipe, the inner
detector (ID) [33{36], as shown in Figure 3.4, provides accurate particle tracking while
bombarded with intense radiation created at high rates during collision. Within a cov-
Figure 3.4: Diagram of the ATLAS Inner Detector [6].
erage of jj < 2:5, the inner detector is capable of delivering outstanding momentum
measurement, the potential for robust pattern recognition, and precise vertex mea-
surements for charged particles traveling at transverse momenta above a pT threshold
of 0.5 GeV. In addition, the inner detector also provides electron identication for
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Figure 3.5: A schematic drawing of the inner detector showing the sensors and struc-
tural elements traversed by a charged track of 10 GeV pT in the barrel inner detector
( = 0:3) [6].
electrons within the pseudo-rapidity range of jj < 2:0 and energies between 0.5 GeV
and 150 GeV, which is described in Chapter 4. As illustrated in Figure 3.5, the inner
detector consists of three independent but complementary components. The main
parameters of the ID are summarized in Table 3.1.
Type Position Area Resolution Channels jj
(m2) (m) (106) coverage
Pixels IBL 0.2 R = 12, z = 66 16 2:5
2 barrel layers 1.4 R = 12, z = 66 81 1:7
5 end-cap disks 0.7 R = 12, z = 77 43 1:7  2:5
Silicon 4 barrel layers 34.4 R = 16, z = 580 3.2 1:4
strips 9 end-cap wheels 26.7 R = 16, z = 580 3.0 1:4  2:5
TRT Axial barrel straws 170 (per straw) 0.1 0:7
Radial end-cap straws 170 (per straw) 0.32 0:7  2:0
Table 3.1: Main parameters of the inner detector system. The resolutions quoted are
typical values.
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Pixel Detector and The Insertable B-Layer
Being the innermost component of the ATLAS detector, the primary objective of
the pixel detector is to provide high-precision measurements per track as close to the
IP as possible. It plays a vital role in determining the impact parameter resolution,
vertex identication, and the identication of short-lived particles such as B hadrons
and  leptons. The original pixel detector consists of three cylindrical layers (B-
layer, layer 1, layer 2) in the barrel, and three disk layers in the forward regions
perpendicular to the beam pipe. These two congurations provide a coverage up to
jj < 2:5. In Run-II, a fourth layer|the insertable B-layer (IBL)|was mounted to
gear up the inner detector for the high luminosity run.
The active part of the pixel detector is composed of silicon detector modules
partitioned into small pixels with dimensions of 50 by 400 m. There are 1744
modules with 80 million readout channels in total. This allows the pixel detector to
obtain extremely precise spatial measurements in the (r, ) plane, as well as cope
with the high ux of particles from dierent bunch crossings. The latest addition of
the IBL to the inner detector is aimed at improving the eciencies of both vertex
resolution and b-tagging, compensating for the ineciencies in the pixel B-layer which
can arise over time due to the irreversible damage from radiation, and meeting the
increasing bandwidth requirements for the LHC Run-II operation.
The Semiconductor Tracker
Outside of the pixel detector, the semiconductor tracker (SCT) system consists
of stereo pairs of silicon microstrip layers and is designed to provide eight precision
measurements in the intermediate radial range. It functions in a similar way as the
pixel detector and guarantees excellent track reconstruction and charged particle pT
resolution. Since the SCT is further from the IP, the requirements for radiation
hardness and spatial resolution are less stringent. The SCT also diers from the pixel
detector in that readings from two silicon strips are needed to provide a full (; )
measurement, whereas a simultaneous measurement of (; ) can be obtained from
individual pixels. The four layers of trackers equipped in the barrel region combined
with nine disks instrumented in each end-cap region ensure a pseudo-rapidity coverage
out to jj < 2:5.
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Transition Radiation Tracker
The outermost component of the inner detector is the transition radiation tracker
(TRT), which is composed of straw tubes lled with a mixture of xenon gas and
carbon dioxide with a gold plated tungsten wire held under tension in the center
of each tube which is kept at a high voltage with respect to the tube. The TRT
is intrinsically radiation hard and provides continuous tracking for particles within
jj < 2. When a charged particle traverses a tube, the gas is ionized and electrons
drift to the wire, get collected and register as hits. This extends the measurement of
tracks after they pass through the pixel and SCT detectors. In addition to providing
supplementary precision to the measurement of tracks from charged particles, the
TRT also facilitates discriminating high-energy electrons from charged pions through
the measurement of the amount of transition-radiation photons which is much smaller
for a pion than an electron.
3.2.2 The Calorimetry System
The ATLAS calorimetry system [37, 38] consists of a number of sampling detectors
with full -symmetry and coverage around the beam axis. The calorimetry system
comprises both electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters, instrumented to measure
the energy that particles (with the exception of muons and neutrinos) deposit in the
calorimeters. There is one barrel and two end-cap cryostats housing the calorimeters
closest to the beam line. The barrel cryostat encompasses the electromagnetic barrel
calorimeter, whereas the two end-cap cryostats each contain an electromagnetic end-
cap calorimeter (EMEC), a hadronic end-cap calorimeter (HEC) located immediately
behind the EMEC, and an innermost forward calorimeter (FCal) to cover the region
closest to the beam. All these calorimeters adopt liquid argon as the active detector
medium. Liquid argon has a linear behavior, is stable in response over time, and
exhibits intrinsic radiation-hardness. The outermost calorimetry system is a hadronic
sampling calorimeter consisting of alternate scintillator tiles (as the sampling medium)
and steel (as the absorber). The tile calorimeter is divided into three parts, one
central barrel and two extended barrels. The whole structure and geometry of the
calorimeters can be seen in Figure 3.6.
The precision electromagnetic calorimeters are lead-liquid argon detectors with
accordion-shaped absorbers and electrodes. These calorimeters are responsible for
measuring energies of electrons and photons, and are situated directly outside of the
inner detector. The barrel electromagnetic calorimeter spans jj < 1:475, and the
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Figure 3.6: Cut-away view of the ATLAS calorimeter system [6].
two EMECs extend this coverage to 1:375 < jj < 3:2. The accordion shape allows
the calorimeters to have several active layers in depth. There are three layers in the
precision-measurement region where jj < 2:5, and two layers in the higher- region
(2:5 < jj < 3:2) as well as in the overlap region between the barrel and the EMEC.
The rst layer of the precision-measurement region is nely segmented in  in order
to achieve an accurate measurement of position. The calorimeter system also has
electromagnetic coverage at higher  (3:1 < jj < 4:9) provided by the FCal. Fur-
thermore in the region (jj < 1:8) the electromagnetic calorimeters are complemented
by presamplers, an instrumented argon layer, which provides a measurement of the
energy lost in front of the electromagnetic calorimeters.
The outer hadronic tile calorimeter samples the energy of hadrons as they inter-
act with atomic nuclei. Situated directly outside of the LAr calorimeters, the main
barrel covers the region jj < 1:0, and the two extended barrels cover 0:8 < jj < 1:7.
Ultraviolet light, which is produced when hadrons strike the tile scintillators, is trans-
mitted through the wavelength shifting bers and eventually collected by photomul-
tiplier tubes. The barrel and extended barrels of the tile calorimeter are divided into
64 modules azimuthally. Furthermore, the tile calorimeter is split into three layers in
depth. The thicknesses of the layers are approximately 1.5, 4.1 and 1.8 interaction
lengths () for the barrel and 1.5, 2.6, and 3.3  for the two extended barrels. Together
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with the EM calorimeters, of which the total thickness is about 22 radiation lengths
(X0) in the barrel and 24 X0 in the end-cap region, the hadronic calorimeters can
eectively contain the majority of the particle showers and prevent punch-through
which occurs when the shower of a particle penetrates into the surrounding muon
spectrometer.
3.2.3 The Muon Spectrometer
The muon spectrometer (MS) [39] is the outermost system of the ATLAS detec-
tor and is designed to reliably identify muons and measure their momenta. Muon
tracks measured in the inner detector usually suer from poor momentum resolution
at high transverse momentum. And the energy a muon deposits in the calorimeters
is very small, because muons lose energy much more slowly than electrons through
Bremsstrahlung radiation and therefore they are not stopped in the calorimeters.
Therefore, a dedicated muon tracking system is essential for high precision recon-
struction of muons. The conceptual layout of the muon spectrometer is shown in
Figure 3.7. The MS is instrumented with three layers of tracking chambers and the
toroid magnets. The principle of detecting muons by the MS is based on the deection
of muon tracks in the (r, z) plane in the magnetic led created by the superconduct-
ing air-core toroid magnets. In addition, fast triggering chambers of the MS also play
a vital role in accurate identications of bunch crossing and quick triggering decisions
in the region jj < 2:4.
The four dierent technologies involved in the MS are monitored drift-tube cham-
bers (MDT), thin gap chambers (TGC), cathode strip chambers (CSC), and resistive
plate chambers (RPC). They are all designed to detect the presence of muons by
collecting the charges produced from the ionization of gaseous mixtures when a muon
traverses them, but each has their own specic applications. The MDTs operates in a
similar way as TRT straw tubes; MDTs operate at a 3-bar pressure to provide better
spatial resolution. A MDT measures the coordinates of the muons by recording the
drift time of electrons from the gas ionization process. The TGCs are multi-wire
proportional chambers consisting of a gap between two conducting cathodes which
contains parallel wires to collect electric charges. The TGCs are capable of triggering
due to fast readout and also complement the measurements of MDTs in the bending
direction. The CSCs are constructed in a similar way as the TGCs but with a re-
duced spacing between the strips. The RPC, which also has triggering capabilities,
collects the ionized charges on two parallel resistive plates separated by a small gap
and is congured to operate in an avalanche mode which allows for fast readout. The
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Figure 3.7: Schematic illustration of the muon spectrometer system composed of the
detector panels and the toroid magnets [6].
cross-section views of the MS in a plane perpendicular to and a plane containing the
beam axis are illustrated in Figure 3.8. The muon system is broadly divided into two
types: precision-tracking chambers and fast-triggering chambers. High-precision mea-
surements of the track coordinates are achieved with the former. The fast-triggering
chambers of the MS serve the threefold purpose of providing bunch-crossing identi-
cation, oering well-dened pT thresholds, and measuring the muon coordinate in
the direction orthogonal to that determined by the precision-tracking chambers.
Precision-Tracking Chambers
In the barrel region, three concentric cylindrical layers of precision-tracking muon
chambers are located around the beam axis at radii of approximately 5 m, 7.5 m
and 10 m. Muon chambers with three layers form large wheels in the end-cap region,
sitting in front of and behind the end-cap toroidal magnets. These wheels are perpen-
dicular to the beam axis and are located at distances of approximately jzj = 7:4m,
10:8m, 14m, and 21:5m. The muon chambers consist of six to eight layers of MDTs
and can reach an average resolution of 80m per tube, or equivalently about 35m
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Figure 3.8: Left : Cross-section of the barrel muon system perpendicular to the beam axis
(non-bending plane), showing three concentric cylindrical layers of eight large and eight
small chambers. The outer diameter is about 20m. Right : Cross-section of the muon
system in a plane containing the beam axis (bending plane). Innite-momentum muons
would propagate along straight trajectories which are illustrated by the dashed lines and
typically traverse three muon stations [6].
per chamber. The MDTs cover a pseudo-rapidity range of jj < 2:7. The MDTs
have a relatively long drift time up to 700 ns due to the properties of the Ar/CO2
gas mixture. In the forward region 2 < jj < 2:7, CSCs are used in the innermost
tracking layer due to their higher rate capability and time resolution. As mentioned
above, CSCs are multi-wire proportional chambers where the cathodes are segmented
into strips and are congured in a way that allows for a small drift time of 40 ns.
Fast-Triggering Chambers
The capability of triggering on muon tracks is an essential design criterion for the
muon system. The drift time of the MDT is generally long, hence additional chambers
are needed to assign events to a specic bunch crossing. The precision-tracking muon
chambers are complemented by a system of fast trigger chambers which are capable
of sending information of tracks within a few tens of nanoseconds after the passage
of a muon. RPCs are instrumented in the barrel region jj < 1:05 for triggering
purposes, whereas in the end-cap region 1:05 < jj < 2:4 TGCs are responsible. An
RPC consists of two resistive parallel plates separated by insulating spacers of 2mm
lled with a gaseous mixture of 94.7% C2H2F4, 5% Iso-C4H10, and 0.3% SF6. An
electric eld of 4:9 kV/mm is applied between the plates to facilitate avalanches from
the ionizations of gasses. The RPCs have the advantage of a short drift time due to
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the selected gas and can ensure a temporal resolution of 1:5 ns.
In the forward region, however, the trigger system (TGCs) is faced with intense
radiation and the lack of bending of muon tracks due to the fact that the chambers
lie outside the end-cap toroidal magnets. To fulll the triggering requirements, high
granularity in  and quick response times are achieved with the TGCs. In the TGCs,
a wire-to-cathode distance of 1:4mm and a wire-to-wire distance of 1:8mm lead to
quick responses. A high spatial resolution is then achieved by densely packed wires
per read-out channel.
3.2.4 Trigger and Data Acquisition
The Trigger and Data Acquisition (TDAQ) system [40] plays an essential role when
the ATLAS detector is operating. With the size of a raw event being approximately
O(1)MB, the rate of collision data at the designed LHC bunch crossings of 40MHz
is nearly O(10)TB/s. This enormous recording rate is unmanageable due to the
limitations in both processing power and data storage capacity. A competent trigger
system is essential to reducing the rate to only a small fraction by rapidly deciding
which events of interest to keep. The trigger system is usually complemented by a
data acquisition system which eciently gather and process the data from the readout
architecture.
A schematic layout of the ATLAS TDAQ system is shown in Figure 3.9. The
ATLAS trigger system in Run-II comprises a hardware-based rst level trigger (Level-
1 or L1) and software-based high level trigger (HLT). The Level-2 and event lter,
which were separate components in the TDAQ system in Run-I, are consolidated
into a single homogeneous farm (i.e., HLT) in Run-II to improve resource sharing
and for simplication. This change along with other upgrades to the TDAQ system
is necessary to deal with the increased center-of-mass energy, the increased pile-up
conditions, and the shortened bunch spacing interval from 50 ns to 25 ns. The L1
trigger reduces the LHC bunch crossing rate to 100 kHz with a decision time of 2:5s
for an L1 accept. The HLT further reduces the event rate to about 1 kHz on average
within a processing time of about 200ms.
The hardware-based L1 trigger attempts to rapidly identify relatively high-pT
objects. The L1 calorimeter (L1Calo) trigger makes use of information from both
electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters, with a reduced granularity of approxi-
mately  = 0:1 0:1. It tries to identify electrons, photons, taus, jets, as well
as the missing transverse energy. The L1 Muon (L1Muon) trigger system consists
of a barrel and two end-cap sections and provides fast trigger decisions after collect-
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1 kHz on average within a processing time of about 200ms. A schematic overview of the upgraded

























































Figure 1. Schematic layout of the ATLAS trigger and data acquisition system in Run-2.
2.1. Level-1 Trigger Upgrades
Several upgrades have been introduced in the di↵erent components of the ATLAS Level-1 trigger
system for Run-2 data taking. The upgrades, both in the Level-1 trigger hardware and in the
detector readout, allowed to rise the maximum Level-1 trigger rate from 70 kHz in Run-1 to
100 kHz in Run-2.
The Level-1 Calorimeter trigger makes use of reduced granularity information from the
electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters to search for electrons, photons, taus and jets, as
well as high total and missing transverse energy (EmissT ). One of the main upgrades in the Level-
1 Calorimeter trigger is the new Multi-Chip Modules (nMCM), based on field-programmable
gate array (FPGA) technology, which replace the application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs)
included in the modules used in Run-1. This new hardware allows the use of auto-correlation
filters and a new bunch-by-bunch dynamic pedestal correction, meant to suppress pile-up
e↵ects. The e↵ect of these corrections in linearising the EmissT trigger rates as function of the
instantaneous luminosity is illustrated in Fig. 2.
The Level-1 Muon trigger system, which consists of a barrel section and two endcap sections,
provides fast trigger signals from the muon detectors for the Level-1 trigger decision. For Run-2,
various improvements were added to the Level-1 Muon trigger. To suppress most of the fake
Figure 3.9: Schematic layout of the ATLAS trigger and data acquisition system in
Run-II [6].
ing track information from RPC and TGC to identify muons. A topological trigger
processor (L1Topo) is also instrumented to allow for applying topological selections
on L1 trigger objects from both L1Calo and L1Muon triggers. The Central Trigger
Processor (CTP) nally forms a trigger decision within 2:5s by processing logical
combinations of trigger inputs from L1Calo, L1Muon and L1Topo. These logical
combinations of trigger inputs constitute the trigger items in the L1 trigger menu.
Some of the trigger items are prescaled to nly randomly retain part of the accepted
events in order to maintain a desirable rate.
Eve t data are buered o detector-specic front- nd electro ics and upon an L1
accept, the buered data are transfered to a readout system (ROS). The ROS is inter-
faced with a data collection (DC) system which provid s requeste event information
to the next level of trigger system, the HLT. The HLT is a software-based trigger
system and it reduces the L1 trigger rate of 100 kHz to 1 kHz event output rate. The
HLT utilizes regions of interest (ROI) to access full or partial information of the events
from the ROS via the DC interface. The HLT adopts a two-pass approach in which
a quick reconstruction to reject the majority of the events is performed at rst and
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secondly a slower reconstruction with greater precision is done to lter the remaining
ones. The HLT is capable of making these high-level decisions due to its access to the
full granularity of the calorimeter information, precision muon measurements, as well
as the ID tracking information. Pending an HLT accept, event data will be transfered
to the Tier-0 storage and the buer in the ROS will be cleared.
The primary event processing occurs at CERN in a Tier-0 facility [41]. The RAW
data are archived at CERN and transfered, along with the primary processed data,
to the Tier-1 facilities around the world. Derived datasets produced by the physics
groups are transfered to the Tier-2 facilities for further analysis. Tier-3 centers provide
complementary computing resources are for data processing and analysis.
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CHAPTER 4
Particle Reconstruction and Identication
All physics analyses start out by gathering raw information from the detector
to reconstruct physics objects and build events. These reconstructed and identied
physics objects represent the characteristics of the particles observed as they traverse
the detector volume. By combining and analyzing the measurements from various
components of the ATLAS detector, physics objects like electrons, photons, muons
and hadrons are reconstructed and identied. In this dissertation, the reconstructed
physics objects of interest are electrons, muons and jets (reconstructed hadrons). In
addition, the missing transverse energy, EmissT , is used to identify neutrinos which
escape the detection of the detector. This chapter describes the reconstruction al-
gorithms that are used to reconstruct and identify these physics objects, as well as
an overlap removal procedure to remove ambiguities when an object is reconstructed
simultaneously as several dierent physics objects.
4.1 Electrons
An electron candidate is composed of an ID track matched to an EM calorimeter
cluster (energy deposit). The process of building an EM cluster is done using a sliding
window algorithm [42]. The algorithm uses a window of xed size N  N = 3  5
in units of 0:025 0:025, corresponding to the granularity of the middle layer of the
EM calorimeter. The energies in those grid of cells are summed up across all the
longitudinal layers which form a tower. EM clusters are then seeded from towers of
energy deposits with total transverse energy above 2:5GeV. Pattern recognition and
track tting are then performed to identify tracks consistent with those coming from
electrons and tracks with pT > 0:5GeV are extrapolated from their last measured
point in the ID to the middle layer of the EM calorimeter [43]. The extrapolated 
and  coordinates of the impact point are compared to a corresponding seed cluster
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position in that layer. If a track is loosely matched to a seed cluster, an optimized
electron-specic track t is performed using the Gaussian Sum Fitter (GSF) [44]
in order to take into account the non-linear bremsstrahlung eects. Therefore, the
electron candidates are required to have at least one ID track matched to the seed
cluster, and the EM cluster associated with the candidate is then rebuilt by summing
energy in a grid of 37 longitudinal towers of cells. Energies of the electron candidates
are then calibrated and corrected based on Monte-Carlo samples [43] using the energy
measurements from the EM cluster and the  and  measurements from the track.
Reconstructed electrons are often required to satisfy certain criteria, including
electron identication and isolation. This is primarily to distinguish genuine elec-
tron objects from background. Hadronic jets, non-prompt electrons from photon
conversions, non-isolated electrons from semi-leptonic decays of quarks can all be re-
constructed as electron candidates. However, only isolated prompt electrons are of
interest in most situations. The identication criteria for electron candidates are op-
timized using a likelihood-based method which is essentially a multivariate analysis
(MVA) that simultaneously evaluates several properties of the electron candidates
when making a selection decision. The likelihood method calculates the probability
of an electron candidate being a real signal electron, and dierent working points
(thresholds) are devised to make the trade-o between signal eciency and back-
ground rejection (as shown in Figure 4.1) [43][45]. The analyses in this dissertation
consider the \LooseLH" and \MediumLH" working points, where \MediumLH" is
a subset of \LooseLH". High signal eciency and light-avor jet discrimination are
achieved using the LooseLH working point. The MediumLH working point in addi-
tion rejects heavy-avor jets as well as photon conversions, but at the cost of signal
eciencies.
In addition to the identication criteria described above, isolation requirements
provide further suppression of background events [43]. The isolation variables at-
tempt to quantify how well the electron in question is isolated from its surroundings
by inspecting the energy deposits produced around the electron candidate. The iso-
lation criteria allow one to disentangle the prompt electrons (from resonance decays,
such as W ! e, Z ! ee) from non-isolated electron candidates such as those origi-
nating from converted photons or from heavy avor hadron decays, and light hadrons
misidentied as electrons. Two discriminating variables, a calorimetric isolation and
a track isolation, have been chosen to select isolated electrons in the calorimeters
and ID respectively. The calorimetric isolation variable, Econe0.2T , is dened as the
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Figure 4.1: Electron reconstruction and identication eciencies in Z ! ee events
as a function of transverse energy ET, integrated over the full pseudo-rapidity range.
The eciencies are shown in data and MC for three operating points that are based
on a likelihood approach, Loose, Medium and Tight [45].
around the candidate electron cluster. The transverse energy contained in the 5 7
rectangular cell window around the electron cluster is subtracted. The track isolation
variable pvarcone0.2T , on the other hand, calculates the sum of transverse momenta of
all the tracks satisfying the quality requirements within a cone of variable size dened
as R = min(0:2; 10GeV=ET(e)). The track associated with the electron candidate
is excluded from the cone and only tracks originating from the reconstructed primary
vertex of the hard collision are considered. A \LooseTrackOnly" working point based
on track isolation is used in dissertation, which yields a at 99% eciency for the
signal electrons. This \LooseTrackOnly" selection is desirable because the parameter
space of interest here typically exhibits high transverse momenta and maintaining a
signal eciency without introducing signicant amount of background contamination
is of great importance.
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4.2 Muons
A muon object is reconstructed independently in the ID and MS rst, followed by
matching the track candidates to form the nal muon tracks. Dierent algorithms
are used for the combined muon reconstruction and four types of muons are dened
depending on the algorithm and sub-detector information used in reconstruction.
These types are as follows [46]:
 Combined (CB) muon: A CB muon is reconstructed as a combined track formed
by performing a t uses the hits from both the ID and the MS sub-detectors.
 Segment-tagged (ST) muon: the ID track of an ST muon is extrapolated to
the MS and is associated with at least one local track segment in the MDT or
CSC chambers. ST muons are used when muons cross only one layer of the
MS chambers, either due to their low transverse momenta or that they fall in
regions with reduced MS acceptance. This type of muons recovers muons in the
range 2:5 < jj < 2:7 where the ID coverage is relatively poor.
 Calorimeter-tagged (CT) muon: a CT muon does not have corresponding mea-
surements in the MS. Instead, its ID track is extrapolated to the calorimeter to
match to an energy deposit compatible with a minimum-ionizing particle. CT
muons have the lowest purity, but they serve to recover acceptance in the region
where the MS is only partially instrumented.
 Standalone (SA) muon: the trajectory of the SA muons is reconstructed solely
using the MS tracks and a loose requirement that the corresponding track is
compatible with originating from the IP.
When two types of muons share the same ID track, the preference is given to CB
muons, ST muons, and CT muons in decreasing order of priority. The ambiguity
associated with SA muons in the muon system is resolved by analyzing the track hit
content and selecting the track with better t quality and larger number of hits.
Similar to the case of the electron objects, prompt muon candidates are selected by
requiring some identication criteria. Muon identication requirements suppress the
background objects primarily coming from pion and kaon decays, while maintaining
high eciencies and robust momentum measurements for prompt muons. Additional
selection cuts based on ID and MS track information, track t quality are applied
on muon candidates and four working points targeting dierent analysis needs are
designed. The identication eciencies for signal and background obtained from a
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Selection








Loose 96.7 0.53 98.1 0.76
Medium 95.5 0.38 96.1 0.17
Tight 89.9 0.19 91.8 0.11
High-pT 78.1 0.26 80.4 0.13
Table 4.1: Eciency for prompt muons from W decays (signal) and misidentied
prompt muons from in-ight decays of hadrons (background) using a tt MC sample.
The results of the four identication selection criteria are shown separately for muons
with low (4 < pT < 20GeV) and high (20 < pT < 100GeV) transverse momenta in
the region jj < 2:5. The statistical uncertainties are negligible.
tt simulation are summarized in Table 4.1. In this dissertation, the \Loose" and
\Medium" working points are used. The Loose working point consider all four types
of muons, whereas the Medium working point only uses CB and SA candidates.
Muons isolations are carried out analogously to electron isolations, using either track
isolation, calorimetric isolation or both. The track-based isolation variable, pvarcone0.3T
, calculates the scalar sum of the transverse momenta of the tracks (pT > 1GeV)
within the cone of size R = min(0:3; 10GeV=pT) after excluding the muon track
itself. The size of the variable cone is pT-dependent which is intended to improve
the performance for muons of high transverse momenta. The calorimetric isolation
variable, Econe0.2T , is dened in a similar way as that for the electrons. In this
dissertation, the \LooseTrackOnly" working point for muons is used to achieve a
constant 99% eciency.
4.3 Jets
Jets are reconstructed calorimetric objects representing hadrons from the hadroniza-
tions of quarks or gluons. Jets are reconstructed by clustering nearby calorimeter cells
using the anti-kt algorithm [47] and matching the clustered object with ID tracks.
Specically, topo-clusters, with their energies reconstructed on either electromag-
netic scale or hadronic scale, form the basic constituents of a jet [48]. Topo-clusters
are topologically connected three dimensional cell clusters and can take on variable
cluster size during reconstruction.
The anti-kt algorithm is one of the many sequential clustering algorithms which
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are infrared and collinear safe by construction. Two distance measures are dened


















where dij measures the distance between two topo-clusters, diB describes the distance
between a certain topo-cluster and the beam line, and R is another distance param-
eter quantifying the desired size of the jet. The algorithm rst nds the smallest
distances in the entire set fdij, diBg. Particle i and j are combined into one parti-
cle by summing their four-vectors if dij is the minimum. However, if the minimum
distance is between a topo-cluster and the beam line, the cluster is dened as a jet
and subsequently removed from the set considered by the anti-kt algorithm. The
procedure continues iteratively until either all the particles are exhausted and belong
to the clustered jet or the size of the jet (the distance between the jet axes) exceeds
the value of the parameter R. From Equation (4.1), one can see that the anti-kt
algorithm prefers constituents with high transverse momenta and will cluster those
components rst. As a result, the jet area is relatively stable and tends to be conical.
ID tracks are associated with jets through a procedure known as \ghost association"
[49] and the matched tracks are treated as particles with innitesimal momenta. In
this dissertation, two sets of jet collections are introduced, with R = 0:4 and R = 1:0
respectively. Jets in the former collection are referred to as small-R jets, and as
large-R jets in the latter.
4.3.1 Small-R Jets
Small-R jets are reconstructed at the electromagnetic energy scale with the anti-kt
algorithm and radius parameter R = 0:4 using the FastJet 2.4.3 software package
[50]. The energies of the small-R jets are rst corrected for pile-up contributions.
A jet area-based pile-up correction is applied rst as a function of event pile-up pT
density and jet area, followed by a residual pile-up correction [51]. Subsequently
the jet energy scale (JES) and  calibration aims to correct the four-momentum
of the reconstructed jet to the particle-level energy scale and to account for any
potential biases in the jet  reconstruction. The JES specically corrects for the
non-compensating nature (for a compensating calorimeter, the electron/hadron signal
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ratio should be close to one) of the calorimeters and energy loss in the region where the
detector has no measurements. Residual dependency of the JES on the longitudinal
and transverse features of the jet still exists following the previous absolute MC-
based calibrations. In order to further improve the jet energy resolution, a global
sequential calibration (GSC) is designed to reduce the avor dependence and energy
leakage eects using calorimeter, track, and muon-segment variables. At last, an in
situ calibration is applied to data only in order to account for the residual dierences
in the jet response between data and MC simulation.
Flavor Tagging
Z and Higgs bosons can decay into a pair of bottom quarks with large branching
ratios|about 15% and 58%, respectively. Therefore, identifying jets originating from
b-quarks, often referred to as b-tagging, is an important task for the physics program
of the ATLAS experiment. b-tagging is very useful for suppressing background that
is predominantly composed of jets initiated by light-avor jets (from gluons or u, d,
or s quarks) and thus warrants either high precision for precision measurements or
excellent sensitivity for searches for new phenomena. Generally speaking, b-tagging
algorithms work by exploiting the long lifetime, large mass and decay multiplicity
of the b hadrons, and the hard b-quark fragmentation function. A specialized mul-
tivariate algorithm called \MV2", which utilizes the Boosted Decision Tree (BDT)
classier, is employed in Run-II to discriminate between b-jets and jets of other avors.
The MV2 algorithm takes as input the outputs of several other b-tagging algorithms
based on impact parameters, secondary vertex reconstruction, and reconstruction
of the full decay chains [52]. Three variants of the MV2 algorithm exist, MV2c00,
MV2c10 and MV2c20, where the name of the taggers indicates the c-jet fraction used
in the training samples, e.g. in MV2c10, the background sample is composed of 10%
(90%) c- (light-avor) jets. The BDT output for the MV2c10 tagger can be seen in
Figure 4.2 and the xed-cut working point is used in this dissertation which yields a
65%{70% eciency for b-jets. This particular working point of the MV2c10 algorithm
also reduces the proportion of the light-avor (c-quark) initiated jets by a factor of
about 250{550 (10{20) depending on the jet kinematics [53].
4.3.2 Large-R Jets
The high center-of-mass energy of the LHC has made it possible for the production
of the SM particles with signicant Lorentz boosts or the production of new massive
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Figure 4.2: MV2c10 BDT output for b- (solid blue), c- (dashed green) and light-avor
(dotted red) jets evaluated with tt events [53].
particles that decay to highly Lorentz-boosted SM particles. For example, when
suciently boosted, the hadronic decay products of the W/Z/Higgs bosons and the
top quarks can become collimated to the point where the traditional reconstruction
of a small-R jet is not able to capture the entirety of the boosted decay products.
Moreover, the description of the substructure of these jets goes beyond the four-
momentum description of a single parton. For example, the Z 0 particle, which is a
heavy gauge boson proposed by some BSM theories, can decay into top-quark pairs
with signicant Lorentz boosts. The angular separation between the W and the b in
the top decays decreases as the transverse momentum of the top quark increases. So
does the angular separation between the subsequent hadronic decay products of the
W boson as the pT of the W boson increases as shown in Figure 4.3. The angular




where m and pT are the mass and the transverse momentum of the mother particle,
respectively. For pWT > 200GeV, the ability to resolve the individual hadronic decay
products using standard narrow-radius jet algorithms begins to degrade as R <
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Figure 4.3: (a) The angular separation between the W boson and b-quark in top de-
cays, t! Wb, as a function of the top-quark transverse momentum (ptT) in simulated
Pythia Z 0 ! tt (mZ0 = 1:6TeV) events. (b) The angular distance between the light
quark and anti-quark from W ! qq0 decays as a function of the pT of the W boson
(pWT ). Both distributions are at the generator level and do not include eects due to
initial and nal-state radiation, or the underlying event [54].
that are fully contained within individual large-area jets. A single large-R jet that
contains all of the decay products of a massive particle has distinctive characteristics
(substructures) of two-body or three-body decays which are absent in a single jet of
the same pT originating from a quark or gluon.
Large-R jets are reconstructed using the anti-kt algorithm with R = 1:0. Jet
grooming [54], which selectively removes the soft radiation from the jets, is sub-
sequently performed to both improve the mass resolution and better elucidate the
substructure properties of the large-R jets. In particular, a grooming technique
called trimming is used in this dissertation as depicted in Figure 4.4. The trim-
ming algorithm aims to remove contamination from initial-state radiation, multiple
parton interactions, as well as the pile-up interactions. The procedure starts by re-
clustering the constituents of the large-R jets into subjets using the anti-kt algorithm
with the distance parameter R = 0:2. Following the re-clustering, any subjets with
piT=p
jet
T < fcut are removed, where p
i
T is the transverse momentum of the i
th subjet,
pjetT represents the transverse momentum of the large-R jet being trimmed and the
parameter fcut = 0:05 in this dissertation. Finally, The remaining constituents are
recombined to form the trimmed jet.
A calorimeter-based jet mass [55] (mcalo) for a large-R jet J with calorimeter-cell
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Figure 4.4: A schematic diagram depicting the trimming procedure for the large-R
jets [54].












Since the angular spread in the decay products of a boosted massive particle is ap-
proximately inversely proportional to the transverse momentum of the large-R jet,
the spread becomes comparable to the calorimeter granularity for a suciently high
Lorentz boost. Tracking information can be used in this case to maintain performance
beyond this granularity limit. A track mass (mtrack) is dened based on the ID tracks
with pT > 0:4 GeV that can be ghost-associated to the large-R jet. A track-assisted
jet mass, mTA, is then dened to compensate for the contributions from the missing
neutral particle tracks to mtrack by applying the ratio of the calorimeter-based to





A weighted combination of the calorimeter-based mass and the track-assisted mass,
mcomb, is dened to take advantage of both jet mass denitions and to keep a consis-
tent mass denition across the pT range [55]:
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Figure 4.5: Distributions of the combined track-assisted and calorimeter large-R jet
mass for low pT [200, 500] GeV (left) and high pT [1000, 1500] GeV (right) W , top
and QCD jets [55].
where calo and TA are the calorimeter- and the track-assisted mass resolution func-
tions respectively. Distributions of the combined track-assisted and calorimeter jet
mass are shown in Figure 4.5 and the improvement in the jet mass resolution using
the combined mass is shown in Figure 4.6. Similarly, the transverse momentum of







Dierent techniques have been developed to to probe the substructures of the
large-R jets originated either from a two-body or three-body decay. These turn out
to be extremely useful for rejecting QCD background jets. Since only the boosted
W and Z bosons are of interest in this dissertation, only techniques relevant to these
boosted objects will be discussed in the following text. A substructure variable D=12
is used to identify the two-pronged substructure of a large-R jet. The D=12 variable
is dened in terms of generalized energy correlation functions (ECFs). The ECFs
identify the N-pronged substructure of a jet by studying the angular separation and


























































Figure 4.6: The large-R jet mass resolution as a function of jet pT for jets produced
from boosted W bosons (left) and from boosted top quarks (right) [55]. mTAS is the
track-assisted subjet mass, which is the invariant mass of the sum of all track-assisted
subjet four-vectors. The 68% interquartile range (IQnR) is dened as q84%   q16%,
where q16% and q84% denote the 16
th and the 84th percentiles of a given distribution.
The resolution is shown as the ratio of 0:5  (q84%   q16%) to the median location of
the peak.



























where Rij is the euclidean distance in  and  between constituent i and j, p
i
T is the
transverse momentum of constituent i, and pjetT is the transverse momentum of the
large-R jet. The eN+1 function approaches zero and will be much smaller than e

N for
a jet with only N constituents. Therefore, the D=12 variable is dened as Equation
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Figure 34: The distribution of the D =12 variable for the background dijet samples andW boson jets passing the full
selection criteria. With an applied cut on the calorimeter jet mass, binned in the pT of the matched truth jets.
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Figure 34: The distribution of the D =12 variable for the background dijet samples andW boson jets passing the full
selection crite ia. With an applied cut on the calorimeter j t mass, binned in the pT of the matched truth jets.
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Figure 34: The distribution of the D =12 variable for the background dijet samples andW boson jets passing the full
selection criteria. With an applied cut on the calorimeter jet mass, binned in the pT of the matched truth jets.
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Figure 4.7: Distributions of the D=12 variable for the background di-jet samples
and the signal W boson jets for dier nt pT bins of the ruth-matched jet [55].
variable are shown in Figure 4.7 for both backgrou d a signal processes. The W
and Z tagging algorithms are then optimized separately based on the combined mass
and the D=12 variable. A 50% and a 80% eciency working points are dened
for both tagging algorithms. The former one is used to dene \high-purity" signal
regions in this dissertation because it ensures better background rejection, whereas
the latter one with higher signal eciency but lower background rejection power is
used to dene \low-purity" regions. The optimized cut denitions and performances
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Figure 4.8: Smoothed cut functions tted to optimized xed cuts forW -boson tagging
using the substructure variable combination: combined mass + D=12 . These cut
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Figure 4.9: Smoothed cut functions tted to optimized xed cuts for Z-boson tagging
using the substructure variable combination: combined mass + D=12 . These cut
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Figure 4.10: Recommended W -boson and Z-boson tagger performance (both signal
eciency and background rejection) as a function of combined mass corrected jet pT.
The performance is presented for W -boson tagging at sig = 50% (a) and sig = 80%
(b), and for Z-boson tagging at sig = 50% (c) and sig = 80% (d) [58].
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4.4 Missing Transverse Momentum
The missing transverse momentum (EmissT ) is dened as the momentum imbalance
in the plane transverse to the beam axis. Large momentum imbalance may signal the
presence of particles which escape the detector, such as neutrinos or stable, weakly-
interacting particles. Observables related to the missing transverse momentum can
be reconstructed from the transverse momenta of the reconstructed physics objects
and additional \soft terms" which correspond to tracks from the primary vertex that
















EmissT = jEmissT j =
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(Emissx )









Hard objects in Equation (4.12) include identied electrons, muons, as well as jets.
Soft terms included in Equation (4.12) are exclusively reconstructed from ID tracks
from the hard-scatter vertex, therefore only using the pT-ow from soft charged par-
ticles. The soft terms ignore signals from soft neutral particles which are normally
reconstructed by using the calorimeter-based Emiss, soft caloT from topo-clusters. How-
ever, the track-only-based method leads to better reconstruction performance and
overall EmissT resolution due to a minimal residual dependence on pile-up conditions
[59].
4.5 Overlap Removal
Clusters of energy deposits or tracks measured in the ID can be shared by several
physics objects simultaneously during the reconstruction procedure since electrons,
muons, and jets all use a combination of tracking and calorimetric measurements.
Therefore, ambiguities have to be resolved before any physics analysis is carried out.
An overlap removal procedure is dened to prioritize the reconstructed objects and
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remove any ambiguity. The procedure proceeds as follows:
 If an electron candidate shares the same ID track with a muon candidate, the
electron is removed. This occurs when a muon radiates a hard photon via
the bremsstrahlung process; consequently, the muon is also reconstructed as an
electron in the calorimeter which then shares the same ID track with the muon.
 Secondly, a small-R jet is removed if it coincides with an electron candidate
with R(jet; e) < 0:2. This is due to the electron being clustered as a jet at the
same time. However, an electron candidate is removed if 0:2 < R(jet; e) <
min (0:4; 0:04 + 10GeV=pT(e)). Electrons reconstructed near the edge of a jet
arise from non-prompt decays during the hadronization in most cases.
 Similarly, if a muon and small-R jet satisfy R(jet; ) < 0:2, and either 1) the
jet has fewer than two tracks or 2) pT()=pT(jet) > 0:5 and pT()=
P
pT(tracks) >
0:7, the jet candidate is discarded. This indicates that the jet is most likely due
to energy loss of the muon in the calorimeter. On the other hand, the muon
candidate is removed if R(jet; ) < min(0:4; 0:04 + 10GeV=pT()).
 Finally, if there is a large-R jet and an lepton (` = e; ) with R(jet; `) <
1:0, the large-R jet is removed. This criterion is to address the case when a
leptonically decaying Z boson with relatively high momentum is reconstructed
as a large-R jet in the calorimeter.
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CHAPTER 5
Searches for ZW and ZZ Resonances
5.1 Analysis Overview and Strategy
This chapter presents searches for heavy diboson resonances, which are generically
referred to as Xs, in the X ! ZW ! ``qq or X ! ZZ ! ``qq (` = e; ) semi-
leptonic channel in a mass range from 300 to 5000 GeV [60]. As motivated in Chapter
2, diboson events are a valuable probe of new physics, particularly in the high mass
region. The ``qq semi-leptonic nal state has the advantage of combining the clean
signature of a dilepton event with the hadronic decays of W or Z bosons, which
have large branching ratios. Techniques for identifying jets originating from bottom
quarks and for tagging large-radius W=Z-boson jets (Chapter 4) further enhance
the sensitivities of searches with this particular type of event topology. Benchmark
signal models considered include a heavy neutral Higgs boson with narrow-width
approximation (negligible width compared to the detector resolution) [61], a spin-1
W 0 boson in the context of the HVT framework [19, 20], and a spin-2 RS graviton
(GKK) in the bulk Randall-Sundrum model [21{23]. A detailed description of these
models can be found in Chapter 2. Each spin hypothesis corresponds to an individual
search: H ! ZZ ! ``qq search for the spin-0 hypothesis, W 0 ! ZW ! ``qq search
for the spin-1 hypothesis, and GKK ! ZZ ! ``qq search for the spin-2 hypothesis.
Dierent production modes (e.g. gluon-gluon fusion, vector boson fusion etc.) are also
considered in the searches. The invariant mass spectrum of the dilepton and large-R
jet system, m``J , or that of the dilepton and dijet system, m``jj, is used to extract
signals from the SM background in the merged and resolved regimes, respectively.
The V ! qq (V = W; Z) decay can be reconstructed either as a di-jet system (jj)
or a single large-R jet (J) depending on the transverse momentum of the V boson.
For a hadronically decaying W or Z boson (V ! qq), the angular distance between
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In the case of searching for heavy diboson resonances, the two SM bosons emerging
from the new resonance will have similar momenta in the transverse plane due to the
resonance being produced approximately at rest. The transverse momenta of these
two bosons are about half the mass of the new resonance. Therefore, for a resonance
with mass below 500GeV, the majority of the hadronic decays of the daughter W=Z
bosons will be reconstructed as two separate jets of small radius. These kind of events
are said to be in the \resolved" regime. Bosons coming from heavier resonances have
larger boosts in the transverse plane. Their decay products become collimated and
can be reconstructed as large-R jets when pT(V ) & 200GeV (Equation (5.1)). Events
with boosted large-R jets are classied into the \merged" regime.
The transition from the resolved to the merged regime is not clear-cut. Merged
and resolved topologies could exist simultaneously for resonances with mass between
0:4TeV and 1:2TeV. Therefore, a decision as to which object(s) to select has to be
made when the decay products are reconstructed at the same time in the two ways
mentioned. In this analysis, the merged topology is prioritized because the boson
tagging algorithm proves to be a better discriminating tool because of the technique
for probing the substructure of a large-radius jet.
The H ! ZZ ! ``qq search probes both gluon-gluon fusion (ggF) and vector
boson fusion (VBF) production mechanisms. Similarly for the W 0 ! ZW ! ``qq
search, both Drell-Yan (DY) and VBF topologies are studied. However, only the ggF
production mechanism is considered for the RS graviton model due to ggF being the
absolute dominant production mode. Feynman diagrams representing these produc-
tion mechanisms are shown in Figure 5.1 [60]. The unique VBF topology has two
additional jets typically with large separation in  and high di-jet invariant mass. This
distinguishable feature provides a powerful means to discriminate between signal and
background processes. In this analysis, the VBF topology is always considered rst
to improve the search sensitivity due to its unique features and smaller background
contamination.
In the remainder of this section, major backgrounds relevant to this analysis,
Monte Carlo (MC) generators employed to generate various background and signal

















































Figure 5.1: Representative Feynman diagrams for the production of heavy resonances
X with their decays into a pair of vector bosons [60].
5.1.1 Main Background Processes
Relevant background contributions from the SM must be understood and esti-
mated properly in order to achieve an accurate presentation of the data and a reliable
interpretation of the results. The dominant background processes for this analysis
are all irreducible backgrounds as they have the exact ``qq nal state.
The most signicant background source is the production of jets in association
with a Z boson that decays leptonically. The Z+jets background is the dominant
source in both merged and resolved regimes (Figure 5.12). The jets of the Z+jets
background after selections have a non-resonant mass spectrum and can be either
reconstructed as two separate jets or one large-R jet depending on the kinematics.
Since the jets in association with the Z boson are not from boson decays and have
a smaller heavy-avor content, boson tagging and b-tagging algorithms can help to
suppress the Z+jets in the merged and resolved regimes, respectively.
The second largest background source in the merged regime is the non-resonant
production of vector-boson pairs (ZZ, WZ and WW ), denoted as SM diboson pro-
duction hereinafter. Top quark production and the SM diboson production have
comparable contributions in the resolved regime, with the former being much larger
in the region where there are two b-tagged jets identied (Figure 5.12). The top
quark production considered includes the production of a top-antitop quark pair (tt),
and the electroweak production of a single top quark. s-channel, t-channel and the
tW mode are all considered for the single top production. Single-top contributions
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become negligible after the requirement of two leptons.
Other sources of background from the SM are found to be negligible and therefore
not considered.
5.1.2 Background and Signal Modeling
Monte Carlo (MC) techniques are extensively used in the eld of high energy
physics to model both known SM processes and signal processes predicted by the-
ories beyond the Standard Model. Matrix elements for the initial hard scattering
processes are calculated with a xed number of incoming and outgoing partons using
a perturbative method. The cross section of a hard scattering process is calculated
at the leading order (LO) in s (the strong coupling constant) with or without incor-
porating next-to-leading order (NLO) or even next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO)
corrections. Subsequent activities at the parton level, involving initial- and nal-state
radiations, multiple parton-parton interactions and the structure of beam remnants,
are modeled next. At this stage, a more or less realistic interaction picture has been
formed, which generally includes broadened jets, underlying events etc. Hadroniza-
tion of the color connected constituents are generated next, along with decays of the
unstable particles. Pile-up interactions, which are collisions in addition to the collision
of interest, are also simulated. The pile-up prole, a distribution of the average num-
ber of interactions per bunch crossing hi, can be adjusted later to match the pile-up
condition of the recorded data. This procedure is referred to as \pile-up reweighting"
of the MC samples [63]. The particles in the simulated events are then propagated
through a detailed detector simulation based on GEANT4 [64] and subsequently the
same reconstruction algorithms [65] used for data are employed to process the MC
events.
Background Modeling
The Z+jets background is modeled by the Sherpa 2.2.1 [66] event generator with
the NNPDF3.0 NNLO [26] PDF set, in which the matrix elements are calculated up
to four partons at LO and two partons at NLO using the Comix [67] and OpenLoops
[68] packages. The samples are rst grouped based on the number of b and c quarks
produced, and then split into dierent slices according to max(hT; pT(Z)), where hT
represents the scalar sum of the transverse momenta of the jets in an event. The jets
produced are labeled based on the truth avors of the hadrons that can be matched to
the respective reconstructed small-R jets. The matched hadrons are required to have
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pT > 5GeV and an angular separation of R < 0:3 with respect to the reconstructed
jet axes. In Z+jets MC samples, a jet is labeled as a b-jet (in contrast to a b-tagged
jet identied by the b-tagging algorithm at reconstruction level) if a b-hadron is found.
c-jet is assigned analogously and a jet is labeled as a light jet (i.e., u-, d-, or s-quark,
or gluon), if neither a b-hadron or a c-hadron is found in the vicinity of the jet. An
event is classied as a \Z+heavy-avor" event if a b- or c-jet is found in the event.
Similarly, an event will be labeled as \Z+light-avor" if only light jets are associated.
This classication allows for avor-dependent corrections to discrepancies between
data and MC.
SM diboson processes are simulated using Sherpa 2.1.0 with the CT10 [69] PDF
set, where one of the bosons is required to decay hadronically and the other one
leptonically. A maximum of three additional partons are generated at LO for these
samples, and up to one (zero) additional parton(s) at NLO are calculated for ZZ
(WZ and WW ). An alternative set of SM diboson samples is also generated using
the Powheg-Box v1 [70{72] generator in conjunction with the CT10 PDF set. This
set of samples is compared with the nominal set in order to estimate the modeling
systematic uncertainties.
Top quark pair production, single top production in the s-channel, and single top
production in the associated tW channel are realized using the Powheg-Box v2 [73]
event generator with the CT10 PDF set. The t-channel of the single top process is
generated by Powheg-Box v1 using the CT104f [69] PDF set in a xed four-avor
scheme. For all top quark processes, the top quark mass is set to 172.5 GeV. Spin
correlations of the top quark are also preserved. In addition, one of the top quarks is
required to decay leptonically in the tt event generation. Pythia 6.428 [74] with the
CTEQ6L1 [75] PDF set and the corresponding Perugia 2012 tune (P2012) [76] are
used for parton shower, fragmentation, and underlying event simulation. The EvtGen
v1.2.0 program [77] is used to model the decays of the bottom and charm quarks.
Cross sections of all the SM background processes considered in this analysis are
determined at NNLO order, with the exception of the SM diboson and the single
top productions. Cross sections of the V+jets productions are calculated with up
to NNLO QCD corrections [78]. Cross sections are calculated at NLO including
LO contributions with two additional partons [66, 79] for the SM diboson processes.
The cross section of the top pair production is calculated at NNLO in QCD, including
resummation of next-to-next-to-leading logarithmic (NNLL) soft-gluon terms [80, 81].
The single-top production cross sections are calculated to NLO in QCD [82] with the
soft-gluon resummation at NNLL [83] for the tW process. A summary of the Monte
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Table 5.1: A summary of the Monte Carlo samples used to model the background
processes considered in this analysis. The corresponding cross sections times branch-
ing fractions (  B) are quoted at ps = 13TeV.
Process MC Generator PDF Set   B (pb)
Z ! ee+jets Sherpa 2.2.1 NNPDF3.0 NNLO 2084.46
Z ! +jets Sherpa 2.2.1 NNPDF3.0 NNLO 2085.48
Z ! +jets Sherpa 2.2.1 NNPDF3.0 NNLO 2086.66
SM WW Sherpa 2.1.0 CT10 45.27
SM WZ Sherpa 2.1.0 CT10 19.74
SM ZZ Sherpa 2.1.0 CT10 2.14
tt Powheg+Pythia6 CT10 831.76
s-channel single top Powheg+Pythia6 CT10 3.35
t-channel single top Powheg+Pythia6 CT104f 70.43
tW -channel single top Powheg+Pythia6 CT10 71.67
Carlo samples used is presented in Table 5.1.
Signal Modeling
The heavy neutral Higgs boson with the decay H ! ZZ is generated using
Powheg-Box v1 with the CT10 PDF set. The width of Higgs boson is set to
be negligible (Section 2.3.1) compared to the experimental resolution (Figure 5.17) of
the ATLAS detector and any interference eects with the SM Higgs boson and SM
diboson productions are neglected. Both ggF and VBF topologies are considered and
these two production modes are simulated independently.
MadGraph5 aMC@NLO 2.2.2 [84] with the NNPDF23LO [26] PDF set is used
for the production and decay of the spin-1W 0 ! ZW . Both DY and VBF production
modes of the charged vector triplet W 0 are considered. In the VBF production mode,
its coupling to fermions is explicitly set to zero (cF = 0). For the DY production,
Model A (gV = 1) and Model B (gV = 3) are considered for the interpretation
of the nal results. The width of the new resonance from the DY production of
Model A is approximately 2.6% of its mass, and is much narrower in VBF production
due to that its couplings to fermions are set to zero [20]. Model A and B share
similar resonance widths and experimental signatures, and the dierences are further
diluted by detector related eects. Therefore, samples generated for the Model A
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interpretation are directly used for the interpretation of Model B as well, after a
rescaling of the relevant branching ratios.
The RS graviton (GKK ! ZZ) with k=MPl = 1:0 is produced using the same
generator as for W 0. Gravitons with k=MPl = 0:5 are also generated by reweighting
the corresponding k=MPl = 1:0 samples to account for the dierences in decay widths
(with k=MPl = 0:5 being about four times smaller) and cross sections. The width
of GKK depends on the resonance mass, varying from 3:7% m(GKK) at 0.5 TeV to
6:4% m(GKK) at 5 TeV in the k=MPl = 1:0 scenario.
Parton showering, hadronization and the underlying events are modeled by in-
terfacing the generated events with Pythia 8.186 [85]. The A14 set of the tuned
parameters (tune) [86] for the underlying event is used for the spin-1 and spin-2
signals, and the AZNLO tune [87] is used for the Higgs samples.
5.1.3 Dataset
The full dataset recorded by the ATLAS experiment at 13TeV during the 2015-
2016 run period is used in this analysis. The total integrated luminosity amounts to
36:1 fb 1, after rejecting the lumi-blocks of insucient quality (with details described
in Section 5.3.2). A summary of the luminosity and pile-up conditions is presented
in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2: A summary of the maximum instantaneous luminosity, the total integrated
luminosity, and the average number of interactions per bunch crossing, for the data
recorded in 2015 and 2016 by the ATLAS detector.
Year Maximal Linst: [cm 2s 1]
R Ldt [fb 1] hi
2015 0:50 1034 3.2 3.7
2016 1:37 1034 32.9 24.9
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5.2 Object Selection
This section describes the selections applied on the reconstructed physics objects
described in Chapter 4. Physics objects are required to satisfy certain kinematic
criteria to ensure the quality of these objects, pass the trigger requirement, and
possibly improve the sensitivity of the analysis. A summary of the object selections
used in this analysis is presented in Table 5.3 with more verbose descriptions provided
in the subsections that follow.
5.2.1 Electron Selection
After the reconstruction and overlap removal stage, corrections on the electron
energy scale and resolution are applied as documented in [88]. Electron candidates
are then selected by requiring the following criteria:
 Kinematic cuts:
{ pT > 7GeV
{ jj < 2:47
 Identication:
{ LooseLH identication
{ Requirement of a hit in the IBL
 Isolation:
{ \LooseTrackOnly" isolation (sig  99%)
 Impact parameter requirements:
{ jd0=(d0)j < 5
{ jz0 sin j < 0:5 mm
Furthermore, electrons are labeled as \signal" electrons if they satisfy pT > 28GeV.
Scale factors, which are exclusively applied to Monte Carlo, are used to correct the
identication, reconstruction, trigger, and isolation eciencies [43] in Monte Carlo to
match that obtained in data.
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Table 5.3: A summary of the criteria for object selections used in theX ! ZV ! ``qq
analysis.
Object Kinematics Quality Additional
Electrons
LooseLH
pT >7 GeV jd0=(d0)j <5 B-layer (IBL)




pT >7 GeV jd0=(d0)j <3
jj < 2:5 jz0 sin j < 0:5mm
LooseTrackOnly
Large-R jets
pT >200 GeV anti-kt R =1.0 trimmed





jj < 4:5 if pT <60 GeV, jj < 2:4
5.2.2 Muon Selection
Corrections on the momentum scale and resolution [46] of the muon candidates
are applied to the Monte Carlo following the reconstruction and overlap removal
procedure. Muon candidates used in this analysis are then selected by applying the
following selections:
 Kinematic cuts:
{ pT > 7GeV
{ jj < 2:5
 Identication:
{ Loose quality: all the CB and SA muons are included; CT and ST muons
are restricted to the region jj < 0:1 (see Section 4.2).
 Isolation:
{ \LooseTrackOnly" isolation (sig  99%)
 Impact parameter requirements:
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{ jd0=(d0)j < 3
{ jz0 sin j < 0:5 mm
Similar to the electron case, \signal" muon candidates must satisfy pT > 28GeV.
Additionally, scale factors are applied to correct the identication and isolation e-
ciencies [46] in Monte Carlo to match that obtained in data.
5.2.3 Small-R Jet Selection
Small-R jets are built from topological clusters, formed from calorimeter cell de-
posits, and calibrated to the electromagnetic (EM) scale. They are reconstructed
using the anti-kt algorithm with a distance parameter of R = 0:4 (Section 4.3). The
four momentum of a jet is then corrected for the beam-spot and a jet energy scale
calibration is performed. Certain low-pT jets are required to pass a selection called
jet vertex tagging (JVT) [89]. The JVT algorithm attempts to remove pile-up jets
originating from QCD eects from a single pile-up vertex and stochastic eects which
could be due to contributions from several vertices. The jet-vertex-tagger uses the
fraction of tracks in the jet coming from the primary vertex to identify jets that are
likely to arise from pile-up eects. In this dissertation, the 92% eciency working
point of the jet-vertex-tagger is used for jets with pT < 60GeV and jj < 2:4 which
reduces the residual pile-up jet roughly to a 2% level. The detailed selection criteria
for jets are as follows:
 Kinematic requirements:
{ pT > 30GeV and jj < 2:5, the jet is labeled as a \signal jet" or,
{ pT > 30GeV and 2:5 < jj < 4:5, the jet is labeled as a \forward jet".
 Pile-up removal criterion:
{ A jet must satisfy the 92% JVT working point if pT < 60GeV and jj < 2:4
 b-tagging (discretionary):
{ When identifying a b-jet, the MV2c10 algorithm and the corresponding 70%
xed-cut working point are used (Section 4.3).
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5.2.4 Large-R Jet Selection
A large-R jet is formed by clustering the topological clusters using the anti-kt
algorithm with a distance parameter of R = 1:0 and subsequently applying the trim-
ming procedure with Rsubjet = 0:2 and fcut = 0:05 as described in Section 4.3. The
in-situ calibrations of the jet energy scale and the jet mass scale [90] are applied and
a large-R jet is then selected if:
 pT > 200GeV,
 jj < 2:0 (centrality ensures a good overlap between the ID tracking and the
calorimeter information).
Boson tagging algorithm (Section 4.3) is then applied to identify hadronically
decaying a W or Z boson with a large Lorentz boost in the transverse plane. The
application of boson tagging is only used for classifying events into the signal and
control regions in the merged regime (Section 5.3).
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5.3 Event Selection and Categorization
Event selection represents the architectural design of an analysis, and careful
thoughts have to be given to characteristics unique to each signal in order to distin-
guish it from its background. This section describes the sequence of selection criteria
applied, including trigger requirements, preselection of Z ! `` events, and the selec-
tion of X ! ZV ! ``qq optimized individually for each signal hypothesis. VBF and
ggF/DY categories, which are designed for searches that probe VBF production, are
dened and discussed. Finally, the expected signal performance is presented.
5.3.1 Trigger
The union (logical OR) of multiple high-level un-prescaled single-lepton triggers
[91, 92] is used to eciently select the type of events suitable for this analysis. Each
trigger attempts to identify electrons or muons with varying transverse energies or
momenta, and imposes some preliminary quality and isolation requirements prior to
the full event reconstruction. The triggers employed in this analysis during dierent
data taking periods are listed in Table 5.4.
Table 5.4: The list of triggers used in the analysis.
Period Electron triggers Muon triggers
2015 HLT e24 lhmedium L1EM20VH HLT mu20 iloose L1MU15
HLT e60 lhmedium HLT mu50
HLT e120 lhloose
2016, A HLT e24 lhtight nod0 ivarloose HLT mu24 ivarloose
HLT e60 lhmedium nod0 HLT mu50
HLT e140 lhloose nod0
HLT e300 etcut
2016, B-D3 HLT e24 lhtight nod0 ivarloose HLT mu24 ivarmedium
HLT e60 lhmedium nod0 HLT mu50
HLT e140 lhloose nod0
HLT e300 etcut
2016, D4 and HLT e26 lhtight nod0 ivarloose HLT mu26 ivarmedium
beyond HLT e60 lhmedium nod0 HLT mu50
HLT e140 lhloose nod0
HLT e300 etcut
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Figure 5.2: Eciencies of the HLT e26 lhtight nod0 ivarloose trigger as a function of
the oine electron candidate's (a) transverse energy, and (b) pseudo-rapidity, which
are obtained from Z ! ee events [91].
Take HLT e26 lhtight nod0 ivarloose for example, the name of a trigger can be
decoded in the following manner. The HLT e26 lhtight nod0 ivarloose trigger requires
that an electron must have ET > 26GeV and that the electron candidate satisfy the
tight likelihood-based identication criteria at HLT level. The trigger also applies a
loose variable-size cone isolation (ivarloose), whereas the transverse impact parameter
requirements are omitted (nod0).
The eciencies of the HLT e26 lhtight nod0 ivarloose trigger as a function of the
oine electron candidate's transverse energy and pseudo-rapidity are shown in Fig-
ure 5.2. The eciency of this trigger versus ET of the electron candidate quickly
reaches its plateau when the oine transverse energy of the electron goes above the
threshold value. The trigger eciency as a function of the electron's pseudo-rapidity
is relatively uniform except in the trasition region (jj = 1:37   1:52) where the ef-
ciency decreases by about 15%. The lowest un-prescaled single-lepton trigger in
each data taking period is complemented by the corresponding un-prescaled triggers
with higher ET threshold values. These higher ET triggers typically have no isolation
requirements and progressively looser identication criteria. Figure 5.3 shows the
eciencies of the union of all the un-prescaled single-electron triggers in 2016, as a
function of the transverse energy and the pseudo-rapidity of the electron candidates
respectively. It is evident from Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3 that the overall eciency
of the electron triggers increases by taking into account those triggers with higher
ET threshold values. The eciency of these electron triggers is at least 90% in the
plateau region. The pT threshold for the signal electrons (dened in Section 5.2.1) is
chosen to be 28 GeV, which is above the trigger threshold, to steer away from the
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Figure 5.3: Eciencies of the logical OR between HLT e26 lhtight nod0 ivarloose,
HLT e60 lhmedium nod0 and HLT e140 lhloose nod0 triggers as a function of the
oine electron candidate's (a) transverse energy, and (b) pseudo-rapidity , which are
obtained from Z ! ee events [91].
turn-on region of the trigger eciency and to account for the oine calibration eects
that may lead to dierent measurements of the electron ET at trigger level and oine
reconstruction level.
The muon trigger names are encoded in a similar way as those for electrons. The
eciency of the union of the muon triggers is shown in Figure 5.4. The leading muon is
also required to have pT > 28GeV. Notice that in the barrel region, the un-prescaled
lowest pT-threshold single-muon trigger have a 70% eciency in the plateau region,
due to a limited coverage of the muon trigger detector. The detailed usage of these
triggers will be described in Section 5.3.2.
5.3.2 Preselection of Dilepton Events
Preselection of dilepton events is applied before any topological requirements spe-
cic to each signal hypothesis. Firstly, a standard event cleaning procedure is carried
out as follows:
 Application of good run list (GRL). A GRL serves to keep record of the quality
of data taken for each lumi-block (a continuous period of data taking) and is
therefore only applied to data. A good lumi-block corresponds to a period in
which the detector was fully functional, and the data collected were of desired
quality. For example, the beams delivered by the LHC have to be stable, the
magnetic eld must be present, and all the sub-detectors are required to be
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Figure 5.4: Absolute eciency of Level 1 (L1) MU20 trigger, and absolute and relative
(with respect to the L1 trigger) eciencies of the union of mu26 ivarmedium and mu50
high-level triggers as a function of pT of oine muon candidates in the (a) barrel, and
(b) end-cap regions [92].
 Selection of primary vertex. The primary vertex of an event is chosen to be
the vertex with the highest sum of squares of the transverse momenta of the
selected tracks (
P
p2T;trk) and this primary vertex must also have at least two
tracks, each with pT > 400MeV.
 Rejection of erroneous or incomplete events. An event is vetoed if there is any
corruption in the LAr calorimeter, tile calorimeter or the SCT, or if it occurs
close to noise bursts in the LAr calorimeter. An event will also be rejected if
for any reason it is missing detector information.
 Jet Cleaning. Fake jets (backgrounds for jets) mostly arise from 1) calorimeter
noise from large scale coherent noise or isolated pathological cells, 2) cosmic-
ray showers overlapping with collision events, or 3) beam induced background
(BIB) due to proton losses upstream of the interaction point. Since these fake
jets can interfere with the reconstruction of leptons and degrade the resolution
of EmissT , a high eciency working point (\BadLoose") [93] is dened to reject
events containing \bad" jets after the overlap removal procedure.
Subsequently, the following selection criteria are applied:
 Lepton selection. Exactly two leptons satisfying the electron/muon criteria
described in Section 5.2 are required. The leading lepton in pT must have
pT > 28GeV, therefore fullling the \signal" lepton requirement as listed in
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Figure 5.5: Observed and expected distributions of dilepton invariant mass and trans-
verse momentum in the (a, c) di-electron channel and the (b, d) di-muon channel after
preselection of the Z ! `` candidates. For illustration, expected distributions from
the ggF production of a 1 TeV Higgs boson with   B(H ! ZZ) = 2 pb are also
shown. Background contributions are obtained from a combined likelihood t to the
data. The ratio of the observed data to the background prediction is shown at the bot-
tom, along with the uncertainty on the total background prediction after combining
the statistical and systematic contributions.
 Trigger decision and matching. An event is required to be triggered by one of
the un-prescaled single-lepton triggers listed in Section 5.3.1. In addition, at
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least one of the leptons selected is required to match the corresponding physics
object that triggered the event. The trigger eciency for signal is approximately
100% for di-electron events, and over 90% for di-muon events (Section 5.3.1).
 Dilepton requirements:
{ Z ! ee candidates must satisfy 83 < m(ee) < 99 GeV, where the size of
the mass window corresponds to roughly twice the mass resolution for the
Z ! ee decay. Note that the electrons are not required to be of opposite
sign because electrons are more susceptible to charge misidentication at
high ET due to radiation of photons from bremsstrahlung.
{ Z !  candidates must satisfy a) the two muons carry opposite
charges; b) 85:6GeV 0:0117pT(``) < m() < 94:0GeV+0:0185pT(``).
The pT-dependent mass window is chosen to account for the degradation
of the mass resolution of Z !  when the transverse momentum of Z
boson is high.
{ Dilepton selection for e events requires exactly one electron and one muon
with 76 < m(e) < 106GeV.
Distributions of the dilepton candidates after the event preselection are shown in
Figure 5.5.
5.3.3 VBF and ggF/DY Categories
Signal events from VBF production possess unique features, in which the pair of
vector bosons from the resonance decay are accompanied by two additional jets with
a large separation in pseudo-rapidity and a high dijet invariant mass. This unique
topology provides a powerful means to discriminate between signal and background
events. A tag-jet selection is dened to identify the two additional jets from VBF
production, and the jets selected are referred to as tag-jets hereinafter.
Tag-jets are selected from small-R jets that are not tagged by the b-tagging al-
gorithm (Chapter 4). They must reside in opposite pseudo-rapidity hemispheres
(namely, tagj1  tagj2 < 0) with a pseudo-rapidity separation jtagjj j > 4:7, have the
highest dijet invariant mass (mtagjj ), andm
tag
jj > 770GeV. These criteria are optimized
to enhance the search sensitivity to VBF signals for all masses considered [60]. Once
identied as tag-jets, the two jets are not considered in the ZV ! ``qq selection;
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Figure 5.6: Observed data and expected background distributions of dijet (a) in-
variant mass and (b) pseudo-rapidity separation of the two tag-jets of the VBF
H ! ZZ ! ``qq search, combining all signal regions [60]. For illustration,
expected distributions from the VBF production of a 1 TeV Higgs boson with
  B(H ! ZZ) = 20 fb are also shown. The middle panes show the ratio of
the observed data to the background predictions. The uncertainty in the total back-
ground prediction, shown as bands, combines statistical and systematic contributions.
The blue triangles in the middle panes indicate bins where the ratio is nonzero and
outside the vertical range of the plot. The bottom panes are the ratios of the post-t
and pre-t background predictions.
to avoid overlaps. Once a pair of tag-jets is found, an event is assigned to the VBF
category if it passes the ZV ! ``qq selection.
Events that fail the above selection criteria, which include the ones that contain
two tag-jets but fail the ZV ! ``qq selection, are treated in the ggF/DY category. No
tag-jet requirement is applied in this case and an event is classied into the ggF/DY
category if it satises the ZV ! ``qq selection identical to that for the VBF category.
In summary, events are divided into VBF and ggF/DY categories in the H !
ZZ and W 0 ! ZW searches, for which the VBF production is considered. The
selection for VBF production is performed rst, followed by the selection for ggF or
DY production. An event is assigned to the VBF category if it passes the former
selection, and the ggF/DY category if it only passes the latter. For the GKK ! ZZ
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m``jj after preselection of the Z ! `` candidates.
For illustration, expected distributions from the ggF production of a 1 TeV Higgs
boson with   B(H ! ZZ) = 2 pb are also shown. Background contributions are
obtained from a combined likelihood t to the data. The ratio of the observed data
to the background prediction is shown at the bottom, along with the uncertainty
on the total background prediction after combining the statistical and systematic
contributions.
considered. Distributions of the tag-jets selected for the VBF category are shown in
Figure 5.6.
5.3.4 Selection of ZV ! ``qq
Identication of ZV ! ``qq decays proceeds by applying the merged ZV !
``J selection followed by the resolved ZV ! ``jj selection. This prioritization is
motivated by a smaller background expected in the merged regime after applying the
W=Z boson tagging.
Merged ZV ! ``J selection
Following the preselection of Z ! `` events, at least one large-R jet is required for
ZV ! ``J candidates and the large-R jet with the highest pT (pT > 200GeV) is as-
sumed to be from the V ! qq decay. Events must further satisfy min(p``T ; pJT)=m``J >
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Figure 5.8: Observed and expected distributions of (a) pT(J) before boson tagging
and (b) pT(jj) before the V ! qq mass window cut. For illustration, expected
distributions from the ggF production of a 1 TeV Higgs boson with   B(H !
ZZ) = 2 pb are also shown. Background contributions are obtained from a combined
likelihood t to the data. The ratio of the observed data to the background prediction
is shown at the bottom, along with the uncertainty on the total background prediction
after combining the statistical and systematic contributions.
These kinematic requirements, which are optimized for all the signal masses consid-
ered in each search, eectively reduce the background events while maintaining a
high eciency for the signal. This is because the transverse momenta of the dilepton
and large-R jet are found to be larger and more balanced for heavy resonances. A
looser requirement of min(p``T ; p
J
T)=m``J is adopted for the H ! ZZ search because
the expected p``T and p
J
T spectra from a spin-0 resonance are softer. The distribution
of min(p``T ; p
J
T)=m``J after the event preselection is shown in Figure 5.7(a).
Z-boson tagging is subsequently applied for theH ! ZZ andGKK ! ZZ searches
to select the V ! qq decay, and W -boson tagging for the W 0 ! ZW search. Signal
eciency working points of 50% and 80% are dened for the boson tagging algo-
rithm (Section 4.3.2), in which the latter working point is inclusive of the former;
consequently, two signal regions are dened for each search, one for events passing
the jet mass (mJ) and substructure (D2) requirements of the 50% working point and
the other for events only passing the requirements of the 80% working point. The
former signal region is designated as a high-purity (HP) signal region (SR) because
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Figure 5.9: Observed and expected distributions of D2(J) before boson tagging. For
illustration, expected distributions from the ggF production of a 1 TeV Higgs boson
with B(H ! ZZ) = 2 pb are also shown. Background contributions are obtained
from a combined likelihood t to the data. The ratio of the observed data to the
background prediction is shown at the bottom, along with the uncertainty on the total
background prediction after combining the statistical and systematic contributions.
Similarly, high-purity and low-purity Z+jets control regions (ZCRs) are dened by
requiring mJ to be outside the large-R jet mass window dened by the 80% working
point of the boson tagging. Events in the high-purity (low-purity) ZCR are further
required to satisfy the D2 requirement of the 50% (80%) working point of the boson
tagging.
Resolved ZV ! ``jj selection
ZV ! ``jj candidates are selected from the Z ! `` events that fail the ZV ! ``J
selection. The events are required to have at least two small-R \signal" jets (Section
5.2.3) with the leading jet pT greater than 60GeV. The two leading signal jets are









=m``jj, is then required to be greater than
0.4 for H ! ZZ, and 0.5 forW 0 ! ZW and GKK ! ZZ. Here pjjT refers to the trans-
verse momentum of the dijet candidate. Similar to the merged Z ! ``J selection,
this requirement suppresses background but has a small impact on the expected sig-








m``jj after the event preselection is shown
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Figure 5.10: Observed and expected distributions of (a) the large-R jet mass mJ of
the ZV ! ``J candidate and (b) the dijet mass mjj of the ZV ! ``jj candidate
[60]. These distributions are for the H ! ZZ search before the identication of the
V ! qq decay, combining VBF and ggF/DY categories. Background contributions
are obtained from a combined likelihood t to the data. For illustration, expected
distributions from the ggF production of a 1 TeV Higgs boson with B(H ! ZZ) =
2 pb are also shown. The middle panes show the ratios of the observed data to the
background predictions. The uncertainty on the total background prediction, shown
as bands, combines statistical and systematic contributions. The bottom panes are
the ratios of the post-t and pre-t background predictions.
consistent with the V ! qq decay. Therefore, mjj must be in the window [70; 105]
GeV for Z ! qq and [62; 97] GeV for W ! qq. An asymmetric window around mZ
is chosen to minimize the overlap with the hadronic decays of the Higgs boson.
About 21% of Z ! qq decays have two b-quark jets, whereas the dominant back-
ground, Z+jets, has a smaller heavy-quark content. To further enhance the search
sensitivity, ZV ! ``jj candidates are classied into two signal regions: a b-tagged
SR and an untagged SR. An event is rejected if there are more than two b-tagged
jets in the event, and is assigned to the b-tagged (untagged) SR if there are exactly
(fewer than) two b-tagged jets. Since no enhancement of b-tagged jets is expected
from W ! qq decays, a single resolved SR is dened for the W 0 ! ZW search
by combining the b-tagged and untagged signal regions. The two regions are also
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X ZV qq→ → AA
Figure 5.11: Illustration of the selection ow and seven signal regions of the
X ! ZV ! ``qq search [60]. The VBF category is targeted for VBF production.
The selected VBF tag-jets are removed from the subsequent selection for the VBF
category. However, if an event fails to be selected for the VBF category, these jets are
kept for the ggF/DY category selection. The H ! ZZ search utilizes all seven signal
regions and the W 0 ! ZW search uses six signal regions by combining the b-tagged
and untagged regions of the ggF/DY category. The GKK ! ZZ search bypasses the
VBF selection, so it has only four signal regions.
A Z+jets control region is dened for each signal region. The ZCR and its corre-
sponding signal region share the same traits except that mjj must be in the sidebands
dened as [50; 62][ [105; 150]GeV for the ZCR. Top quark production is a signicant
background source in the b-tagged signal region; consequently, a top-quark-enhanced
region is dened to constrain the top-quark background. Events in the top control
region (TopCR) must have two b-tagged jets and two leptons of dierent avors, i.e.,
e. The leading b-tagged jet is required to have pT > 60GeV. Furthermore, the
invariant mass of the dilepton and dijet candidates must be within [76; 106]GeV and
[50; 150]GeV, respectively. This selection yields a sample of top-quark events with a
purity higher than 99%. The TopCR is subsequently used to constrain the top quark
contributions in all the signal regions (Section 5.5.3).
Distributions of the transverse momentum of the leading large-R jet and the re-
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Table 5.5: A summary of the X ! ZV ! ``qq selection criteria.
Regime ZV ! ``J ZV ! ``jj
Triggers Un-prescaled single-lepton triggers
Leptons 1 signal (pT > 28GeV) + 1 loose leptons
Z ! `` 83 < m(ee) < 99 GeV,
85:63  0:01170 pT < m() < 94 + 0:01850 pT GeV
Tag-jet selection for Two non-b-tagged small-R jets with
the VBF category 1  2 < 0,
tagjj  > 4:7, and mtagjj > 770GeV




untagged region 0 or 1 b-tagged jet











H > 0:3 > 0:4
W 0 or GKK > 0:35 > 0:5
W=Z ! qq (SR) 62=70 < mW=Z!jj < 97=105 GeV pT-dependent
W=Z sidebands (ZCR) [50, 62] GeV and [105, 150] GeV W=Z tagging algorithm
solved dijet candidates are shown in Figure 5.8, before applying the boson tagging
algorithm and the V ! qq mass requirement, respectively. Figure 5.9 shows the
substructure variable (D2) of the leading large-R jet. Similarly, invariant mass dis-
tributions of the leading large-R jet and the resolved dijet candidates are shown in
Figure 5.10 at the same selection stage. The background distributions in Figures 5.5-
5.10 are obtained from a combined likelihood t to the data and the statistical pro-
cedure for performing the likelihood t is outlined in Section 5.5. Table 5.5 shows
a summary of the event selection criteria. A schematic view of the event selection
and categorization is shown in Figure 5.11, which visualizes the complex selection
sequence in a less clumsy way. Approximate background compositions after the event
categorization are summarized in Figure 5.12 for the H ! ZZ search. For simplicity,
the VBF and ggF categories are combined in Figure 5.12 as similar compositions are
expected. Similar background compositions are observed in the other two searches
with insubstantial dierences.
5.3.5 Signal Acceptance
The acceptance times eciency (A) for various signals after the event selection




Figure 5.12: Background compositions in the (a) signal regions and (b) control regions
of the H ! ZZ ! ``qq search. For simplicity, VBF and ggF categories are combined
as similar compositions are expected.
the resolved selections cross at around 500GeV, and the A of the merged selection
becomes dominant as the resonance mass further increases. In the intermediate mass
range of approximately 400 to 1200 GeV, the V ! qq decay can be reconstructed
as a large-R jet and two small-R jets simultaneously. The ineciency beginning at
a resonance mass of approximately 2.5 TeV (for all types of signals) is primarily due
to merging of electrons, which become collimated at high pT of the Z boson. The
electron reconstruction algorithm would fail when the angular distance between the
two electrons becomes too small (R . 0:2).
5.3.6 Signal Resolution
To improve the resolution of them``J orm``jj spectrum, the four momentum of the
di-muon system from the Z !  decay is scaled bymZ=m (mZ = 91:187GeV [94]).
This mass constraint mitigates the impact of muon momentum-resolution degradation
at high pT. The resolution of them``J spectrum is improved by approximately 13% for
a 1 TeV heavy Higgs boson and 40% for a 3 TeV heavy Higgs boson. Similarly, a scale
factor of mV =mjj is also applied to the dijet system of the ZV ! ``jj candidates.
The value of mV is set to be 91.187 GeV (80.385 GeV [94]) if a large-R jet passes the
77






















































Figure 5.13: Selection acceptance times eciency for the H ! ZZ ! ``qq events
from MC simulations as a function of the Higgs boson mass for (a) ggF and (b)
VBF production, combining the high- and low-purity signal regions of the ZV ! ``J
selection and the b-tagged and untagged regions of the ZV ! ``jj selection [60]. The
hatched band represents the total statistical and systematic uncertainties.

























































Figure 5.14: Selection eciencies of W 0 ! ZW ! ``qq events from MC simulations
as functions of the W 0 mass for (a) DY and (b) VBF production, combining the high-
and low-purity signal regions of the merged ZV ! ``J selection and the b-tagged
and untagged regions of the resolved ZV ! ``jj selection [60]. The decrease in the
``qq selection eciency above approximately 2.5 TeV of the HVT W 0 boson mass is
mainly due to the merging of electrons from the Z ! ee decay.
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Figure 5.15: Selection eciencies of GKK ! ZZ ! ``qq events from MC simulations
as functions of the GKK mass for (a) k=MPl = 0:5 and (b) k=MPl = 1:0 productions,
combining the high- and low-signal regions of the ZV ! ``J selection and the b-
tagged and untagged regions of the ZV ! ``jj selection [60]. The decrease in the
``qq selection eciency above approximately 2.5 TeV of the GKK boson mass is mainly
due to the merging of electrons from the Z ! ee decay.
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H → ZZ → ``qq, m(H) = 500 GeV
Original
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(b)
Figure 5.16: The simulated (a)m``J and (b)m``jj distributions obtained from directly
using the mass of the ``J/``jj system (lled histogram) and after scaling the  and
jj systems (empty histogram).
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Figure 5.17: Signal mass resolutions for the (a) merged and (b) resolved regimes.
Z-boson (W -boson) tagging requirements [95]. The resolution of the m``jj spectrum
is improved by approximately 14% for a 600 GeV Higgs boson as a result. No scaling
of large-R jets is applied as this simple mass constraint method is not eective for the
trimmed jets (Section 4.3.2). Figure 5.16 illustrates the eects of the mass constraints
in the resolved and merged regimes. Figure 5.17 shows the reconstructed signal
resolution as a function of the signal mass in the merged and the resolved regimes.
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5.4 Systematic Uncertainties
The extent to which the physics processes can be understood is limited by both
statistical and systematic uncertainties. Systematic uncertainties may arise from a
lack of complete understanding of many sources of mis-measruement of the physics ob-
jects as well as pertinent theoretical uncertainties. This section describes the sources
of systematic uncertainty considered in this analysis. These uncertainties are divided
into three groups: experimental uncertainties, modeling uncertainties related to the
background processes, and theoretical uncertainties on the signal processes.
5.4.1 Experimental Uncertainties
Leptons
Uncertainties associated with leptons (electrons or muons) include those cor-
responding to energy/momentum scale, energy/momentum resolution, trigger e-
ciency, reconstruction and identication eciencies, and isolation eciency.
After the Monte Carlo based calibration and in-situ corrections using Z ! ee
events [88], the main sources of uncertainty associated with the energy scale and res-
olution of the electrons are from presampler (Section 3.2.2), layer inter-calibration,
in-situ corrections, and pileup [88]. Muon momentum scale and resolution are stud-
ied using J= !  and Z !  events [46]. The major contributions to the nal
systematic uncertainty include the mass window width for the Z !  candidate
selection and background parameterization for the J= t. The scale and resolution
uncertainties on both electrons and muons are less than 1%. The eciency measure-
ments of the trigger, reconstruction, identication and isolation are performed using
the tag-and-probe method in which well known resonances decaying into leptons
(namely Z ! `` and J= ! ``) are employed. The relevant uncertainties that
arise from this procedure, which are both pT and  dependent, are propagated to the
scale factors used to correct the Monte Carlo. The reconstruction and identication
uncertainties are less than 0.5% and 1.0% for electrons and muons respectively. The
uncertainty corresponding to the track-to-vertex association eciency is also included
for muon objects. Uncertainties associated with the isolation eciency measurement
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Figure 5.18: Combined fractional JES uncertainty associated with fully calibrated
small-R jets as a function of (a) jet pT at  = 0 and (b)  at pT = 80GeV [51].
Small-R Jets
Uncertainties associated with the small-R jets are included to account for jet
energy scale (JES) and jet energy resolution (JER) calibrations, b-tagging eciencies,
as well as the eciency of jet vertex tagging.
Systematic uncertainties on JES are the dominant sources of uncertainty for small-
R jets. In the nal calibration, a set of 80 JES systematic uncertainty terms from
the individual calibrations are propagated. These uncertainties, represented by 80
independent components, are statistically combined into a globally reduced set of 21
components that depend on both pT and  of a jet [51]. The majority of uncertainties
are associated with the Z=+jet and in-situ calibrations [51]. These uncertainties
arise from assumptions made in the event topology, MC simulation, sample statistics,
and propagated uncertainties of the electron, muon, and photon energy scales. The re-
maining nuisance parameters account for eects including pile-up,  inter-calibration,
and jet avor. The total JES uncertainties are shown in Figure 5.18 as a function of pT
at  = 0 and as a function of  at pT = 80GeV. These uncertainties assume a avor
composition consistent with an inclusive di-jet selection using Pythia 8. The total
JES uncertainty ranges from 4.5% at pT = 20GeV to 2% for jets with pT = 2TeV, as
derived from an inclusive di-jet sample. The uncertainties on the energy resolution
of the small-R jets range from 10%-20% at pT = 20GeV to approximately 5% for
jets with pT > 200GeV. The JVT eciency of the small-R jets has an associated
uncertainty of approximately 1%.
Uncertainties related to b-tagging eciencies are also considered [53]. These un-
certainties include those for the modeling of heavy avor production, modeling of
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decay and fragmentation of the b-quark, imperfect knowledge of the jet energy scale
and resolution, as well as the modeling of additional pile-up interactions [52]. A
\medium" conguration scheme of the uncertainties is used for describing uncertain-
ties on b-tagging eciency in this analysis. Three, four and ve uncertainty terms
are included for tagging eciency of jets originating from b, c and light-avor quarks
respectively. An additional uncertainty is assigned to jets with transverse momenta
beyond the prescription of calibration samples. The uncertainty related to extrapolat-
ing c-jet eciency to  -induced jets is also considered. These uncertainties generally
have an eect at a level of approximately 5% to 10% on the overall eciency of the
b-tagging algorithm.
Large-R Jets
An in-situ Rtrk procedure is adopted to derive the systematic uncertainties asso-
ciated with the large-R jet scales [58, 90]. The Rtrk method uses two independent
measurements on the same jet object | calorimeter and track jets. Comparisons
between the calorimetric and track scales in data and Monte Carlo are performed to
extract any possible mis-modeling in MC simulations. Rtrk is dened as the ratio of











where the four terms of the ratio represent the jet transverse momentum from the
calorimeter or the tracker, in data and Monte Carlo. Uncertainties associated with
the scales of the pT, mass, and D2 of the large-R jets are all taken into account. In
the nal prescription for the conguration of these uncertainties, uncertainties related
to the mass and pT scales are correlated with each other, whereas the D2 scale un-
certainty is left independent. These uncertainties are composed of four components.
A \baseline" component measures the dierence between data and Pythia 8. A
second \modeling" component aims to capture any modeling issues by looking at the
dierence between Pythia 8 and Herwig generators. Uncertainties on the reference
tracks contribute as the third \tracking" component to the scale uncertainties. Fi-
nally, the statistical uncertainty on the measurement is designated as the \TotalStat"
component. The measured scale uncertainties on the large-R jets range from 2% {
6% approximately, as shown in Figure 5.19.
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(c) Large-R jet D2 scale
Figure 5.19: The fractional scale uncertainties associated with large-R jets [96].
\ICHEP2018" refers to superseded results.
The absolute uncertainty is applied by smearing the pT of the large-R jet using a
Gaussian function with the width parameter set to  = pT  2%. A relative uncer-
tainty of 20% on the mass resolution and a relative uncertainty of 15% on the D2
resolution of the large-R jets are also taken into account. The relative uncertainty
is stated with respect to the corresponding quantity and is applied in the following
manner. First, the width of the Monte Carlo response, which is dened as the ratio
of the reconstructed to the truth value of the corresponding quantity, is extracted
by calculating the 68% inter-quartile of the response distribution. The nominal res-
olution of the response is taken as half of the 68% inter-quartile. The inter-quartile
proves to be a better estimate of the resolution than a Gaussian function when the
response distribution is asymmetric and therefore cannot be well approximated by a
single Gaussian function. Given the nominal resolution, the corresponding quantity
can be smeared accordingly based on the size of the relative uncertainty. In addition,
pT-dependent nominal resolutions are generated based on truth MC information for
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(b) Mass response in pJT 2 [1000; 1200]GeV
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Figure 5.20: Distributions of mass and D2 responses of the large-R jets in dierent
pT bins.
background jets, W -boson jets and jets originating from Z bosons individually, since
the respective response distributions are dierent. A few representative MC response
distributions are shown in Figure 5.20 and the resulting resolutions are presented in
Figure 5.21 as a function of the jet pT.
Missing Transverse Energy
The main sources of uncertainty on the missing transverse energy correspond to
the propagated systematic uncertainties associated with all the reconstructed objects
that are used to build the EmissT . An additional uncertainty is also included to ac-
count for the soft terms during the reconstruction of the missing transverse energy.
This includes tracks that are not associated with any reconstructed objects. Varia-
tions in the resolution and scale of the soft terms are covered by an uncertainty of
approximately 2% [97].
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Figure 5.21: Resolutions of the large-R jet (a) mass and (b)D2 responses as a function
of reconstructed jet pT forW/Z boson jets and QCD jets. IQnR (inter-quartile range)
is dened as q84%   q16%, whereby q16% and q84% are the 16th and 84th percentiles of
a given distribution.
Other Uncertainties
An uncertainty of 3.2% is associated with the total integrated luminosity of the
dataset. This is derived by calibrating the luminosity scale with x y beam separation
scans. The corresponding uncertainty is applied to all the MC processes of which
the normalization is not determined in a data-driven way. Variations in the pile-up
reweighting procedure of the Monte Carlo samples are also included to account for the
uncertainties on the ratio between the measured and predicted inelastic cross sections
in the ducial volume dened by M > 13GeV, where M represents the mass of the
hadronic system [98].
5.4.2 Background Uncertainties
Modeling uncertainties associated with the major background processes are im-
portant sources of systematic uncertainties. These uncertainties are assumed to be
shape-only (without any impact on the normalization of the background) and implic-
itly reect the level of degree to which the background template based the nominal
Monte Carlo samples can be trusted. Techniques involving data-driven methods and
comparisons between dierent Monte Carlo generators are often employed to address
this issue. In this section, modeling systematic variations relevant to this analysis
will be discussed. These systematics are taken as shape variations on the nominal
m``jj and m``J shape templates.
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Z+jets Modeling Uncertainty
The Z+jets modeling uncertainty will be taken into consideration using the data
driven background estimation called -ratio method. The data in the Z+jets control
region is compared to the MC in the same control region. Subsequently the data in
the control region is multiplied by the  ratio, which is dened as the ratio of the





 ratio is derived in a bin-wise manner for each signal region after the subtraction of
the other background processes. The shape of data in the control region corrected by
the  ratio is then used as the data-driven background estimate of the signal region.
Comparison between the Monte Carlo based estimate and the data-driven estimate
is performed and the shape dierence will be taken as the modeling uncertainty asso-
ciated with the Monte Carlo shape template. There are several potential advantages
in using the dierential ratio for modeling Z+jets in the signal regions:
 Adequate amount of data is available in the Z+jets control region;
 The -ratio estimation is less sensitive to the absence of higher-order matrix-
element corrections for the background and to theory systematic uncertainties
(e.g. normalization and factorization scales, PDFs, etc.) due to the fact that
the background composition is similar in the two regions;
 Taking the ratio between signal and control regions might lead to cancellation
of certain experimental systematic eects (e.g. the luminosity of the collected
sample, pile-up corrections, etc.).
A few representative results of the -ratio method are displayed in Figure 5.22.
tt Modeling Uncertainty
The nominal tt prediction uses the NLOmatrix element (ME) generator Powheg-
Box v2 along with the CT10 PDF set, which is interfaced with Pythia 6 using the
Perugia 2012 tune. Alternative MC samples are used to assess the uncertainties
associated with the modeling of the tt production [99]. Table 5.6 summarizes the
modeling systematic uncertainties for the tt process and the alternative samples used.
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Normalization Effect: 0 %
+1σ
−1σ
(a) Merged high-purity signal region



















Normalization Effect: 0 %
+1σ
−1σ
(b) Merged low-purity signal region



















Normalization Effect: 0 %
+1σ
−1σ
(c) Resolved untagged signal region
















Normalization Effect: 0 %
+1σ
−1σ
(d) Resolved tagged signal region
Figure 5.22: Modeling uncertainties of the Z+jets background estimated using the
-ratio method. The uncertainties shown are for the spin-0 signal regions.
Table 5.6: A summary of the modeling systematic uncertainties for the tt process as
well as the samples used in each case [99]. The symbol  denotes the dierence in
the analysis observables using the simulation from the samples column. The notation
jj indicates that the full dierence is symmetrized and applied to the nominal
sample. Without the absolute value bars,  indicates that the signed dierence with
respect to the nominal case is used to estimate the uncertainty.
Source of Uncertainty Samples Procedure
Nominal Powheg+Pythia6 N/A
Hard Scatter Generation Powheg+Herwig++ vs. aMC@NLO+Herwig++ jj
Parton Shower and
Powheg+Pythia6 vs. Powheg+Herwig++ jj
Hadronization Model
Scales and Additional Radiation Powheg+Pythia6 Variations 
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Modeling Uncertainty of Diboson Processes
Alternative diboson samples generated by Powheg-Box v2 are compared to the
corresponding nominal samples. The dierence is taken as the systematic variation
due to dierent generators.
5.4.3 Signal Uncertainties
Theoretical uncertainties associated with the signal samples mostly aect the event
yield for the signal production. In this subsection, uncertainties due to the choice of
parton distribution function (PDF) are considered, as well as those coming from
initial-state and nal-state radiation (ISR/FSR) tunes.
Parton Distribution Function
Uncertainties on the signal yield due to the choice of PDF are estimated by taking
the acceptance dierence due to internal PDF error sets and the dierence between
choice of PDF sets. Uncertainty on the signal yield due to PDF set is evaluated
by comparing the nominal choice, NNPDF3.0, to samples generated with alternative
MMHT2014 [100] and CT14 [101] PDF sets. Following the prescriptions described in
[102], a 68% uncertainty band for each PDF set is evaluated and the envelop of the
errors form the signal uncertainty due to dierent PDF choices. The uncertainty is
measured on the ratio of the acceptance times eciency of the variation samples to
that of the nominal samples. The impact of PDF uncertainties on the signal yield is
generally small, ranging from 1% to 2% for the HVT W 0 model and less than 1% for
the other two signal hypotheses.
Initial-State and Final-State Radiation
The uncertainties due to ISR/FSR are estimated by varying relevant parameters
in the MC generator following the prescription described in [86]. These include sys-
tematic variations responsible for uncertainties related with the underlying event,
variations to account for substructures of jets, and variations for dierent aspects of
extra jet production. The resulting undertainties are summed quadratically and the
dierences with respect to the nominal distribution are taken as estimates for uncer-
tainties coming from ISR/FSR. ISR/FSR uncertainties range from approximately 1%
to 4% among the signal models. In addition, the eect of the QCD scale uncertainty
on the yield of the heavy Higgs signal is estimated to be around 1%{4% by varying
the factorisation and renormalisation scales.
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5.5 Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis is a crucial element in a physics analysis, as it provides a
means to quantify the correspondence between theoretical predictions and experi-
mental observations. While the statistical analysis of the data is often treated as a
nal subsidiary step to an experimental physics result, thinking through the require-
ments for a robust statistical statement is an ecient way to organize an analysis
strategy. This section introduces the template for constructing a likelihood model for
an analysis, the treatment of systematic uncertainties as a set of nuisance parame-
ters (NPs), and test statistics used in dierent hypothesis testing scenarios. These
scenarios include the evaluation the signicance of a discovery and the derivation of
the upper limit on the production rate of some model. More specically, inputs to
the likelihood model used for this analysis are discussed as well.
5.5.1 Likelihood Function
A likelihood function is dened based on the product of the Poisson models for














where  represents the set of parameters of interest (e.g. mass,   B),  denotes
the set of nuisance parameters that the model depends upon, D = fD1;D2; :::;Drmaxg
represents the collection of the observed events in each region labeled from 1 to rmax,
Pois(nrjr()) is the Poisson probability density function for the overall event count of
each analysis region, fr(xrej) is the the probability density for the observable x for a
single event in the region r, the set S includes all the nuisance parameters constrained
by some prior auxiliary measurements, fp(apjp) represents the probability density
function obtained from the auxiliary measurement of the nuisance parameter p, and
G = fa1; :::; apg represents the set of the observed values of the nuisance parameters.
For the searches considered in this dissertation, a binned likelihood formulation is
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where , the parameter of interest, is the signal strength parameter which multiplies
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the expected signal yield sigb () in each bin of the histogram, 
bkg
b () represents the
background count in the bin b, and S() and B() are the total signal and background
event rates, respectively. The dependence of the signal and background predictions
on the systematic uncertainties is described by the set of nuisance parameters (S).
Nuisance parameters are usually constrained by auxiliary measurements or measured
in control regions, which can be used to better estimate or reduce the eect of sys-
tematic uncertainties. The constraints from auxiliary measurements correspond to
the last product in Equation (5.4). The constraints are normally parameterized by
either Gaussian or log-normal function terms, where the log-normal constraints are
used for normalization uncertainties in order to maintain a positive likelihood. Nor-
malizations of major background processes can often be measured in their respective
control regions, where the corresponding background is the dominant process. Sys-
tematic uncertainties can also be further reduced if additional information is present
with respect to the dedicated auxiliary measurement. For example, this could happen
when an analysis region focuses on a reduced jet pT range whereas the global auxiliary
experiment measure the entire pT spectrum.
After the construction of the binned likelihood function, the method of maximium
likelihood estimation (MLE) is applied to estimate the values of the parameters that
the model depends on. Let ^ and ^ denote the set of the parameters that maximizes
the likelihood function, the corresponding likelihood is expressed as L(^; ^). To test a
hypothesized value of the strength parameter , the prole likelihood ratio is dened
as follows [103, 104]:
() =
L(; ^^)
L(^; ^) ; (5.6)
where L(; ^^) is the denition of a prole likelihood function and it conditionally
maximizes the likelihood at a xed value of . The presence of the nuisance param-
eters broadens the prole likelihood curve as a function of  compared to what one
would have if the values of these NPs were known exactly. This is related to the
loss of information about  due to the systematic uncertainties associated with the
analysis. It can be easily seen from Equation (5.6) that 0  ()  1.
A modied prole likelihood ratio is also dened for scenarios where the signal
process necessarily has   0. That is, the presence of the signal process can only







L(^; ^) ^  0
L(; ^^)L(0; ^) ^ < 0; (5.7)
where the choice of 0 when ^ < 0 is justied by the fact that the best level of
agreement between the data and any physical value of  occurs at  = 0.
5.5.2 Test Statistics
A test statistic is a quantity that maps the observed data to a single real number
during a statistical hypothesis testing. A good test statistic treats the null and
the alternative hypotheses in an asymmetric way and therefore the corresponding
hypothesis test has the power to distinguish the null from the alternative hypothesis.
One example of the test statistic could be [104]:
t =  2 ln(): (5.8)
The test statistic generally serves as a measure of the incompatibility between ob-
served data and the hypothesis at a specic value of . Higher values of t therefore
indicate the increasing discrepancy between data and the strength parameter. A






where t;obs corresponds the the observed value of the test statistic given data and ,
and f(tj) is the probability density function of the test statistic assuming a signal
strength of .
Test statistic ~q0 for discovery
The test statistic q0 [103, 104] quanties the incompatibility between the background-
only hypothesis with  = 0 and the hypothesis in which a class of model has  > 0.
It quanties the signicance of an excess and rejecting the background-only hypoth-
esis could lead to the discovery a signal. The test statistic dened for discovery of a
positive signal reads:
q0 =
8<: 2 ln(0) ^  00 ^ < 0: (5.10)
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In case of signal process which might have  < 0 (i.e. destructive interference),
Equation (5.10) is slightly modied in order to probe p-values larger than 50% (which
indicates a downward uctuation) [103]:
q0 =
8<: 2 ln(0) ^  0+2 ln(0) ^ < 0: (5.11)
To quantify the level of disagreement between the data and the background-only






where the distribution of test statistic, f(q0j0), is discussed in [104]. It is customary
to transform the obtained p-value to an equivalent signicance Z, which is expressed
in terms of the quantile function,  1 ,of a standard Gaussian distribution:
Z =  1(1  p0): (5.13)
Test statistic q for upper limits
For purposes of establishing an upper limit on the strength parameter , the
following test statistic is dened [103, 104]:
~q =
8<: 2 ln ~() ^  0 ^ > : (5.14)
The test statistic ~q has the power to distinguish the hypothesis of the signal events
being produced at a certain rate from alternative hypotheses in which signal events





f(~qj; ^^) d~q; (5.15)
where
^^
 represents the set of nuisance parameters that conditionally maximizes the
likelihood function L(; ^^). As a result, the distribution of the test statistic ~q itself
depends on the value of the strength parameter, unlike the case of q0.
Upper limits on the signal strength are usually derived using the CLs procedure.
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The CLs is a function of the strength parameter and is dened as:
CLs() =
p
1  pb ; (5.16)
where pb is the p-value derived from the test statistic ~q under the background-only






~qj0; ^^( = 0)

d~q: (5.17)
The CLs method has the advantage of reducing the rate of type-I error, in which
the null hypothesis assuming a signal strength of  is incorrectly rejected. This is
because by taking the ratio, the CLs method avoids yielding small p-values when
the distributions of the test statistics for the signal and background-only hypotheses
largely overlap (i.e. when the sensitivity of the search is extremely limited). The
CLs upper limit on  (denoted by up) at 95% condence level is then obtained
by solving for CLs(up) = 5%. Consequently, the range of the strength parameter
 > up will be excluded at 95% condence level. Assuming the validity of the Wald
approximation, the upper limit can be calculated asymptotically [104]:
med [upj^] = ^+    1(1  ); (5.18)
where 1    represents the desired condence level and  can be obtained from
the covariance matrix of the estimators for all the parameters in the MLE. The
corresponding N error band is given by:
bandN = ^+  

 1(1  )N : (5.19)
5.5.3 Fit inputs
The overarching principle of the analysis design is to use the shape of the m``J or
m``jj spectrum to extract signals in various signal regions. The t inputs entering the
likelihood function for the H ! ZZ search are summarized in Table 5.7. Similarly,
Table 5.8 and Table 5.9 show those for the W 0 ! ZW and GKK ! ZZ searches,
respectively. The detailed event selection and the denitions of the signal and control
regions used in this analysis are outlined in Section 5.3. For each signal region, the
input to the likelihood is the invariant mass distribution of the ZV system: m``jj
in the resolved regime and m``J in the merged regime. For the control regions of
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Table 5.7: Summary of the inputs entering the likelihood function for the H ! ZZ
search. \Nevt" indicates that the number of events is used as the discriminant without
any shape information and  refers to scale factors applied to the major background
processes.
Fit inputs for the H ! ZZ search
Input region Discriminant Scale factor(s)
VBF category
HP SR (ZCR) m``J spectrum (Nevt) 
J;VBF
Z+jets, tt
LP SR (ZCR) m``J spectrum (Nevt) 
J;VBF
Z+jets, tt




HP SR (ZCR) m``J spectrum (Nevt) 
J; ggF
Z+jets, tt
LP SR (ZCR) m``J spectrum (Nevt) 
J; ggF
Z+jets, tt
b-tagged SR (ZCR) m``jj spectrum (Nevt) 
nb=2
Z+hf , tt
Untagged SR (ZCR) m``jj spectrum (Nevt) 
nb<2
Z+lf , tt
Top control region Nevt tt
the major backgrounds, the overall event counts (Nevt) are used without any shape
information.
Minor backgrounds modeled by MC simulations are normalized to their respective
theoretical cross sections, whereas the normalizations of the primary background
processes (i.e., Z+jets and tt) are determined by the observed data. To achieve this,
a set of scale factors (SFs), which are dened as the ratio of the number of simulated
events after the t to that before the t, is applied to the major backgrounds in
the relevant regions. These scale factors are implemented as free parameters in the
t, and are constrained by the data in both signal and control regions. Separate
Z+jets SFs are applied in the ggF and the VBF categories. A common Z+jets SF
is applied to both HP and LP regions in each category. For the ggF category, two
independent SFs are used for the b-tagged and untagged regions in the H ! ZZ
and GKK ! ZZ searches: one for the Z+heavy-avor component and the other for
the Z+light-avor component (Section 5.1.2). This is motivated by the fact that the
relative fractions of the heavy-avor and the light-avor contents are not accurately
predicted by the Z+jets MC, which is shown in Table 5.10. The top quark production
is a signicant background source in the b-tagged regions but a minor background in
the other regions (Figure 5.12); consequently, a b-tagged top quark control region is
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Table 5.8: Summary of the inputs entering the likelihood function for the W 0 ! ZW
search. \Nevt" indicates that the number of events is used as the discriminant without
any shape information and  refers to scale factors applied to the major background
processes.
Fit inputs for the W 0 ! ZW search
Input region Discriminant Scale factor(s)
VBF category
HP SR (ZCR) m``J spectrum (Nevt) 
J;VBF
Z+jets
LP SR (ZCR) m``J spectrum (Nevt) 
J;VBF
Z+jets




HP SR (ZCR) m``J spectrum (Nevt) 
J; ggF
Z+jets
LP SR (ZCR) m``J spectrum (Nevt) 
J; ggF
Z+jets
Resolved SR (ZCR) m``jj spectrum (Nevt) 
nb2
Z+jets
Table 5.9: Summary of the inputs entering the likelihood function for the GKK ! ZZ
search. \Nevt" indicates that the number of events is used as the discriminant without
any shape information and  refers to scale factors applied to the major background
processes.
Fit inputs for the GKK ! ZZ search
Input region Discriminant Scale factor(s)
ggF category
HP SR (ZCR) m``J spectrum (Nevt) 
J; ggF
Z+jets, tt
LP SR (ZCR) m``J spectrum (Nevt) 
J; ggF
Z+jets, tt
b-tagged SR (ZCR) m``jj spectrum (Nevt) 
nb=2
Z+hf , tt
Untagged SR (ZCR) m``jj spectrum (Nevt) 
nb<2
Z+lf , tt
Top control region Nevt tt
dened and a single top quark SF is applied to all the regions.
All the systematic uncertainties enter the prole likelihood t as nuisance parame-
ters with prior constraints. Nuisance parameters with constraints contain information
from dedicated auxiliary measurements and the constraints are included in the like-
lihood function as global functions, which are parameterized as either Gaussian or
log-normal function terms (Section 5.5.1). The size of a systematic uncertainty, e.g.
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a 5% eect on the jet energy scale, usually refers to the standard deviation of the
corresponding Gaussian constraint.
The statistical uncertainties associated with the background MC samples are
taken into account in the prole likelihood using a light-weight version of the Barlow-
Beeston method [105]. This adds an extra nuisance parameter representing the sta-
tistical uncertainty on the total MC background in each bin, which is completely
uncorrelated across bins. These nuisance parameters are added to bins where the rel-




This section presents the results of this analysis after carrying out the statistical
procedure outlined in Section 5.5. In this analysis, two charged leptons (ee or )
are selected to reconstruct the Z boson in the X ! ZV decay and the nal state
will be referred to as ``qq. A similar analysis has also been performed, in which the
Z !  decay is exploited and the other boson is also required to decay hadronically.
The nal state (referred to as qq hereinafter) of this counterpart analysis has two
neutrinos, which will be reconstructed as missing transverse energy, and two quarks,
where only the merged topology is investigated and therefore large-R jets are used to
reconstruct the V ! qq decay.
The sensitivity of the ``qq analysis dominates in the intermediate mass region of
approximately 400 to 1200 GeV, in which the merged and resolved topologies coexist
for the V ! qq decay (Section 5.3.5). The qq analysis, however, excels at the
high mass end because of a higher branching ratio of the Z !  decay. Since these
two analyses probe exactly the same diboson resonances, the analysis regions of both
analyses are combined statistically in the same likelihood model. This amounts to a
simultaneous t to all the regions used. Although the likelihood t encompasses both
analyses, only the mass spectra of the ``qq analysis will be shown in this section.
Due to the absence of signicant excesses, upper limits are set on the product of
the cross section of the new resonances and their respective decay branching ratios,
  B(X ! ZV ), which will be discussed in Section 5.6.2. Maximum likelihood ts
are performed independently for each type of the signal models considered, as the
results are interpreted separately.
5.6.1 Background-Only Fit
A background-only t corresponds to a conditional maximum likelihood t with
the strength parameter xed at zero. It is the sensible thing to do in the absence of
an evident excess with respect to the SM background prediction. The observed mass
spectra of the H ! ZV ! ``J and H ! ZV ! ``jj candidates selected by the VBF
category are shown in Figure 5.23, along with the SM background estimates after
performing the background-only t. Figure 5.24 corresponds to the distributions of
the H ! ZV ! ``qq search in the ggF category. Various control regions are used
to constrain and determine the normalizations of the major background processes as
mentioned in Section 5.5. The numbers of events observed and estimated in control
regions are summarized in Figure 5.25.
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The distributions of the W 0 ! ZW ! ``qq search are shown in Figure 5.26
and Figure 5.27, for the VBF category and ggF category respectively. Similarly, the
observed and expected m``J/m``jj distributions for the GKK ! ZZ ! ``qq search
are presented in Figure 5.28.
Reasonable agreement between the observed data and the SM estimates is ob-
served within the total uncertainty assigned. The largest deviation from the SM
prediction occurs in the high-purity signal region of the ggF category in the H !
ZZ ! ``qq analysis. A downward uctuation relative to the background estimation
is observed in data around 800GeV in the m``J spectrum. The decit is evaluated to
have a local signicance of 3:0, and a global signicance of 1:9  after taking into
account the look-elsewhere eect [106]. Similar downward uctuations of the data
are also seen in the high purity regions of the other two spin hypotheses and the
signicance levels are similar.
Normalization scale factors assigned to major background processes are allowed
to be adjusted freely in the MLE, as mentioned in Section 5.5. These factors will be
measured and constrained simultaneously by the relevant signal and control regions.
In Table 5.10, a summary of the best-t values of the various background normaliza-
tion scale factors is shown. These scale factors are expressed ratios of the pre-t to
post-t background normalizations. Scale factors with values close to one indicate an
accurate prediction of the cross sections of the respective background processes by
the MC simulation. The most notable scale factor deviating from unity is the one for
Z+heavy-avor, which is also seen in other analyses [107, 108].
In Tables 5.11-5.13, the number of observed events, estimated yields of various
SM background processes, and the expected number of signal events assuming certain
  B(X ! ZV ) are summarized for each spin hypothesis.
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Table 5.10: Best-t values of the oating normalization scale factors for the back-
ground components from the background-only likelihood ts for H, W 0 and GKK
searches respectively. For each search, all signal regions and control regions are in-
cluded in the t.




ggF/DY cat. VBF cat. ggF/DY cat. VBF cat.
Z+jets merged 1:07 0:04 0:80 0:08 1:04 0:04 0:79 0:10 1:10 0:04
Z+light-avour resolved 1:11 0:05
0:68 0:06 1:05 0:06 0:67 0:06 1:12 0:07
Z+heavy-avor resolved 1:34 0:12 1:28 0:12
W+jets merged 1:13 0:06 0:76 0:13 1:09 0:06 0:68 0:14 1:12 0:07
tt (``qq) { 1:00 0:07 { { 1:00 0:07
tt (qq) { 0:99 0:08 0:97 0:08 1:02 0:07
Table 5.11: Numbers of events observed in the data and predicted for background
processes from background-only ts to the signal and control regions in the seven
signal regions of the H ! ZZ ! ``qq search. The numbers of signal events expected
from the ggF and VBF production of a heavy Higgs boson with mass of 1 TeV are
also shown. The signal yields are calculated using   B(H ! ZZ) = 20 fb for both
processes. The uncertainties combine statistical and systematic contributions. The
t constrains the background estimate towards the observed data, which reduces the
total background uncertainty by correlating those from the individual backgrounds.
V ! qq Signal H (1 TeV) Background estimates
Data
recon. regions ggF VBF Z+jets Diboson Top quarks Total
VBF category
Merged HP 0:42 0:08 5:1 1:0 29:0 2:6 3:8 0:6 1:1 0:4 33:9 2:7 32
LP 0:33 0:08 3:4 0:4 113 7 8:4 1:2 1:8 0:6 123 7 109
Resolved 0:23 0:05 2:3 0:4 1307 34 60 9 66 7 1433 34 1434
ggF category
Merged HP 14:2 1:6 11:0 2:1 1728 34 177 21 20:6 2:2 1926 32 1906
LP 10:0 0:9 7:5 0:8 6060 60 285 31 69 6 6420 60 6375
Resolved b-tagged 1:02 0:12 0:62 0:08 1740 40 167 22 908 24 2810 40 2843
Untagged 3:31 0:34 2:5 0:5 82200 400 2280 250 1500 130 86030 280 85928
100
Table 5.12: Numbers of events observed in the data and predicted for background
processes from background-only ts to the signal and control regions in the seven
signal regions of theW 0 ! ZW ! ``qq search. The numbers of signal events expected
from the DY and VBF production of a W 0 with mass of 1 TeV are also shown. The
signal yields are calculated using   B(W 0 ! ZW ) = 20 fb for both processes. The
uncertainties combine statistical and systematic contributions.
V ! qq Signal W 0 (1 TeV) Background estimates
Data
recon. regions DY VBF Z+jets Diboson Top quarks Total
VBF category
Merged HP 0:039 0:022 0:98 0:13 17:1 2:0 3:3 0:6 0:42 0:11 20:8 2:1 23
LP 0:023 0:009 0:58 0:06 59 5 4:9 0:8 0:51 0:21 64 5 64
Resolved 0:0054 0:0032 0:72 0:06 1015 31 36 5 8:1 2:1 1059 30 1068
DY category
Merged HP 8:4 1:2 2:17 0:30 1193 26 137 16 12:2 1:2 1343 26 1333
LP 5:3 0:5 1:34 0:15 3960 50 195 23 27 5 4180 50 4117
Resolved 1:34 0:15 0:76 0:07 46320 250 1270 140 265 26 47850 210 47802
Table 5.13: Numbers of events observed in the data and predicted for background
processes from background-only ts to the signal and control regions in the seven
signal regions of the GKK ! ZW ! ``qq search. The numbers of signal events
expected from the production of aGKK with mass of 1 TeV are also shown for k=MPl =
0:5 and k=MPl = 1:0 respectively. The signal yields are calculated using B(GKK !
ZZ) = 20 fb for both processes. The uncertainties combine statistical and systematic
contributions.
V ! qq Signal GKK (1 TeV) Background estimates Data
recon. regions k=MPl = 0:5 k=MPl = 1:0 Z+jets Diboson Top quarks Total
Merged HP 18:2 2:0 18:0 2:0 1398 29 144 17 11:0 1:1 1553 30 1541
LP 11:2 1:1 11:4 1:1 4800 80 240 80 34 4 5070 60 5031
Resolved b-tagged 0:89 0:1 0:98 0:11 1770 60 180 60 950 24 2890 40 2917
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Figure 5.23: Comparisons of the observed data and expected background distributions
of the nal discriminants of the VBF category for theH ! ZZ ! ``qq search: m``J of
(a) high-purity and (b) low-purity signal regions; (c)m``jj of the resolved signal region
[60]. For illustration, expected distributions from the VBF production of a 1 TeV
Higgs boson with   B(H ! ZZ) = 20 fb are also shown. The middle panes show
the ratios of the observed data to the background predictions. The uncertainty in
the total background prediction, shown as bands, combines statistical and systematic
contributions. The blue triangles in the middle panes indicate bins where the ratio is
nonzero and outside the vertical range of the plot. The bottom panes show the ratios
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Figure 5.24: Comparisons of the observed data and expected background distributions
of the nal discriminants of the ggF category for the H ! ZZ ! ``qq search: m``J
of (a) high-purity and (b) low-purity signal regions; m``jj of (c) b-tagged and (d)
untagged signal regions [60]. For illustration, expected distributions from the ggF
production of a 1 TeV Higgs boson with B(H ! ZZ) = 20 fb are also shown. The
middle panes show the ratios of the observed data to the background predictions. The
uncertainty in the total background prediction, shown as bands, combines statistical
and systematic contributions. The blue triangles in the middle panes indicate bins
where the ratio is nonzero and outside the vertical range of the plot. The bottom











































































































































































Figure 5.25: Comparisons of the observed data and expected background event yields
in each control region [60]. The middle pane shows the ratios of the observed data
to the post-t background predictions. The uncertainty in the total background
prediction, shown as bands, combines statistical and systematic contributions. The
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Figure 5.26: Comparisons of the observed data and expected background distribu-
tions of the nal discriminants of the VBF category for the HVT W 0 ! ZW ! ``qq
search: m``J of (a) high-purity and (b) low-purity signal regions; (c) m``jj of the
resolved signal region [60]. For illustration, expected distributions from the VBF
production of a 1 TeV W 0 with  B(W 0 ! ZW ) = 20 fb are also shown. The mid-
dle panes show the ratios of the observed data to the background predictions. The
uncertainty in the total background prediction, shown as bands, combines statistical
and systematic contributions. The blue triangles in the middle panes indicate bins
where the ratio is nonzero and outside the vertical range of the plot. The bottom
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Figure 5.27: Comparisons of the observed data and expected background distribu-
tions of the nal discriminants of the DY category for the HVT W 0 ! ZW ! ``qq
search: m``J of (a) high-purity and (b) low-purity signal regions; m``jj of (c) resolved
signal region [60]. For illustration, expected distributions from the DY production of
a 1 TeV W 0 with  B(W 0 ! ZW ) = 20 fb are also shown. The middle panes show
the ratios of the observed data to the background predictions. The uncertainty in
the total background prediction, shown as bands, combines statistical and systematic
contributions. The blue triangles in the middle panes indicate bins where the ratio is
nonzero and outside the vertical range of the plot. The bottom panes are the ratios
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Figure 5.28: Comparisons of the observed data and expected background distri-
butions of the nal discriminants for the GKK ! ZZ ! ``qq search: m``J of (a)
high-purity and (b) low-purity signal regions; m``jj of (c) b-tagged and (d) untagged
signal regions [60]. For illustration, expected distributions from a 1 TeV GKK with
k=MPl = 1 and   B(GKK ! ZZ) = 20 fb are also shown. The middle panes show
the ratios of the observed data to the background predictions. The uncertainty in
the total background prediction, shown as bands, combines statistical and systematic
contributions. The blue triangles in the middle panes indicate bins where the ratio is
nonzero and outside the vertical range of the plot. The bottom panes are the ratios
of the post-t and pre-t background predictions.
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5.6.2 Upper Limits on   B(X ! ZV )
With no signicant excesses above the SM background prediciton observed, upper
limits on the product of the cross section of the new resonances and their respective
decay branching ratios,   B(X ! ZV ), are derived at 95% CL using the CLs
method described in Section 5.5. The limits for resonances with mass below 2 TeV
are calcuated using the aysmptotic approximation. Above 2 TeV, the asymptotic
assumption does not hold anymore due to small numbers of events (< 10) observed
in the high mass tails. Therefore, pseudo-experiments are generated for the high mass
region to sample the distributions of the test statistics in order to derive the upper
limits.
The expected and observed limits are shown in Figure 5.29, for the gluon-gluon
fusion and vector boson fusion productions of a heavy Higgs boson decaying to ZZ.
The observed limit on   B(H ! ZZ) varies from 1.7 (0.42) pb at 300 GeV to 1.4
(1.1) fb at 3 TeV for the ggF (VBF) production mode.
The limits on B(W 0 ! ZW ) are shown in Figure 5.30, for both DY and VBF
production modes. The observed limit ranges from 5.7 pb at 300 GeV to 1.3 fb at
5 TeV for DY production and from 0.98 pb at 300 GeV to 2.8 fb at 4 TeV for VBF
production. For DY production, theoretical predictions of   B(W 0 ! ZW ) for
Model A and Model B are shown. The DY production of the HVT W 0 is excluded up
to a mass of 2.9 (3.2) TeV for model A (B). Theory curve of the HVT VBF model is
overlaid as well. However, the observed limit is well above the theoretical prediction
and therefore has no exclusion power with the current dataset.
For the GKK ! ZZ search, limits are presented for k=MPl = 1 and k=MPl = 0:5
in Figure 5.31. The observed limit varies from 3.3 pb at 300 GeV to 0.74 fb at 5 TeV
for k=MPl = 1. The GKK resonance is excluded up to 1.0 TeV in the k=MPl = 0:5
scenario and 1:3 for k=MPl = 1:0.
5.6.3 Eects of Systematic Uncertainties
The eects of systematic uncertainties are estimated on the strength parameter
(), as a proxy for studying the impact of systematic uncertainties on the search
sensitivity. These eects are studied by decomposing the relative uncertainties on the
best-t value of the strength parameter. Signals from ggF production of H ! ZZ
with m(H) = 600GeV and 1:2TeV are used and the value of the strength parameter
is set to be that from the corresponding expected upper limit. Pseudo-data, including
both background processes and the expected signal process, are generated with MC
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Figure 5.29: Observed (black solid curve) and expected (black dashed curve) 95%
CL upper limits on   B(H ! ZZ) at ps = 13 TeV for the (a) ggF and (b) VBF
production of a heavy Higgs boson as a function of its mass, combining ``qq and qq
searches [60]. Limits expected from individual searches (dashed curves in blue and
magenta) are also shown for comparison. Limits are calculated in the asymptotic
approximation below 2 TeV and are obtained from pseudo-experiments above that.
The green (inner) and yellow (outer) bands represent the 1 and 2 uncertainty
in the expected limits.
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Figure 5.30: Observed (black solid curve) and expected (black dashed curve) 95%
CL upper limits on   B(W 0 ! ZW ) at ps = 13 TeV for the (a) DY and (b) VBF
production of a W 0 boson in the HVT model as a function of its mass, combining
``qq and qq searches [60]. Limits expected from individual searches (dashed curves
in blue and magenta) are also shown for comparison. Limits are calculated in the
asymptotic approximation below 2 TeV and are obtained from pseudo-experiments
above that. Theoretical predictions are overlaid in (a) for HVT Model A and Model B
and in (b) for HVT VBF Model. The green (inner) and yellow (outer) bands represent
the 1 and 2 uncertainty in the expected limits.
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(b)
Figure 5.31: Observed (black solid curve) and expected (black dashed curve) 95%
CL upper limits on   B(GKK ! ZZ) at
p
s = 13 TeV for the production of a
GKK in the bulk RS model with couplings of (a) k=MPl = 0:5 and (b) k=MPl = 1:0
as a function of the graviton mass, combining ``qq and qq searches [60]. Limits
expected from individual searches (dashed curves in blue and magenta) are also shown
for comparison. Limits are calculated in the asymptotic approximation below 2 TeV
and are obtained from pseudo-experiments above that. The theoretical predictions
for   B(GKK ! ZZ) as a function of resonance mass for a bulk RS graviton are
also shown. The green (inner) and yellow (outer) bands represent the 1 and 2
uncertainty in the expected limits.
samples normalized to 36.1 fb 1. The leading sources of systematic uncertainty and
their respective eects on the strength parameter are summarized in Table 5.14. The
search is largely limited by the amount of data collected, as reected in the impact
of pseudo-data statistics. The total eect of the systematic uncertainties is compa-
rable at low mass, but has a less signicant role as mass increases. Among all the
sources of uncertainties, the MC sample size and experimental systematic uncertain-
ties associated with jets and EmissT are the dominant ones at m(H) = 600GeV. At
m(H) = 1200GeV, uncertainties on the modeling of various background processes
become more inuential.
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Table 5.14: The relative uncertainties from the leading uncertainty sources in the
best-t signal-strength parameter  of hypothesized signal production of ggF H !
ZZ with m(H) = 600 GeV and m(H) = 1:2 TeV [60]. For this study, the H ! ZZ
production cross section is assumed to be 95 fb at 600 GeV and 13 fb at 1.2 TeV,
corresponding to approximately the expected median upper limits at these two mass
values.
m(H) = 600 GeV m(H) = 1:2 TeV
Uncertainty source = [%] Uncertainty source = [%]
Pseudo-data statistics 36 Pseudo-data statistics 41
Total systematics 33 Total systematics 29
MC statistics 20 Large-R jet 20
Large-R jet 16 Background modeling 13
EmissT uncertainties 13 MC statistics 13
Small-R jet 11 Luminosity 6.5
Background modeling 9.6 Small-R jet 5.9
Luminosity 9.1 Leptons 3.9
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CHAPTER 6
Search for ZH Resonances
6.1 Analysis Overview and Strategy
Although the Higgs boson recently discovered at the LHC bears great resemblance
to the Higgs boson predicted by the Standard Model, other theories, such as models
with an extended scalar sector, could still accommodate this SM-like particle by
conforming to the so-called SM alignment limit. In principle there can be many
Higgs doublets instead of just one, and one of the simplest extensions of the SM is a
two-Higgs-doublet model (2HDM) as mentioned in Chapter 2. The 2HDM contains
one CP-odd Higgs boson, A, two CP-even ones, h and H with mh < mH, and two
charged scalars, H. By staying near the SM alignment limit cos(   ) = 0, the
lighter CP-even Higgs boson, h, has couplings like the SM Higgs boson.
The addition of the second Higgs doublet leads to a richer phenomenology and
many analyses searching for the heavy neutral Higgs bosons of the 2HDM have been
carried out at the LHC. However, the heavy Higgs bosons, A and H, are typically
assumed to be degenerate in mass, i.e. mA = mH, in these searches. The mass degen-
eracy requirement is relaxed in this analysis, as motivated by electroweak baryogenesis
in the context of 2HDM. The decay A! ZH with a mass splitting mA  mH & v is
greatly correlated with a strongly rst order electroweak phase transition (EWPT)
in 2HDMs (as needed for Electroweak Baryogenesis), due to the large amount of pa-
rameter space available as shown in Figure 2.6. Since the coupling gAZH  sin( )
is unsuppressed at the alignment limit, the decay A ! ZH is strongly favored in
the majority of the 2HDM parameter space considered in this analysis. Gluon-gluon
fusion and b-associated production are the two main production modes of the A boson
in the relevant 2HDM parameter space. Feynman diagrams of the signal production






















Figure 6.1: Feynman diagrams for the production of the A boson (a) via gluon-gluon
fusion and (b) in association with b-quarks (b-associated production) [109].
This analysis searches for the decay A ! ZH in the mass range mA  800GeV
[109]. The subsequent decays of Z ! ``, where ` = e; , and H ! bb are considered
to exploit the clean leptonic decay of the Z boson and the large branching of H ! bb
in the relevant parameter space. The ``bb nal state allows a full reconstruction
of the A boson's decay kinematics. Unlike the X ! ZV ! ``qq analysis, the two-
dimensional parameter space (mA;mH) probed by this analysis complicates the design
of the analysis strategy as well as the interpretation of the nal results. Instead of
investigating the vast parameter space in both dimensions at the same time, the













Figure 6.2: A conceptual design of the A! ZH ! ``bb analysis strategy.
Firstly, two event categories are arranged to account for both gluon-gluon fusion
and b-associated production mechanisms. Both categories have dilepton in common in
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the events, but dier in the number of b-quarks, which are identied as b-tagged jets at
the reconstruction level. Subsequent to the selection of the event kinematics specic
to each category, the events are considered for one of the mbb windows as denoted
by, e.g. \mbb window I". A mbb window assumes a specic H hypothesis, for which
the mass of the H boson is known and xed. After selecting the events satisfying the
mbb selection criterion and therefore consistent with the mH hypothesis, the analysis
proceeds with scanning the invariant mass spectrum of the A boson, m``bb. This
routine is performed independently for every mH hypothesis considered. The mbb
windows for any two adjacent mH hypotheses could overlap with each other, but
this does not raise concerns for double counting due to that the result is interpreted
separately for each mH hypothesis. The large amount of parameter space in the
mA-mH plane and the good mass resolution of the detector (Section 6.3.1) lead to
a proliferation of signal hypotheses to be tested. Signal interpolation techniques
(Section 6.4) are employed to accurately construct the intermediate signal points
within the range of a discrete set of MC simulations generated. Narrow-width A
bosons, as well as those with large-widths as prescribed by some explicit 2HDMs, are
taken into account in the analysis.
Signal events produced via gluon-gluon fusion are generated by MadGraph5 aMC
@NLO 2.3.3 [84, 110] at leading order, and subsequently interfacing with Pythia 8.210
[85] with the A14 tune [86] for parton showering. For A bosons produced in association
with b-quarks, MadGraph5 aMC@NLO 2.1.2 [84, 111, 112] is used following Ref.
[113], together with Pythia 8.2.12 with the A14 tune. The NNPDF2.3LO [26]
(CT10nlo nf4 [69]) set of parton distribution functions is used for gluon-gluon fusion
production (b-associated production). The narrow-width samples are generated with
the following settings:  A = 1MeV, mA in the range of 230{800GeV,  H = 1MeV,
and mH in the range of 130{700GeV. Samples with widths up to 20% of mA are also
produced using the same generators. The width of the H boson is xed at 1 MeV for
these large-width samples, which is approximately valid for  A= H  1.
The major background contributions after the event selection and categorization
are from Z+jets and top-quark productions. Other background processes, including
diboson, single top, the SM Higgs boson production in association with a Z boson, and
the top-quark-pair production in association with a vector boson, are also considered.
Contributions from these minor background processes are typically 5% of the total
background. For all the relevant background processes, Monte Carlo simulations are
used to predict their respective contributions in the nal analysis regions. The SM
Zh production is simulated with Powheg-Box v2 and the NNPDF3.0NLO PDF
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set, and the parton shower is subsequently performed with Pythia 8.186 using the
AZNLO tune. For the production of top-quark pairs in association with a vector
boson, MadGraph5 aMC@NLO 2.3.3, the NNPDF3.0NLO PDF set, and Pythia
8.186 with the A14 tune are used. The generation of the other samples has been
described in details in Section 5.1. Diboson samples are normalized to cross sections
with NNLO corrections [114{117]. Single-top-quark samples and samples for top-
quark-pair in association with a vector boson are normalized to NLO cross sections
based on Refs. [118{120] and Ref. [84], respectively. The normalization of the SM
Zh production follows the recommendation from Ref. [113] with NNLO QCD and
NLO electroweak corrections.
Similar to the X ! ZV ! ``qq analysis, jets from the Z+jets MC are labeled
as b-, c-, or light-jets based on the matching hadrons (Section 5.1.2). The simulated
Z+jets events are then labeled as \Z+(bb; bc; bl; cc)" if a b-jet or two c-jets are found
in the events, and as \Z + (cl; l)" if otherwise. The Z + (cl; l) background becomes
insignicant after the requirement of two b-tagged jets (Section 4.3.1) and is therefore
normalized based on the MC prediction. The normalizations of Z+(bb; bc; bl; cc) and
tt, which are the two major background contributions, are determined by the signal
region and their respective control regions in each category.
The dataset used in this analysis is identical to the one described in Section 5.1.3.
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6.2 Object Selection
The object selection criteria for the A! ZH ! ``bb analysis are largely the same
as those for the X ! ZV ! ``qq analysis described in Section 5.2. However, large-R
jets are not used in the A ! ZH ! ``bb analysis and the transverse momentum
thresholds for leptons and jets dier from those used in the X ! ZV ! ``qq anal-
ysis. The pT of the leading leptons must satisfy pT > 27GeV and the small-R jets
are required to have pT > 20GeV in the central region. A summary of the object
selections used in this analysis is presented in Table 6.1 with details of the common
selection criteria provided in Section 5.2 of the X ! ZV ! ``qq analysis.
Table 6.1: A summary of the criteria for object selections used in the A! ZH ! ``bb
analysis.
Object Kinematics Quality Additional
Electrons
LooseLH
pT >7 GeV jd0=(d0)j <5 B-layer (IBL)




pT >7 GeV jd0=(d0)j <3
jj < 2:5 jz0 sin j < 0:5mm
LooseTrackOnly
Small-R jets
pT > 20 (30)GeV if
anti-kt R =0.4
jet-vertex-tagger
jj < 2:5 (2:5 < jj < 4:5) if pT <60 GeV, jj < 2:4
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6.3 Event Selection and Categorization
The event selection of the A ! ZH ! ``bb analysis consists of trigger require-
ments, event pre-selection, and selection criteria for reducing the background con-
tamination.
Single-electron and single-muon triggers are rstly used to lter the events, as
described in Section 5.3.1 of the X ! ZV ! ``qq analysis. Event pre-selection
follows by rstly subjecting the events to the event cleaning procedure dened in
Section 5.3.2. The rest of the pre-selection steps proceed as follows:
 Lepton selection. Exactly two leptons satisfying the criteria described in Section
6.2 are required. The transverse momentum of the leading lepton must exceed
27GeV.
 Trigger decision and matching as dened in Section 5.3.2.
 Dilepton requirements:
{ Z ! `` candidates must satisfy 80 < m(``) < 100 GeV, to be compatible
with the mass of the Z boson. In di-muon events, the two muons must
carry opposite electric charges. No such requirement is applied to events
with two electrons due to the same argument presented in Section 5.3.2.
{ Dilepton selection in the top control region requires exactly one electron
and one muon with the dilepton mass satisfying 80 < m(e) < 100GeV.
The dierent avor requirement ensures that the top control region is or-
thogonal to the signal regions.
 Jet selection. An event is required to contain at least two b-tagged jets in
the central region jj < 2:5. All the jets must satisfy the object selection
criteria detailed in Section 6.2. Additionally, the leading b-tagged jet must have
pT > 45GeV.
The H ! bb decay is then reconstructed using the two highest-pT b-tagged jets.
The top-quark background has considerable contribution in events with b-tagged jets




GeV is imposed to suppress
the top background, where HT denotes the scalar sum of the pT of all the leptons
and jets in the event. The signal and Z+jets background, which do not contain in-
trinsic missing transverse energy, are less aected by this requirement. An additional
kinematic requirement of
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Figure 6.3: The p``T distribution without any mbb window requirement for the (a)
nb = 2 category and (b) the nb  3 category, and the
pP
p2T=m``bb distribution
after relevant mbb window selections for the (c) nb = 2 category and the nb  3
category [109]. The solid dots in the lower panels represent the ratio of the data to
the background prediction obtained from the MLE, while the open circles correspond
to the ratio of data to the background prediction without any t performed. The
signal distributions are normalized to   B(A ! ZH)  B(H ! bb) = 1 pb in (a)
and (b). In (c) and (d) the signal normalization is scaled up to one third of the total
background normalization in order to show the shape dierence from background in
the linear scale.
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runs over the transverse momenta of the individual leptons and b-tagged jets used to
reconstruct the invariant mass (m``bb) of the A boson. This selection criterion turns
out to be an eective discriminating variable to reduce the Z+jets background. Dis-
tributions of the transverse momentum of the Z boson and the
pP
p2T=m``bb variable
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Figure 6.4: The mbb distributions before any mbb window selection are shown in (a)
and (b) for the nb = 2 and the nb  3 categories, respectively [109]. The gluon-gluon
fusion signal with (mA;mH) = (700; 200)GeV is shown in (a), whereas b-associated
production at the same (mA;mH) point is shown in (b). In both cases, the signal is
normalized to   B(A ! ZH)  B(H ! bb) = 1 pb. The solid dots in the lower
panels represent the ratio of the data to the background prediction obtained from
the MLE, while the open circles correspond to the ratio of data to the background
prediction without any t performed. The mbb window criterion is also shown as
vertical solid lines for the corresponding mH hypothesis.
The events are subsequently classied into two categories based on the number of
b-tagged jets. An event is assigned to the nb = 2 category if it contains exactly two
b-tagged jets, and the nb  3 category if more than two b-tagged jets are present.
Following the event categorization, selection on the the invariant mass of the two
leading b-tagged jets, mbb, is applied to be consistent with the assumed H boson
mass. 0:85 mH   20GeV < mbb < mH + 20GeV is required for the nb = 2 category,
and 0:85 mH   25GeV < mbb < mH + 50GeV for the nb  3 category. The enlarged
mbb window for the nb  3 category is to account for a slightly degraded resolution
of the di-jet invariant mass. Since there are at least three b-tagged jets in the nb  3
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Table 6.2: Summary of the A ! ZH ! ``bb event selection for the nb = 2 and








m``bb, where i runs over
the leptons and the two leading b-tagged jets in pT . mbb sidebands correspond to
[0; 0:85 mH   20) [ (mH + 20;1) for the nb = 2 category, and [0; 0:85 mH   25) [
(mH + 50;1) for the nb  3 category.
Event selection nb = 2 category nb  3 category
Triggers Un-prescaled single-lepton triggers
Leptons exactly 2 leptons, pT(leading lepton) > 27GeV
SR and ZCR ee or  pair
Top CR e pair
Jets
n(b-tagged jets) = 2 n(b-tagged jets)  3
pT(leading jet) > 45 GeV
Z ! `` 80 < m(``) < 100 GeV
If two muons, they must carry opposite charges.








SR and Top CR [0:85 mH   20;mH + 20] [0:85 mH   25;mH + 50]
ZCR mbb sidebands mbb sidebands
category, potential mis-assignment of b-tagged jets could occur by simply choosing
the leading two jets to reconstruct the H ! bb decay. This combinatorial background
leads to the mbb resolution degradation. The top control region adopts the same mbb
window denition as the signal region, whereas the Z+jets control region inverts the
mbb window criterion dened for each specic H boson mass hypothesis. The di-
jet invariant mass distributions are shown in Figure 6.4 for the nb = 2 and nb  3
categories. A summary of the event selection criteria is listed in Table 6.2.
For gluon-gluon fusion production, 94%{97% of the expected signal events passing
the event selection fall into the nb = 2 category. However, for b-associated production,
which has two additional b-quarks in the nal state, only 27%{36% of the expected
signal events fall into the nb  3 category. The remaining events are classied into
the nb = 2 category due to the relatively soft pT spectrum of the associated b-jets
and the eciency of the b-tagging being approximately 70%.
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6.3.1 Signal Resolution and Acceptance
For each mH hypothesis, the m``bb distribution will be used to extract the sig-
nal after the corresponding mbb requirement. A better signal resolution will lead to
a greater discriminating power to distinguish signal from background. One of the
advantages of the ``bb nal state is that the decay kinematics of the A boson can
be fully reconstructed. By assuming a specic mH hypothesis in each signal region,
the m``bb resolution of the signal can be improved by scaling the components of the
four-momentum of the bb and `` systems to the assumed H boson mass and the Z
boson mass, respectively. A similar procedure is also applied in the X ! ZV ! ``qq
analysis (Section 5.3.6). As a result, the m``bb resolution can be improved by a factor
of two without distorting the background distributions. The consequent resolution of
the reconstructed A boson mass ranges from 0.3% to 4% as shown in Figure 6.11-6.13.
Figure 6.5 demonstrates the improvement in the m``bb resolution after applying the
mass constraints.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.5: The simulatedm``bb distributions obtained from directly using the mass of
the ``bb system (lled histogram) and after scaling the `` and bb systems by mZ=m``
and mH=mbb (empty histogram) respectively for (a) gluon-gluon fusion in the nb = 2
category and (b) b-associated production in the nb  3 category of a A boson assuming
mA = 500GeV and mH = 250GeV [109].
The overall signal eciency for A! ZH ! ``bb is about 6%{13% for gluon-gluon
fusion and 4%{8% for b-associated production in the nb = 2 category. The eciency
of the b-associated production signal in the nb  3 category is approximately 2%{4%,
depending on the mA and mH values. Figure 6.6 shows the relative eciency of the
mbb window criterion and Figure 6.7 shows a few representative distributions of the
signal eciency as a function of either mA or mH.
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Figure 6.6: The eciency of the mbb window requirement for (a) mH = 130GeV as a
function of mA and (b) mA = 700GeV as a function of mH [109].
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Figure 6.7: The signal selection eciency for (a) mH = 130GeV as a function of mA
and (b) mA = 700GeV as a function of mH [109].
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6.4 Signal Modeling
This analysis utilizes the shape of the m``bb invariant mass spectrum to interpret
the observed data. A meaningful interpretation of the observed data requires con-
tinuous and smooth signal models in a statistical test, either for the construction of
condence intervals on model parameters or the discovery of potential signals. Monte
Carlo simulation is an indispensable tool in particle physics experiments, as it in-
corporates both modeling of fundamental physics processes and a detailed detector
simulation. However, MC simulations are time-consuming and demand a fair amount
of computing resources.
The two-dimensional parameter space considered in this analysis can be enormous
given the ne m``bb resolution. A reasonable scan of the mA   mH plane requires
thousands of MC samples generated for both gluon-gluon fusion and b-associated
productions. This section focuses on techniques that are used to interpolate the
intermediate signal points using a discrete set of MC simulations, thereby ensuring
continuity for the two-dimensional scan of the parameter of interest in a practical
way.
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Figure 6.8: The grid of Monte Carlo simulation generated for scanning the mA mH
parameter space for each production mechanism.
6.4.1 Signal Shape Interpolation
The m``bb distribution of a A boson produced via gluon-gluon fusion can be ad-
equately modeled by the following function after the corresponding mbb selection in
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the nb = 2 category:










































The probability density function in Equation (6.1) is referred to as the EGE
function, short for ExpGaussExp [121]. The EGE function consists of a Gaussian
core with mean a and variance 2, and two exponential tails on both sides of the
Gaussian. kL and kH represent the decay constants of the exponential tails, and they
indicate the transition points as well. Continuity of the EGE function and its rst
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(b) nb = 2 category
Figure 6.9: Simulatedm``bb distributions (closed circles) of signals produced via gluon-
gluon fusion assuming (a) mA = 500GeV and mH = 250GeV, and (b) mA = 500GeV
and mH = 400GeV in the nb = 2 category. Signal parameterizations are overlaid for
comparison. The solid curves are from parameter values obtained directly from the
ts to the simulated distributions, whereas the dashed curves use the interpolated
parameter values. The dierences between the simulation and the interpolated shape
divided by the statistical uncertainties of the simulation are shown in the bottom
panels.
On the other hand, a double-sided Crystal Ball (DSCB) function [122] is used to
describe the m``bb distribution of a A boson produced in association with b-quarks in
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both nb = 2 and nb  3 categories. The DSCB function reads as follows:















































jij   jij: (6.3)
The DSCB probability density function in Equation (6.2) consists of a Gaussian
core portion, anked by a power-law low-end tail and a second power-law high-end
tail. The function itself and its rst derivative are both continuous. The DSCB func-
tion is chosen because it can better describe than the EGE function the longer tails of
the m``bb distributions from b-associated production (compared to those produced via
gluon-gluon fusion). The prolonged tails of the m``bb distribution from b-associated
production are due to the mispairing eect described in Section 6.3.
For signal distributions from both production mechanisms in each relevant cate-
gory, the corresponding t procedure is carried out for all the available MC samples.
The grid of the simulated MC signal points is shown in Figure 6.8. Interpolation on
the EGE or DSCB function at any (mA; mH) point is then achieved by interpolating
the parameter values obtained from the t outcomes. These values are extracted from
a series of maximum-likelihood estimations (MLEs).
It is found that the EGE (DSCB) function can describe the gluon-gluon fusion
(b-associated production) signal samples decently when only a and  are allowed
to oat freely in the MLE and suitable choices are made for xing the remaining
parameter values. As the kinematics of the nal state objects largely depends on
the mass splitting between the A and H bosons in the narrow-width regime, these
xed values are determined by rst allowing all of the parameters to oat in the
t and inspecting whether their best-t values are independent of the specic signal
point. The suitable sets of values for the remaining parameters in the EGE and
DSCB functions are then obtained by observing the evolution of their best-t values;
consequently, the parameter tuning schemes are shown in Table 6.3(a) for gluon-gluon
fusion in the nb = 2 category, Table 6.3(b) for b-associated production in the nb = 2
category, and Table 6.3(c) for b-associated production in the nb  3 category.
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(d) nb  3 category
Figure 6.10: Simulated signal m``bb distributions (closed circles) from b-associated
production assuming mA = 500GeV and mH = 250GeV in the (a) nb = 2 category
and (b) nb  3 category, and mA = 500GeV and mH = 400GeV in the (c) nb = 2
category and (d) nb  3 category. Signal parameterizations are overlaid for compari-
son. The solid curves are from parameter values obtained directly from the ts to the
simulated distributions, whereas the dashed curves use the interpolated parameter
values. The dierences between the simulation and the interpolated shape divided
by the statistical uncertainties of the simulation are shown in the bottom panels.
relatively independent of the mass splitting. Therefore, they are xed to their respec-
tive average values. However, two dierent choices of the parameter values pertain-
ing to the low-end tail are arranged in each tuning scheme for m = 100GeV and
m > 100GeV, where m = mA mH. The special treatment of the m = 100GeV
case is attributed to being near the kinematic cuto for the A! ZH process, which





kL 5.06 for m = 100GeV
0.91 for m > 100GeV
kH 0.66




1 4.11 for m = 100GeV
1.64 for m > 100GeV
2 1.15
n1 39.0 for m = 100GeV
2.10 for m > 100GeV
n2 3.89




1 4.00 for m = 100GeV
1.38 for m > 100GeV
2 1.09
n1 39.0 for m = 100GeV
2.07 for m > 100GeV
n2 1.87
(c) DSCB t in nb  3 category
Table 6.3: Parameter tuning schemes for (a) EGE t of gluon-gluon fusion in nb = 2
category, (b) DSCB t of b-associated production in nb = 2 category, and (c) DSCB
t of b-associated production in nb  3 category. m represents the mass splitting
between the A and H bosons, mA  mH.
the simulated m``bb distributions are shown in Figure 6.9, as represented by the red
curves with the label \Original t". Representative t outcomes using the DSCB
function are shown in Figure 6.10. The respective parameter tuning schemes outlined
in Table 6.3 are utilized in the MLE and the agreement between the t outcome and
the MC simulation is satisfactory. The kinematic cuto eect on the low-end tail can
be seen from the m``bb distributions with m = 100GeV.
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(a) a evolution of the EGE function
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p0       
 0.08915±1.37 − 
p1       
 0.001243± 0.04227 
p2       06− 4.548e±05 −3.788e− 
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(b)  evolution of the EGE function
Figure 6.11: Evolution of the oating parameters (a and ) in the EGE t to the
gluon-gluon fusion signals as a function of the mass splitting between the A and
H bosons. The red curve shows the result of a 3rd degree polynomial t to the 
evolution used for the signal shape interpolation.
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(a) a evolution of the DSCB function
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22 p0       
 0.3423±3.204 − 
p1       
 0.004889± 0.0681 
p2       05− 1.811e±05 −5.799e− 
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(b)  evolution of the DSCB function
Figure 6.12: Evolution of the oating parameters (a and ) in the DSCB t to the
b-associated production signals in the nb = 2 category as a function of the mass
splitting between the A and H bosons. The red curve shows the result of a 3rd degree
polynomial t to the  evolution used for the signal shape interpolation.
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(a) a evolution of the DSCB function
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 0.4707±2.089 − 
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 0.006815± 0.05005 
p2       05− 2.553e±05 −1.873e− 
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(b)  evolution of the DSCB function
Figure 6.13: Evolution of the oating parameters (a and ) in the DSCB t to the
b-associated production signals in the nb  3 category as a function of the mass
splitting between the A and H bosons. The red curve shows the result of a 3rd degree
polynomial t to the  evolution used for the signal shape interpolation.
Apart from the mean and the variance of the Gaussian function, xing the rest of
the parameters greatly simplies the procedure for interpolating the model parame-
ters. Evolutions of a and  are inspected as a function of the mass splitting (m)
and are found to be well-behaved, as shown in Figure 6.11 for gluon-gluon fusion in
the nb = 2 category, Figure 6.12 for b-associated production in the nb = 2 category,
and Figure 6.13 for b-associated production in the nb  3 category. The mean of the
Gaussian behaves linearly as expected and is set to mA. A third-degree polynomial
t describes well the evolution of  of the Gaussian. The parameterization of  as a
function of the mass splitting is found to be able to capture entirely the dependence
of  on both mA and mH. Figures 6.9-6.10 show good levels of agreement between
the interpolated m``bb distributions and the simulated ones, where the dashed curves
are obtained using the interpolated parameter values.
6.4.2 Signal Yield Interpolation
Signal yield interpolation amounts to interpolating the product of signal accep-
tance and selection eciency (A ) in the two-dimensional parameter space. Since
the yield interpolation only involves estimating numerical values from the values of
the surrounding MC signal points, a non-parametric two-dimensional spline-based
technique, the thin plate spline (TPS) [123], is employed. Validations of the TPS
estimates are shown in Figure 6.14(a) for gluon-gluon fusion in the nb = 2 category,
Figure 6.14(b) for b-associated production in the nb = 2 category, and Figure 6.14(c)
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(a) nb = 2: gluon-gluon fusion
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(b) nb = 2: b-associated production
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(c) nb  3: b-associated production
Figure 6.14: Results of the two-dimensional thin-plate spline signal yield interpolation
for (a) gluon-gluon fusion in the nb = 2 category, (b) b-associated production in the
nb = 2 category, and (c) b-associated production in the nb  3 category. The z-axis
gives the absolute percent dierence between the interpolated yield and the generated
yield when not using that point as input to the interpolation.
for b-associated production in the nb  3 category. The z-axis corresponds to the
dierence between the signal yield from simulation and the interpolated yield after
excluding the signal point in question in the TPS estimation. The largest dier-
ences occur at the boundary of the MC grid (e.g. (mA;mH) = (800; 700)GeV in
Figure 6.14(a)). This is because extrapolations have to be made at points beyond
the input range and the consequent yields are subject to greater uncertainty than the
interpolated results. Unlike the validation of the TPS method, the analysis itself only
involves signal points within the MC grid that can be obtained using interpolation.
In Figure 6.14, variations of the interpolated yield are approximately within 10% with
respective to the original yield. Treatment of the uncertainties arising from the yield
interpolation procedure is discussed in Section 6.5.
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6.4.3 Parameterization of the Large-Width Signals
The parameterization of the large-width signals is done analytically based on
the modeling of the narrow-width signals. The m``bb distribution of a narrow-width
( A = 1MeV) A boson produced via gluon-gluon fusion can be described adequately











a(m); (m); kL; kH
mH
dm (6.4)
In the above equation, the approximation that the width of the narrow resonance is
zero is made (for that  A=mA  1), ergo the Dirac delta function (m mA). fNW(x)
is evaluated at a specic mH, implying that the mass of the A boson becomes the
sole variable in the (mA;mH) plane. The width of H ( H = 1MeV) is also negligible
in the model considered in this analysis, i.e.  H=mH  1. Therefore, Equation (6.4)



















where gNW(m) = (m mA) is the probability density function of m, the mass of the
resonance.
In taking the EGE function fEGE(x;m)

mH
as the approximated form of the de-
tector response that one would have for a narrow-width signal, generalization can be














a(m); (m); kL; kH
mH
dm (6.6)
where gLW(m) is the normalized lineshape of the resonance production for a specic
 A=mA assumption and can be naturally interpreted as the density function of m
in the large-width scenario. For modeling the large-width A bosons produced via
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b-associated production, the same approach is used with EGE replaced by the DSCB
function.
To account for the distortion of the lineshape near the kinematic cutomA mH '
mZ (A! ZH is enforced in the MC generator), a modied Breit-Wigner function is
employed to parameterize the lineshape of the A boson as a function of its width:
gLW(m) =
k0
(m2  M2)2 + ( M)2  LogNormal(m; k1; k2; k3) (6.7)
By tting to the generated lineshapes of the A boson, the following parameteri-
zation of the parameters in Equation (6.7) is adopted:
 M = mA and is constant.
   =  A and is constant.
 k0 is the normalization factor.
 k1 = 1:43  10 9 X3s   2:66  10 6 X2s + 1:61  10 3 Xs + 0:55, where Xs = mA
for mA < 500 GeV and Xs = 500 GeV for mA  500 GeV.
 k2 = mH +mZ   20 and is constant.
 k3 = 3:05  10 6  m3   4:06  10 3  m2 + 0:69  m + 59:18 + mA, where
m = mA  mH.
The above parameterization is obtained by rstly letting all the parameters oat
freely in the t procedure and subsequently using polynomial functions to capture
the evolution of the relevant parameters as a function of mA,  A and mH.
Figures 6.15{6.18 compare some of the generated lineshapes with the modied
Breit-Wigner function using the aforementioned parameterization. It is evident that
the modied Breit-Wigner function is able to describe the lineshapes of the resonance
production exceedingly well for dierent A boson widths and signal points considered.
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Figure 6.15: Comparisons between the parameterized and generated lineshapes of
mA = 300 GeV, mH = 130 GeV for  A=mA = 5% (left),  A=mA = 10% (middle),
and  A=mA = 20% (right).
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Figure 6.16: Comparisons between the parameterized and generated lineshapes of
mA = 500 GeV, mH = 250 GeV for  A=mA = 5% (left),  A=mA = 10% (middle),
and  A=mA = 20% (right).
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Figure 6.17: Comparisons between the parameterized and generated lineshapes of
mA = 800 GeV, mH = 130 GeV for  A=mA = 5% (left),  A=mA = 10% (middle),
and  A=mA = 20% (right).
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Figure 6.18: Comparisons between the parameterized and generated lineshapes of
mA = 800 GeV, mH = 400 GeV for  A=mA = 5% (left),  A=mA = 10% (middle),
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(c)  A=mA = 20%
Figure 6.19: Comparisons of the invariant mass spectra of the ``bb four-body system
for mA = 500 GeV, mH = 150 GeV for dierent A boson widths. The dots correspond
to the shape from simulation and the red histogram represents the model template
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(c)  A=mA = 20%
Figure 6.20: Comparisons of the invariant mass spectra of the ``bb four-body system
for mA = 600 GeV, mH = 300 GeV for dierent A boson widths. The dots correspond
to the shape from simulation and the red histogram represents the model template
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(c)  A=mA = 20%
Figure 6.21: Comparisons of the invariant mass spectra of the ``bb four-body system
for mA = 700 GeV, mH = 400 GeV for dierent A boson widths. The dots correspond
to the shape from simulation and the red histogram represents the model template
based on the method described by Equation (6.6).
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Validation of the method
Only a few MC simulations with dierent widths are generated for purposes of
validating the above method. m``bb distributions obtained using the method based
on Equation (6.6) are compared to the simulated distributions with all the rele-
vant selection criteria in Section 6.3 applied. The full comparisons are shown in
Figures 6.19{6.21, which suggest that the m``bb templates are able to describe the
simulated m``bb spectra reasonably well. The A  of the large-width signals is esti-
mated using the same methodology, after replacing the EGE or DSCB function with
the TPS interpolation of A  for the narrow-width signals.
An example of the parameterized signal distributions with dierent widths is
shown in Figure 6.22.
mℓℓbb [GeV]
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Figure 6.22: The interpolated m``bb distribution assuming mA = 500GeV and mH =
250GeV with various A boson widths for: (a) gluon-gluon fusion in the nb = 2
category and (b) b-associated production in the nb  3 category [109].
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6.5 Systematic Uncertainties
The experimental systematic uncertainties associated with the physics objects
used in this analysis are identical to those of the X ! ZV ! ``qq analysis (Section
5.4.1).
For modeling of the Z+jets background, the most important sources of uncertainty
are associated with the shapes of the transverse momentum of the Z boson and the
di-jet invariant mass. The modeling uncertainties are estimated using a data-driven
approach. Events after all the selection criteria but the mbb selection are enriched
with the Z+jets background and any potential signal processes will be diluted. Since
this region is dominated by the Z+jets process, the disagreement between data and
the total background prediction can be attributed to the modeling uncertainties as-
sociated with the Z+jets process. The shape uncertainties are then evaluated by
taking the ratio of data, after the subtraction of the total MC estimation, to Z+jets
MC estimation, as represented by the solid dots in Figure 6.23 for pT(Z) and Fig-
ure 6.24 for mbb. Analytical functional forms are subsequently used to parametrize
the shape dierences as functions of pT(Z) and mbb separately. Parameterizations of
the shape dierences are denoted by the red curves in Figure 6.23 and Figure 6.24.
These parametrized uncertainties are then propagated to the nal signal regions in
the likelihood function.
The determination of the modeling uncertainties of the tt background adheres to
the same philosophy. The top-enriched control region is utilized to measure and pa-
rameterize the shape dierences in the pT(Z) and mbb distributions and the resulting
data-driven estimates are extrapolated to the signal region using the same prescrip-
tion for the uncertainties. Data-driven estimates of the tt modeling uncertainties are
shown in Figure 6.25 and Figure 6.26.
For the other minor background processes, the relevant modeling uncertainties are
obtained using a MC-based approach, by varying the factorization and renormaliza-
tion scales, the amount of initial- and nal-state radiation, and the choice of PDF
parameterizations [109].
Signal theoretical uncertainties due to choice of PDF set, initial- and nal-state
radiation prescription, and factorization and renormalization scales are considered.
The calculation of these uncertainties follow the same procedure as described in
Section 5.4.3. In general, these uncertainties only have non-negligible eects on
the acceptance of the signal. The uncertainty for PDF choice is parameterized as
(2:2 + 0:58  mA=100)% for gluon-gluon fusion, and a at 5% for b-associated pro-
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s = 13 TeV, 36.1 fb−1
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(b) nb  3 category
Figure 6.23: The ratio of (N(data) N(MC backgrounds))=N(Z+jets) as a function
of pT(Z). This ratio is taken as the modeling uncertainty associated with the pT(Z)
of the Z+jets background in the respective categories. The red curve represents the
parameterization used for the data-driven estimate.




















s = 13 TeV, 36.1 fb−1
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s = 13 TeV, 36.1 fb−1
Data-driven estimate
(b) nb  3 category
Figure 6.24: The ratio of (N(data) N(MC backgrounds))=N(Z+jets) as a function
of mbb. This ratio is taken as the modeling uncertainty associated with the mbb of
the Z+jets background in the respective categories. The red curve represents the
parameterization used for the data-driven estimate.
duction. The uncertainty associated with factorization and renormalization scales is
evaluated to be 2% (1%) for gluon-gluon fusion (b-associated production). ISR/FSR
uncertainties have an eect of 6% on the acceptance of gluon-gluon fusion signal and
5% on that of b-associated production.
Additional systematic uncertainties arising from the interpolation procedure are
also considered. The signal interpolation procedure is performed for each experimen-
tal systematic variation, and the varying shapes and acceptances are taken as the
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Figure 6.25: The ratio of (N(data)   N(MC backgrounds))=N(tt) as a function of
pT(Z). This ratio is taken as the modeling uncertainty associated with the pT(Z) of
the tt background in the respective categories. The red curve represents the param-
eterization used for the data-driven estimate.
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Figure 6.26: The ratio of (N(data) N(MC backgrounds))=N(tt) as a function ofmbb.
This ratio is taken as the modeling uncertainty associated with the mbb of the tt back-
ground in the respective categories. The red curve represents the parameterization
used for the data-driven estimate.
systematic variations associated with the experimental uncertainties for the signal
Monte Carlo. A at 5% (10%) variation is applied to the  of the signal param-
eterization of gluon-gluon fusion (b-associated production). A 5.5% uncertainty on
the signal acceptance due to the thin plate spline interpolation is applied to cover




The statistical analysis is conducted based on the aforementioned statistical frame-
work as described in Section 5.5. Although this analysis probes a two-dimensional
parameter space, the likelihood models constructed only depend on mA due to the
fact that the mass of the A boson is scanned for one mH hypothesis at a time. To put






where  is the signal strength parameter, D represents the collection of the observed
events, and G corresponds to the set of the observed values of the nuisance parameters
(Section 5.5.1). In Equation (6.8), the likelihood function in the (mA;mH) plane is
transformed into a series of conditional likelihood functions evaluated at mH = m
i
H
for the i-th function.
Table 6.4: Summary of the inputs entering the likelihood function. \Nevt" indicates
that the number of events is used as the discriminant without any shape information
and  refers to scale factors applied to the major background processes.
Fit inputs for each mH hypothesis
Input region Discriminant Scale factor
nb = 2 category





Z+jets control region Nevt 
nb=2
Z+jets
Top control region Nevt 
nb=2
tt
nb  3 category





Z+jets control region Nevt 
nb3
Z+jets
Top control region Nevt 
nb3
tt
For each category, two free parameters governing the normalizations of the Z+jets
and tt background processes are included in the likelihood function. They are deter-
mined simultaneously by the singal region and the respective control regions. Signal
and the other minor background processes are normalized based on the theoretical
cross sections and selection eciencies. Typical values of scale factors are close to
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unity. Taking (mA;mH) = (700; 200)GeV as an example, the Z+jets scale factor is
1:120:09 for the nb = 2 category and 1:10:2 for the nb  3 category. Similarly, the
tt scale factors are 0:960:06 and 1:20:2 for the two corresponding categories [109].
Systematic uncertainties are incorporated in the likelihood model as nuisance param-
eters with either Gaussian or log-normal constraint terms, as described in Section




In each mbb mass window considered, the m``bb spectrum is scanned for potential
excesses beyond the background prediction in the observed data. This procedure is
performed for the narrow-width A bosons of both gluon-gluon fusion and b-associated
productions. p-values are calculated from the test statistic q0 in Section 5.5 and the
results are shown in Figure 6.27. The alternative hypothesis in each p0 calculation
assumes the production of a specic (mA;mH) point under the narrow-width assump-
tion. Both nb = 2 and nb  3 categories are taken into account in the b-associated
production, whereas gluon-gluon fusion only considers the nb = 2 category.
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Figure 6.27: Scan of the p-values from the q0 test statistic for (a) the gluon-gluon
fusion and (b) the b-associated production signal assumption.
In all cases, the observed data are consistent with the null (background-only)
hypothesis to a reasonable degree as no statistically signicant excess is found. The
most signicant excess for gluon-gluon fusion is 3:5  at (mA;mH) = (750; 610)GeV,
and 2:0  after taking into account the look-elsewhere eect. The global signicance is
calculated based on a procedure for estimating the signicance of a signal in a multi-
dimensional search [124]. For b-associated production, the largest deviation occurs
at (mA;mH) = (510; 130)GeV with a local (global) signicance of 3.0 (1.2). The
observed and expected mass spectra corresponding to the mH = 610GeV and the
mH = 130GeV hypotheses are shown in Figure 6.28 and Figure 6.29, respectively. A
few other representative mass distributions are shown in Figures 6.30-6.32 for various
mH hypotheses. The SM background estimates in these plots are obtained from
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Figure 6.28: Distributions of the m``bb spectrum for the mH = 610GeV hypothesis
in the (a) nb = 2 category and (b) the nb  3 category. The solid dots in the lower
panels represent the ratio of the data to the background prediction obtained from the
conditional MLE with  = 0, while the open circles correspond to the ratio of the
data to the pre-t background prediction. The signal distributions shown in these

















s = 13 TeV, 36.1 fb−1
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Figure 6.29: Distributions of the m``bb spectrum for the mH = 130GeV hypothesis
in the (a) nb = 2 category and (b) the nb  3 category. See Figure 6.28 for more
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Figure 6.30: Distributions of the m``bb spectrum for the mH = 200GeV hypothesis
in the (a) nb = 2 category and (b) the nb  3 category. See Figure 6.28 for more

















s = 13 TeV, 36.1 fb−1
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Figure 6.31: Distributions of the m``bb spectrum for the mH = 300GeV hypothesis
in the (a) nb = 2 category and (b) the nb  3 category. See Figure 6.28 for more

















s = 13 TeV, 36.1 fb−1
mH = 500 GeV, nb = 2
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Figure 6.32: Distributions of the m``bb spectrum for the mH = 500GeV hypothesis
in the (a) nb = 2 category and (b) the nb  3 category. See Figure 6.28 for more
explanations for the background and signal distributions.
Using the CLs method, upper limits are derived asymptotically at 95% CL on the
production of a narrow-width A boson with the subsequent A ! ZH and H ! bb
decays. The upper limits on B(A! ZH)B(H ! bb) are shown in Figure 6.33
for gluon-gluon fusion production and Figure 6.34 for b-associated production.
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Figure 6.33: The (a) expected and (b) observed upper limits at 95% CL on B(A!
ZH) B(H ! bb) for gluon-gluon fusion production.
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Figure 6.34: The (a) expected and (b) observed upper limits at 95% CL on B(A!
ZH) B(H ! bb) for b-associated production.
The observed data events are also interpreted in the context of 2HDMs. The
number of free parameters in a 2HDM are rst reduced by making some explicit
assumptions. The 2HDM is required to comply with the SM alignment limit by
setting cos(   ) = 0. The lightest Higgs boson in the model, h, will then have
properties similar to those of the recently discovered Higgs boson at the LHC. The
m212 parameter is xed to m
2
A tan =(1 + tan
2 ). The widths of the A bosons are
taken from the predictions of the 2HDM and the corresponding parameterizations
of the large-width signals are used. The cross sections of the A boson production
are calculated with up to NNLO corrections in the 2HDM [125{127]. Figure 6.35
shows the observed and expected limits for the Type I, Type II, \lepton specic" and
\ipped" 2HDMs for various tan  values in the (mA;mH) plane. An exclusion up
to mH = 350GeV is observed for tan  = 1. The H !  is preferred in the lepton
specic scenario for tan  > 1, leading to a much lower sensitivity compared to Type
I. For higher values of tan , the coupling of the H boson to down-type quarks is
enhanced in Type II and ipped 2HDMs but suppressed in the other two scenarios.
Therefore, Type II and ipped 2HDMs have greater exclusion powers in the high
tan  region.
The eects of the leading sources of systematic uncertainty are also studied fol-
lowing the same approach described in Section 5.6.3, as shown in Table 6.5 for two
representative signal points of both gluon-gluon fusion and b-associated production
of a narrow-width A boson. In all cases, the amount of the Monte Carlo statistics
is the leading source of systematic uncertainty. The eect of the total systematic
uncertainty is comparable to that of the dataset size, with the latter being larger
at high mass. The leading sources of systematic uncertainty and their impacts are
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similar for the other signal points studied and for large-width assumptions of the A
boson as well.
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Figure 6.35: Observed and expected 95% CL exclusion regions in the (mA;mH) plane
for various tan  values for (a) Type I, (b) Type II, (c) lepton specic and (d) ipped
2HDMs.
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Table 6.5: The eects of the most important sources of uncertainty on the strength
parameter () at two example mass points of (mA;mH) = (230; 130) GeV and
(mA;mH) = (700; 200) GeV for both the gluon{gluon fusion and b-associated pro-
duction of a narrow-width A boson. The signal cross-sections are taken to be the
expected median upper limits as shown in Figure 6.33 and Figure 6.34. JES and
JER stand for jet energy scale and jet energy resolution, `Sim. stat.' for simulation
statistics, and \Bkg. model." for the background modelling.
Gluon{gluon fusion production b-associated production
(230; 130)GeV (700; 200)GeV (230; 130)GeV (700; 200)GeV
Source = [%] Source = [%] Source = [%] Source = [%]
Data stat. 32 Data stat. 49 Data stat. 35 Data stat. 46
Total syst. 36 Total syst. 22 Total syst. 38 Total syst. 26
Sim. stat. 22 Sim. stat. 10 Sim. stat. 26 Sim. stat. 12
Bkg. model. 16 Bkg. model. 10 b-tagging 14 Bkg. model. 11
JES/JER 12 Theory 9.1 JES/JER 11 b-tagging 10
b-tagging 9.9 b-tagging 8.5 Bkg. model. 9.8 Theory 6.8




In this dissertation, searches for heavy resonances decaying into ZZ, ZW or ZH
are presented, using 36:1 fb 1 of proton-proton collision data at a center-of-mass en-
ergy of
p
s = 13TeV and recorded in 2015 and 2016 by the ATLAS detector at the
LHC. The observed data are found to be compatible with the SM prediction, with no
signicant excesses observed.
The searches for ZZ and ZW resonances explore the nal state in which a Z boson
decays into a pair of charged leptons, and the other boson decays into a pair of quarks.
These searches are performed in the mass range from 300GeV to 5000GeV of the new
resonance. The two quarks are identied as either one large-radius jet or two separate
small-radius jets depending on the transverse momentum of the hadronically decaying
boson. Boson tagging algorithms are employed to identify large-radius jets with
masses and substructures compatible with the hadronic decays of high-momentum
W or Z bosons. Moreover, the searches are performed in two event categories aiming
at both VBF production and ggF or DY production of the resonances.
Upper limits on the production cross section times branching ratio,   B(X !
ZV ), as a function of the resonance mass are derived at 95% CL. In the case of a
heavy neutral Higgs boson, upper limits on B(H ! ZZ) vary from 1:7 (0:42) pb at
mH = 300GeV to 1:4 (1.1) fb at mH = 3TeV for the ggF (VBF) production process.
In the context of the phenomenological heavy-vector-triplet (HVT) benchmark model
A (model B) with the coupling constant gV = 1 (gV = 3), exclusions up to 2.9 (3.2)
TeV are derived for a spin-1 vector triplet W 0 produced via the Drell-Yan process.
Upper limits on   B(W 0 ! ZW ) are also set for the HVT VBF model, which
range from 0:98 pb at mW 0 = 300GeV to 2:8 fb at mW 0 = 4TeV. A spin-2 Kaluza-
Klein graviton produced via the gluon-gluon fusion process is excluded for masses
below 1:3TeV and 1:0TeV for the bulk Randall-Sundrum model with k=MPl = 1 and
k=MPl = 0:5, respectively.
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The search for a heavy Higgs boson, A, decaying into a Z boson and another
heavy Higgs boson, H, with mH > 125GeV is performed in the ``bb nal state. Both
the gluon-gluon fusion production and the b-associated production of the A boson
are considered; consequently, a nb = 2 category and a nb  3 category are utilized to
classify events according to the number of b-jets.
With no signicant deviation from the SM background prediction observed, upper
limits are set on the product  B(A! ZH)B(H ! bb). The upper limits range
from 14 fb to 830 fb and from 26 fb to 570 fb for the gluon-gluon fusion production and
the b-associated production of a narrow-width A boson, respectively. The search also
tightens the constraints on dierent types of two-Higgs double models (2HDMs) in the
part of the parameter space with a large mass splitting between mA and mH. These
constraints are established for Type I, Type II, lepton-specic and ipped 2HDMs in
the (mA;mH) plane assuming dierent tan  values.
As the LHC physics program continues, the diboson channel remains a vital probe
of new physics beyond the SM. The ATLAS detector recorded 46:9 fb 1 of proton-
proton collision data in 2017 and will accumulate a total integrated luminosity of
more than 100 fb 1 by the end of Run-II. The Run-III operation of the LHC is on the
horizon, with a goal of delivering around 300 fb 1 of data at a center-of-mass energy
of 14TeV. Further down the road, the High Luminosity LHC program envisages
an instantaneous luminosity of approximately ve times the current nominal LHC
peak luminosity (1034 cm 2s 1) and a total integrated luminosity of about 3000 fb 1
in around 10{12 years. All of these will further extend the discovery potential at the
LHC and lend increased sensitivities to rare and elusive processes in the quest for a
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